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Gert-Jan Burgers, Luigi Cicala,          
Gervasio Illiano

Introduction

In cities worldwide, urban expansion and re-
newal are increasingly accompanied by archaeo-
logical research. The massive presence of archaeo-
logical layers in many historical city centres, previ-
ously rather considered as an obstacle to urban 
growth, is now commonly perceived as an added 
value and a potential asset for development. The 
present book analyses the pitfalls and opportuni-
ties of this phenomenon, as well as the methods 
and procedures employed in the various steps in-
volved, from data acquisition, documentation and 
storage to the integration of these data in heritage 
policies, urban planning and design. The book is 
the outcome of a 2 days’ workshop, held at VU Uni-
versity Amsterdam on October 16 and 17, 2019 and 
organized by the VU University interfaculty re-
search institute CLUE+ and the Humanities depart-
ment (Dipartimento di StudiUmanistici) of the Uni-
versity of Naples “Federico II”, in cooperation with 
Herity International. Following the workshop the 
book is divided into three sections, each focusing 
on a specific theme: 

(1) Documenting archaeology. In this section at-
tention is focused on the problem of data recovery 
and documentation in urbanized areas. The contri-
butions discuss advanced approaches to archaeo-
logical excavation, survey, remote sensing and oth-
er methods in highly stratified and low visibility 
contexts. 

(2) Data storage. This section investigates the 
complex task of storing archaeological data in 
modern cities. The different methods of archaeo-
logical investigation, from remote sensing to car-
tography, produce a multi-faceted set of data, re-
quiring dynamic archives and databases. The sec-
tion highlights innovative methods that allow the 
integration of different types of information and 
that facilitate the stage of data interpretation. 

(3) Archaeology, heritage and urban planning. 
This section is dedicated to the integration of ar-
chaeology into urban planning and design strate-
gies. Planners and policy makers are increasingly 
approaching archaeology, and more generally cul-
tural heritage, as social, cultural or economic capi-
tal, with which to build sustainable future cities. In 
this section a series of case studies will be present-
ed, to be accompanied by a discussion of the pros 
and contras of this development. 

The focus of this book is on European cities. The 
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various case studies that will be discussed range 
from metropolitan areas to minor towns, and in-
clude amongst others Amsterdam, Athens, Patras, 
Rome, Siena, Newcastle and York. In the next pa-
per in this volume, these studies will be framed in 
the context of the innovations in the relationship 
between archaeology and the city, as they have un-
folded globally during the last decades. As a matter 
of fact, in many ways, these cases may be seen as 
exemplary for cities worldwide.  

Bringing them together under one umbrella, we 
have aimed to make a significant contribution to 
the recent innovations in urban archaeology that 
are at the heart of this volume.
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Gert-Jan Burgers

Archaeology and the City. 
Themes and trends

Abstract
This first paper aims at 
contextualizing the present 
volume. It does so by tracing 
some of the major aspects of the 
recent transformation in the 
relationship between 
archaeology and the city, 
focusing on (1) thematic changes; 
(2) a spatial turn; (3) chronology. 
Whilst this transformation has 
deeply enriched archaeological 
interpretation, the almost 
unlimited widening of context, 
thematically, spatially as well as 
chronologically, has also 
significantly complicated urban 

field research and heritage 
management. From a holistic, 
diachronic landscape perspective 
all structures, features, artefacts 
and ecofacts of every single layer, 
below as well as above ground, 
have become potential objects of 
study and conservation. Field 
methods and heritage policies 
have been adapted accordingly, 
supported by major advances in 
documentation techniques, 
storage facilities and political and 
administrative regulations. The 
present paper traces the 
contours of this transformation, 
using Rome as a case study.

Gert-Jan Burgers, Interfaculty research institute CLUE+ for Culture 
Cognition, History and Heritage, VU University Amsterdam, 
g.l.m.burgers@vu.nl

At the heart of this volume is the transforma-
tion in the relationship between archaeology and 
the city as it has unfolded globally during the last 
three to four decades. This transformation is charac-
terized by major advances in archaeological theory, 
methods, tools and heritage policies and practices. 
In order to contextualize the present volume, in the 
following I will trace some of the major aspects of 
this transformation, starting with conceptual chang-
es. To make these manifest, I will use a particular 
case study as a point of reference, that is the city of 
Rome. Perhaps more than any other city, Roma Ae-
terna, or the ‘Eternal City’, has been in the spotlights 
of archaeological research, even long before the 
emergence of archaeology as a scientific discipline 
in the 19th century. The Urbs illustrates particularly 
well the relevant changes in the relationship be-
tween archaeology and the city in general.

1. Conceptual changes in urban archaeology
One of the most notable changes that charac-

terize urban archaeology is of a thematic nature. 
Traditionally, archaeologists working in cities have 
focused on iconic monuments and sites, as high-
lights in the history of architecture and urban to-
pography. Rome, indeed, is a case par eccelence, 
with its quintessential landscape of classical ruins, 
from the Central Archaeological Area, between the 
Colosseum and Capital Hill, to the Via Appia Park in 
the southern periphery (fig. 1). However, as a result 
of successive, post-WWII stages of theoretical 
thinking, ranging from Braudelian, processual and 
Marxist to contextual approaches, themes have 
changed fundamentally; in most of these cases the 
cities and their monuments are now analysed in 
their widest social contexts1. Modern studies don’t 
focus anymore mainly on the palaces, triumphal 
arches and bath complexes of emperors or elites, 
but aim to write social and economic history in its 
widest sense, including the lives of common peo-
ple and slaves - the ‘people without history’, to 
quote the title of the famous book by anthropolo-
gist Eric Wolf2. They also commonly include the re-
lationship between city and countryside, and even 
marginal landscapes of marshes and mountains. In 

1  Cf. Bernard Knapp 1992; Bintliff 1991; Millett 2007; Morris 1994; 
Osborne 1987.
2  Wolf 1982.
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Rome, again, many excavations are now carried 
out in ancient harbour and industrial areas or in for-
mal rural areas in the peripheries of the modern 
city, revealing even the dispersed traces of ancient 
peasant cottages, vineyards and drove roads. 

Closely related to the thematic changes is a spa-
tial turn. Most of the monumental structures and 
sites highlighted in earlier culture-historical and 
Classical archaeology, are located centrally, as land-
marks of a glorified past. Moreover, they have gen-
erally been studied in relative isolation from their 
spatial and social context, as relics of a typological 
and topographical order. In contrast, following 
Braudelian approaches and the other conceptual 
advances mentioned above, cities and their monu-
ments are now commonly analysed in their widest 
spatial contexts, with the city perceived as a spatial 
continuum, including peripheral and marginal are-
as. Correspondingly, spatial analyses are performed 
to relate all the elements in this continuum to each 
other. A related shift can be observed in archaeo-
logical heritage management. Nowadays, follow-
ing European treaties such as the European Conven-
tion on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage 
and the European Landscape Convention, when we 
talk about urban archaeological heritage, we refer 
to the entire assemblage of physical traces of the 
urban landscape, from monuments to simple cot-
tages, and from harbor areas to industrial complex-
es. 

A third vital aspect of change in urban archaeol-
ogy is of a chronological nature. Most of the ar-
chaeological monuments in modern cities date to 
iconic periods. Thus, most Roman monuments date 
to the Imperial period. On the one hand this is be-
cause in that period construction techniques had 
reached their apogee, which of course influences 
the lifespan of monuments and buildings. On the 
other hand, sustainability is also heavily influenced 
by later perceptions of the very same objects. From 
the latter perspective it has to be pointed out that 
throughout the later history of the city of Rome, 
particularly Imperial heritage has been cherished 
and preserved, excavated and restored, with the 
aim of glorifying the Rome of the emperors.3 The 
monuments have become symbols of that glory. 
But there is of course much more than the Imperial 

3  e.g. Manacorda, Tamassia 1985; Painter 2005.

monuments: the Roman landscape was and still is 
highly dynamic. Following the same theoretical ap-
proaches mentioned above, the chronological con-
text has widened significantly in both archaeologi-
cal narratives and heritage management. Nowa-
days, attention is also paid to the Iron Age hut com-
pounds that preceded the Classical period4, to the 
periods of disintegration of the city and to the land-
scape of ruins of the Middle Ages5. Some even spe-
cialize in the archaeology of industrial buildings of 
the last century, or in the modern Roman land-
scape6. In fact, attention is slowly shifting to a com-
pletely diachronic history of the entire urban land-
scape of Rome, from prehistoric to modern times. 
In this context, Swedish researchers investigating 
the Roman Via Tiburtina have recently proposed to 
use the concept of ‘urban landscape archaeology’, 
perceived as the study of the present-day urban 
texture in all its historical diversity, as a palimpsest 
of closely interwoven histories7. Central to this con-
cept are the continuous transformation processes 
that have been responsible for this palimpsest. 

The changes discussed above have fundamen-
tally altered the field of urban archaeology. Whilst 
they have deeply enriched archaeological interpre-
tation, the almost unlimited widening of context, 
thematically, spatially as well as chronologically, 
has also significantly complicated urban field re-
search and heritage management. From a holistic, 
diachronic landscape perspective all structures, 
features, artefacts and ecofacts of every single lay-
er, below as well as above ground, have become 
potential objects of study and conservation. Field 
methods and heritage policies have been adapted 
accordingly, supported by major advances in docu-
mentation techniques, storage facilities and politi-
cal and administrative regulations. Thus, in most 
modern cities large scale reconnaissance and dia-
chronic excavations often precede major building 
projects, using the latest digital recording and stor-
age techniques, sharing the results through elabo-
rate outreach initiatives and integrating the out-
comes, both tangible and intangible, in exhibition 
contexts or other heritage projects. In the follow-
ing I will provide an example of this approach, fo-

4  e.g. Carandini 2007.
5  e.g. Menighini, Santangeli Valenzani 2007.
6  Bjur, Santillo Frizell 2009.
7  Bjur, Santillo Frizell 2009.
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cusing again on the city of Rome, in particular on a 
project called Challenging Testaccio. Urban Land-
scape History of a Roman Rione (fig. 2).

2. The Challenging Testaccio Project
Challenging Testaccio is a joint project of the So-

printendenza Speciale per i Beni Archeologici di Ro-
ma, the Royal Netherlands institute in Rome and 
VU University Amsterdam, undertaken between 
2010 and 20158. The project was focused on the 
neighbourhood of Testaccio, in the sub-Aventine 
plain, immediately west of the Aventine hill. In an-
cient times, the city’s river harbour was located 
here. The modern neighbourhood was built on top 
of it in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
tury, to provide accommodation for working-class 
citizens. The neighbourhood is now being restyled 
and we have been invited to collaborate in a study 
of the history and archaeology of the Testaccio ar-
ea, which is to inform the urban redevelopment 
process. The Challenging Testaccio Project had 
three major aims, much in line with the thematic, 
spatial and chronological changes discussed above. 
The first aim was to carry out a comprehensive 
landscape study of the ancient harbour area. This 
means an in-depth investigation of the spatial or-
ganization and use of the harbour. To that end, we 
have carried out, amongst others, excavations of 
the standing remains of the Porticus Aemilia, one of 
the largest buildings of ancient Rome and a central 
element of the new harbour ( fig. 3)9. The excava-
tions have been especially informative on the an-
cient phases of the building, revealing for instance 
the remains of a cella of a horreum, a large ware-
house for the storage of grain. However, the exca-
vations have also enabled us to study significant 
layers of the post-antique phases of abandonment 
and reuse of the building and of the wider area 
around it. In the late Roman period, the area loses 
its original purpose and over the course of centu-
ries transforms progressively into a suburban coun-
tryside, maintaining this character until the thresh-
old of the twentieth century. 

This leads us to the second aim of the project: to 
do diachronic urban landscape archaeology, name-

8  Contino et alii 2016; Van Manen et alii 2016; De Kleijn et alii 2016; 
Burgers et alii 2018. 
9  Burgers et alii 2015; Burgers et alii 2018.

ly to study the Testaccio palimpsest of successive 
processes of ancient urbanization, ruralization and 
re-urbanization. From the excavations it can be de-
duced that traditional one-sided typological and 
functional interpretations of archaeological struc-
tures in terms of buildings known from ancient 
written sources, fail to do justice to the archaeo-
logical evidence, which suggest instead a highly dif-
ferentiated history of occupation in the area of the 
Porticus Aemilia and the harbour in general. Al-
though the original use of the building in the late 
Republican era remains obscure as yet, the excava-
tions have documented multiple traces of aban-
donment, collapse, rebuilding and restructuring 
for the various post-Republican phases, until well 
within the 20th century. All these traces and layers 
have been carefully documented; the team has 
dedicated as much time and effort reconstructing 
the decline of the physical structure and the re-use 
of the site during the post-classical period as it did 
to the Classical period, making it a truly biographi-
cal study.

The third aim of the Challenging Testaccio Pro-
ject was to link the past of the neighbourhood to 
the present and the future, presenting the archae-
ological and historical analyses in such a way as to 
inform and inspire the ongoing urban regeneration 
process. This is in line with an ongoing paradigm 
shift in heritage approaches. During recent dec-
ades, there has been increasing criticism of tradi-
tional heritage approaches with a principally pro-
tectionist approach, for their exclusive focus on 
iconic monuments and sites and their tendency to 
isolate this heritage from its intangible aspects, its 
wider spatial context and, more in general, its con-
temporary social, economic and cultural develop-
ments. The new heritage perspective, in contrast, 
emphasizes the potential role of heritage as a ma-
jor resource for regeneration, renewal and so-
cio-cultural as well as economic sustainability10. 
Much like the conceptual changes in archaeology 
discussed above, this new paradigm highlights the 
capacity of heritage assets to be integrated within 
the wider spatial and social context in which they 
are embedded. Cherishing a broad, geographical 
and societal perspective, it expands the spectrum 
of built heritage beyond the traditional emblematic 

10  Cf. Munoz-Vinas 2005; van der Valk et alii 2010; Waterton, Watson 
2015.
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places, to include cultural landscapes at large, for 
example abandoned industrial complexes or ‘mar-
ginal’ wetlands. Focus is shifting from the localised 
monument or site preserved in isolation from, or 
even in contrast to, the landscape around it, to a 
concern for whole landscapes and urban environ-
ments, and from the physical to the immaterial 
world of memories and traditions11. Accordingly, 
planners, economists, policy makers, heritage man-
agers, local communities and civil society are all be-
ginning to see that the totality of the particular in-
herited landscape of a given region or city - tangi-
ble and intangible - can be used to release social, 
cultural or economic capital 12.

In the Challenging Testaccio Project this heritage 
approach has been employed in various ways. 
Apart from initiating outreach activities, informing 
citizens about the Testaccio heritage landscape 
and inviting them to contribute to it with personal 
memories and family histories, the team set up a 
valorisation programme, integrating heritage ele-
ments in spatial design and art projects, and aiming 
to regenerate the area. For the Porticus Aemilia ar-
ea this programme aimed at creating a green urban 
space which may also serve as a ‘laboratory’ for art 
exhibitions and performances involving local and 
international cultural actors. The first result of this 
was a redevelopment project, started by freelance 
architect Boudewijn Kaiser and elaborated by ar-
chitects Irma de Ceglia and Teresa De Mauro from 
Sapienza University in Rome. The plan and section 
drawings presented here represent the first draft 
of this project (fig. 4).

The valorisation project was closely linked to ar-
tistic events. The first one of these was that of pho-
tographer-artist Krien Clevis, whom we invited to 
do artistic research and an onsite exhibition13. Clev-
is’ research focuses on the meaning of place, which 
she explores through topics in her art works includ-

11  See also Fairclough, Grau Moller 2008; Auclair, Fairclough 2015.
12  Turner 2011; Veldpaus et alii 2013; Corten 2014; Bandarin, Van Oers 
2014; Van Oers, Pereira Roders 2014; Janssen et alii 2017. 
13  Clevis is one of the first artists in The Netherlands to have pursued 
a doctorate, adopting a methodology known as “practiced-based 
research” for research-in-art. Krien. Clevis (Goirle, The Netherland 
1960) is a visual artist/researcher, living and working in Amsterdam. 
She finished her PhD at the Academy of Arts of Leiden University 
(2013). Most of her PhD research she did at the Royal Dutch Institute 
(KNIR) in Rome; http://www.challengingtestaccio.com/en/art-poject.
html; www.hadrianus.it/works/ricordi-della-porticus-aemilia. Sincere 
thanks are due to all those who collaborated in the art project.

ing “home”, “memory”, “history”, “transitori-
ness”, and “transition”. For the Porticus Aemilia 
site, Clevis has designed an art work that connects 
the memories of the current residents of Testaccio 
with the classical heritage of the Porticus. The de-
sign is based on interviews conducted by Clevis and 
her co-researchers on the main square of Testac-
cio. Testaccini of different ages and from different 
backgrounds were asked about their fondest mem-
ories and the most memorable events, objects or 
sites that they associate with Testaccio. Clevis also 
collected old photographs and took new ones, en-
capsulating these memories. She subsequently 
combined these with past and present day photos 
of the Porticus. By alternating between these frag-
ments, Clevis has re-connected the individual biog-
raphies of life in Testaccio with the diachronic his-
tory of the Porticus. The photo-design was printed 
in billboard size and displayed along a pedestrian 
route through the Porticus site (fig. 5). This allowed 
residents and visitors to use the site as an urban 
park area and at the same time experience the per-
sonal and monumental heritage of Testaccio. In 
this way, the art project is meant to contribute to a 
kind of mental (re)appropriation of the area. 

All three components of the Challenging Testac-
cio Project required varied and extensive data sets 
and new methodological frameworks informed by 
multiple disciplines. To that aim, we have devel-
oped a digital tool for the documentation and stor-
age of relevant data sets from multiple disciplines14. 
The foundation for the research conducted in the 
project is an integrated platform that gives access 
to data and information used by the  various disci-
plines, for both disciplinary and interdisciplinary re-
search, related to this study area. Given the strong 
interest in place and space of the different disci-
plines, a Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) was cre-
ated as a vehicle to develop innovative research 
strategies enabling cross disciplinary knowledge 
exchange and providing tools for interaction. Spa-
tial Data Infrastructures have been discussed and 
constructed since the early 1990s. The aims and 
purposes for SDIs have evolved significantly. 
Whereas the first SDIs were static repositories with 
Spatial Information, nowadays SDIs are more fo-
cussed on providing a platform where users can 

14  Van Manen et alii 2016.
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efficiently cooperate to handle spatial data15. With-
in the Challenging Testaccio Project, we approached 
an SDI as a collaboration platform in which geospa-
tial tools and services enable users to interact and 
make use of each other’s disciplinary knowledge. 
Therefore, the user is placed at the heart of the de-
velopment process, aimed at generating a useful 
and user-friendly SDI. Developing the User-Centric 
SDI for Challenging Testaccio Project was done iter-
atively, through successive “waves” of design, de-
ployment and evaluation. Together these different 
waves produced building blocks with information 
and functionality with which the Challenging Tes-
taccio Project SDI was built. Starting point for de-
veloping the SDI and the accompanying app was 
the idea that archaeological, historical and heritage 
information presented in an interactive mapping 
interface can support the dialogue between future 
oriented disciplines like spatial planning and archi-
tecture and past oriented disciplines like archaeol-
ogy, enabling both to make better informed inter-
pretations and decisions.  

3. Cultural heritage and the planning of 
European landscapes: the HERILAND Project

The Testaccio project may serve as an example 
of how archaeologists working in cities have wid-
ened their spatial, chronologic and thematic scope 
and how they have become more inclined to con-
nect their research to the present and the future. 
The information they produce is more attuned to 
the needs. of planners and designers. This closely 
conforms to the new trends in heritage theory and 
practice discussed above. As a matter of fact, the 
Testaccio research was one of the projects that 
stand at the basis of a new, large interdisciplinary 
project aiming to explore more fully the relation-
ship between heritage and spatial planning, which 
is also one of the three major themes of the pres-
ent workshop. The acronoym of this project is HER-
ILAND, which stands for ‘Cultural HERItage and the 
Planning of European LANDscapes’ (fig. 6). It is a 
socalled International Training Network (ITN), 
funded through the H2020 Marie Skłodowska-Cu-
rie Action. HERILAND’s mission operates within the 
ongoing paradigmatic change in professional con-
servation ethics regarding cultural heritage, which 

15  Hennig, Belgui 2013; De Kleijn et alii 2013.

I have sketched above16. The outlines of the new 
vision have emerged during the last two decades, 
in Europe notably in countries like the UK, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Ita-
ly. This critical approach was partly codified by the 
Council of Europe in 2005 with the Faro Convention 
on the value of heritage for society’, prefigured by 
the European Landscape Convention in 2000.

Notwithstanding the many advances made with 
these steps and the wide support for it, the state 
of the art in heritage management in Europe still 
shows significant flaws. Addressing these flaws 
is at the heart of HERILAND. First, much cultural 
heritage research, training and management in Eu-
rope is still object-centred and geared towards 
preservation and protection against social and spa-
tial dynamics. However, such an approach com-
monly conflicts with these dynamics. In contrast, 
HERILAND advances a unifying and developmental 
landscape perspective, positioning heritage within 
spatial and social transformation processes, much 
as I have outlined above. These processes are: the 
Spatial Turn, Democratization, Digitalization, Shift-
ing Demographies and Changing Environments. 
Second, concepts, methods and tools to bridge 
the gap between heritage and landscape devel-
opment still lack systematic research and practice 
based evaluation. For instance, recent conceptual 
frameworks such as ‘historic landscape character’ 
or the ‘Historic Urban Landscape’, which seek to 
contextualise the heritage and inform and inspire 
planning and design, have retained a high level of 
abstraction. This also goes for value assessments, 
frameworks for spatial design and governance 
models. The second objective of HERILAND, there-
fore, is to innovate, implement and test new ap-
proaches, linking theory and practice. Third, formal 
heritage policies, business interests, local citizen 
heritage values and landscape aspirations are of-
ten poorly aligned with each other or out of touch. 
This risks alienating citizens17, stoking ‘nimbyist’ or 
nativist anti-development feelings and marginalis-
ing scientific or expert perspectives. Unlike other 
planning domains that have successfully engaged 

16  e.g. Fairclough et alii 2008; Araoz, 2011; Turner 2011; Holtorf, 
Högberg 2013; Harrison 2013; Bandarin, Van Oers 2014; Van Oers, 
Pereira Roders 2014; Taylor, Mitchell 2015. 
17  e.g. Herzfeld 1991; Kolen 1995; Herzfeld 2009. 
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citizens through co-creation18, this has hardly been 
achieved in heritage management (despite calls to 
do so e.g. by the Faro Convention and UNESCO 
HUL). HERILAND aims to establish real progress in 
co-creation by developing tools and techniques 
that are grounded in theoretical reflection  and 
tested in practice. Fourth, and to a certain degree 
encompassing the first three problems, the inter-
connectedness of the cultural, social, economic 
and planning issues at stake, requires an ap-
proach that transcends the still strongly institu-
tionalised boundaries between distinct academic 
disciplines, governmental agencies and profession-
al and business fields. To remove such  boundaries 
is a long-term project which can only be accom-
plished with advanced seeding and careful nurtur-
ing, i.e. by educating a new generation of research 
based ‘heritage planners’. Considering that in Eu-
rope heritage education is also highly compart-
mentalised, HERILAND has identified as its prime 
objective, the creation of a shared, sustainable, in-
terdisciplinary, intersectoral and Pan-European 
training and education model. Such indeed I fea-
ture as the future of archaeology, especially in the 
city; to integrate its expertise with that of an inter-
disciplinary group of key players in this field, from 
heritage specialists and social scientists to spatial 
economists, urbanists and civic planners.
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1. Traces of the fifth mile of the ancient Via Appia, Rome. Photo by Krien Clevis (https://issuu.com/romaeterna/docs/roma_aeterna_7.1__
voorjaar_2019_).
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2. Poster illustrating the Challenging Testaccio project. Lay-out Bert Brouwenstijn.
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3. 2011 excavations at the Porticus Aemilia ruins, Rome (Photo by Corine Tetteroo).
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4. Urban design of the Porticus Aemilia archaeological area, Rome (by Irma de Ceglia and Teresa Demauro).
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5. Visitors examining the art work of artist Krien Clevis exhibited in the Porticus Aemilia archaeological area, Rome.
6. Poster illustrating the Heriland Project (lay-out Bert Brouwenstijn).
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The Phlegraean Fields are distinguished by the 
coexistence of landscapes that are different both 
in their morphology and in their chronology, inter-
acting in a continuously evolving context, without 
significant caesurae. These landscapes have strati-
fied over time and space, following different dy-
namics. They have come down to us in different 
states of readability and interpretability, due to the 
problems inevitably caused by settlement continu-
ity, as well as by different research approaches and 
different intensity of research over time. These  
landscapes often do not merely overlap: some-
times they also clash. We thought it would be 
worth contributing to this workshop with some re-
flections on the Phlegraean Fields, a peculiar and 
stimulating case study. We will analyze some as-
pects of the evolution of its densely populated 
landscapes and of the building up of knowledge 
about this area over time

1. Cities, landscapes
In this area, the history of urbanization began in 

the final decades of the eighth century BC with the 
foundation of Cumae, which modified the local land-
scape with its vast coastal and agrarian territory 
dominating the Kymaios kolpos1 (fig. 1). Only later 
did the rise of another important urban and politi-
cal node, the city of Neapolis, gradually modify the 
organization of the area, until Romanization, which 
brought about its definitive transformation2. In this 
phase, the new settlement processes produced dif-
ferent effects. They involved Greek cities like 
Cumae and Neapolis, defined new urban spaces 
such as Puteoli or Misenum, and transformed the 
landscape, especially its coastal part, which be-
came the choice location for large-scale residential 
and monumental architecture, a vast laboratory of 
technical knowledge and experimentation. This in-
tensive occupation of the coasts in the imperial age 
became a distinctive feature of the Phlegraean 
Fields. The perception of an unbroken and uniform 
urban landscape is reflected in Strabo’s observa-
tion that the whole bay, from Misenum to Surren-
tum, appeared as a single city (V 4, 8)3. This impres-
sion of continuity certainly reflected a reality of 

1  Mele 2008.
2  De Caro 2008.
3  Strabo’s well-known passage has been much discussed in the 
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the centrality in Virgil of Cumae - a symbol of religi-
osity and of the oracular experience - compared to 
Baiae7, which expressed another image of this dis-
trict. The perception of cities oscillates: Puteoli is 
litora mundi hospita8, while Cumae is described as 
“deserted” by Juvenal, who contrasts it with the 
chaos of Rome9. The two cities had a different evo-
lution, so that Cumae appears rather lowkey, “qui-
et”, as Statius calls it when telling about the con-
struction works for the via Domitiana10. 

Literary landscapes are thus, inevitably, poly-
semic. Ancient writers tend to ‘historicize’ places 
when they become the setting for significant event, 
and to define their cultural identity. They have thus 
designed the material space of the Phlegraean 
Fields as an elaborate geography of myth. Some 
narrate and describe the architecture or environ-
ment of each town as they were perceived in the 
collective imagination.  Other roman scholars de-
scribe landscape changes and the effects of major 
building programs, public or private. 

The construction of Portus Iulius represents a 
well-known example for the transformation of 
coastline layout and, more generally, of the area 
image, as a result of the cutting down the woods 
covering the hill slopes descending to the Avernus11 
(fig. 3). Otherwise, this forest played a particular 
religious meaning in the Virgil’s landscape, con-
nected with the Nekyia12.

The new infrastructures thus also undermined 
the great mythological heritage of the Phlegraean 
Fields. For Strabo, the digging of the tunnel con-
necting the Avernus to Cumae was proof that the 
story that the Cimmerians lived in that under-
ground area was only a legend13.

Also, the economic activities had an impact on 
the landscape, perceived in the ancient literary 

7  Gigante 1986, p. 74.
8  Stat., Silv. III 5, 74.
9  Iuv., Sat. I 3, 1-4, 25. Cf. Castagnoli 1977, p. 71.
10  Silv. IV 3, 61-66.
11  Strabo V 4, 6. Cf. Mele 2008, p. 44; Cerasuolo 2017, p. 121. The 
transformation of the lakes of Lucrinus and Avernus is reflected 
in Virgil’s indignatum … aequor (Geo. II 161-164) that pounds 
against the port structures (Cerasuolo 2017, p. 121; Gigante 1986, 
p.  73). On the Portus Iulius, see most recently Gianfrotta 2012; 
Gianfrotta 2011a, Miniero 2010, and Scognamiglio 2009, with pre-
vious literature.
12  Verg., Aen. VI 237-238.
13  Strabo V 4, 6.

dense occupation, where landscape morphed into 
urban landscape tout court. Strabo’s description 
emphasizes the view of the coast from the sea and 
implicitly stresses the importance of the percep-
tion of the coastal landscape as an expression of 
settlement dynamics. This point of observation re-
mained relevant over time, as borne out by the 
well-known glass bottles decorated with coastal 
“views” of Puteoli and Baiae with their main monu-
ments: a landscape told in images, albeit stylized 
and simplified ones4.

The urbanization of this district was heteroge-
neous. Alongside true cities, like Cumae, Puteoli, or 
Misenum, there were densely settled areas which, 
however, lacked a properly urban dimension, like 
Baiae. This last center had nevertheless grown 
quickly and was densely populated, as ancient 
sources already note (Strabo V 4, 7) although its 
built environment was specialized in character, be-
ing residential and thermal, and thus different from 
that of a proper “town”.

The occupation of the territory retains a sub-
stantial dynamism over time. In some inhabited 
centres it is possible to clearly observe the process-
es of city development and its horizontal stratigra-
phies. The limits of Puteoli’s urban space became 
increasingly blurred in the imperial period, espe-
cially in its western sector (fig. 2). Here the settle-
ment gradually expanded along the coast towards 
Baiae. The result was an extensive palimpsest char-
acterized by a diachronic merging of architectural 
elements and differentiated functional specializa-
tions, such as funerary areas, outstanding public 
buildings such as the stadium, and roads5.

In this context, the ancient landscape is also im-
bued with meaning by the literary landscape, which 
defines the enduring image of the Phlegraean 
Fields, creating topoi and models of social interpre-
tation of space6. We only need to think of all the 
well-known traditions about luxuria baiana, the 
theme of “villa society”, and the different mean-
ings attributed to different localities. It is well-know 

literature: cf., among others, Zevi 2018b, pp. 544-545; Castagnoli 
1977, p. 71.
4  Most recently, Popkin 2018; Gianfrotta 2011b; Tafalla et alii 2003; 
Bejarano Osorio 2002. 
5  On the western suburb of Puteoli, cf. Camodeca 2018, pp. 233-
263 (Stadium); Gialanella 1993, pp. 81-83, 93-95; Amalfitano et alii 
1990, pp. 125-150.
6  Cf. Cerasuolo 2017; Gigante 1986.
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space. It was thus possible to begin planning a “lit-
erary map” of the Phlegraean Fields. The aim of 
this map is to restore the features of an immaterial 
landscape that has become stratified, as have all 
Phlegraean landscapes21. 

2. Construction and reconstruction of 
knowledge

The building up of knowledge about the 
Phlegraean Fields over time has followed different 
paths, since scholars have used different approach-
es to the vast evidence relative to this area.

In the perspective of historical reconstruction, 
different “archaeologies” have compared points 
of view: urban archaeology and, more in general, 
the archaeology of burial, the archaeology of mon-
uments, underwater archeology, studies of ancient 
topography. Researches on this complex and het-
erogenous area have focused especially on the dia-
lectics between buried archaeological remains and 
topography.

In most cases, the relationship with urban 
growth has informed the timeframe and tools of 
archaeological research aimed at conservation and 
the acquisition of knowledge.

Over the last decades, extensive investigations 
have been carried out on non-urbanized contexts, 
such as the Archaeological Park of Cumae22. Large-
scale exploration has been conducted in important 
sectors, such as the Rione Terra (Pozzuoli), the 
core settlement of Puteoli23. Its exploration stands 
as a special experiment in urban archaeology. 
Works to expand the road network have allowed 
for the excavation of the necropolis extending 
along the Via Puteolis-Neapolim24.

Apart from these recent extensive investiga-
tions, most archaeology in Phlegrean Fields has 
been protection and emergency archaeology, 
which also played a significant role on the occasion 

21  Valenti 2016, pp. 17-18.
22  Cf. Cuma 2009; Gasparri, Greco 2009; d'Agostino, Giglio 2012; 
Rescigno 2012; D'Acunto 2020.
23  Most recently, cf. Cavalieri Manasse, Gialanella 2016; Gialanella 
2012. For planning-related aspects, cf. De Caro 2003.
24  Gialanella 2000, pp. 64-76. Contextually, a philological analysis 
was carried out of particularly significant monuments in Puteoli, 
such as the Macellum and the amphitheater, cf. Demma 2007.

sources. Intensive farming of sea resources14 made 
a strong mark on the image of the Phlegraean 
coasts, as is borne out by the images on the glass 
bottles, which highlighted the most characterizing 
elements of the landscape15. The negative effects 
of the alterations of the Lucrinus coastline on fish 
farming and ostriaria are reflected in Servius’ well-
known comment about the discontent of the local 
managers of these concerns, which was carried all 
the way to the Senate in Rome16.

The aggression on the coast through increasing-
ly bold constructions is echoed by Horace, who 
stigmatizes this hard-to-control practice17. Tuff rock 
quarries and quarries of pulvis puteolanus also left 
their mark on the landscape, to an extent that we 
cannot really quantify today. 

As the physical landscape of the Phlegraean 
Fields changed, so did its cultural landscape. The 
themes of worldliness and of the “dangers” of Bai-
ae gained hold in literary texts18, becoming them-
selves part of the identity of the area. The Baian 
scenario, built on a special balance of amoenitas 
and top-notch prestige architecture, took center 
stage, generating the Baiae’s distinctive image. 
Shifting social landscapes, which caused the area 
to change dynamically and speedily, intertwined 
with the landscapes of myth in different ways, ei-
ther merging or clashing with them. Myth was to 
become one of the main interpretive keys to this 
land, from Petrarch to eighteenth-century travel-
ers, who looked for echoes of myth in the environ-
ment, in natural phenomena, and in monumental 
vestiges19.

Recent investigations have proposed a new ap-
proach to this extraordinary literary heritage. Mov-
ing from the French experiences in géocritique, 
they have sought to analyze the role of “literature 
in space”.20 They have aimed not so much at merely 
reconstructing landscape history in literary texts, 
but rather at defining the contribution of literary 
testimonies to the analysis of this geographical 

14  Plin., Nat. Hist. IX 168; Val. Max. IX 1, 1. Cf., most recently, Marza-
no 2015 (Sergio Orata and oyster farming).
15  On the Baian ostriaria reproduced on the bottles, see, among 
others, Gianfrotta 2011b. 
16  Serv., ad Georg. II 161. See also Strabo V 4, 6. Cf. Gianfrotta 2012.
17  Hor., Carm. II 18, 14-22. 
18  Cf., among others, Berno 2014.
19  Zevi 2018b, p. 525.
20  Valenti 2016, pp. 16-17; on géocritique, cf. Westphal 2007.
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the great complexes of Baian luxuria – from urban-
ization. At the same time, Maiuri revived and rein-
forced the literary and evocative image of the 
Phlegraean Fields. Thus, for him Virgil “remain[ed] 
the sovereign spirit of this Phlegraean region”,30 a 
spirit that in some cases oriented his own archaeo-
logical investigations, most notably his excavations 
in Cumae and his steadfast quest for the Sybil’s 
cave, and his legal constraints on the structures 
along lake Avernus, where “the austere silence... 
revives... the sense of ancient religion” and where 
“the cult of the invisible and of the mystery of the 
afterlife lives on”31.

Subsequent studies, carried out in the second 
half of the twentieth century, opted for a topo-
graphical approach. Some of the most significant 
exponents of the Italian school of topography have 
investigated the Phlegraean Fields, including F. 
Castagnoli32, who proposed a reflection on the 
whole area; L. Quilici, who conducted an important 
survey of the funerary areas of the western sub-
urbs of Puteoli33; and P. Sommella, who was the 
first to analyze the topography of Puteoli after Ch. 
Dubois34. Further research was carried out at Baiae, 
Bacoli and Misenum in the context of the Forma 
Italiae35 filling a major gap since J. Beloch’s investi-
gations. In those same years, the first systematic 
surveys were conducted in the Quarto area, yield-
ing new information about ancient roads and cem-
eteries36.

In the 1970s and 1980s, systematic study of the 
epigraphic evidence shed significant light on the 
history of the landscape of Puteoli as well as other 
sites in the area, particularly on aspects of urban 
organization and on the history of certain build-
ings37. Further contributions came from archives, 
which recovered for study several buildings in Pute-
oli that had been incorporated in modern construc-
tions38.

30  Maiuri 1958, p. 8. Cf. Zevi 2018a, pp. 505-507 ("Virgil's Geography").
31  Maiuri 1958, p. 153. Cf. Zevi 2018a, p. 507 (protection activities  in 
the area of lake Avernus).
32  Castagnoli 1977.
33  Quilici 1969; in that period, plans for new junctions for the Na-
ples ring road were being assessed.
34  Sommella 1978.
35  Borriello, D’Ambrosio 1979.
36  See, most recently, Camodeca et alii 2013, with previous litera-
ture.
37  Camodeca 2018.
38  Gialanella, Sampaolo 1980-1981.

of natural events that had a major impact on the 
area25 (fig. 4).

Topography studies, starting from visible herit-
age, have investigated the archaeological evidence 
that is “interspersed”, as it appears today, through-
out the modern urban fabric. In the nineteenth 
century, J. Beloch gave a broad overview of the ev-
idence in the Phlegraean Fields, starting from the 
erudite and odeporic tradition26. His systematic and 
organic work filled the gap left by the occasional 
find reports and scarce investigations, mainly pub-
lished in the Notizie degli Scavi, that marked 
Phlegraean archaeology in the 1800s. In the wake 
of Beloch, Ch. Dubois published a study on Puteoli 
that quickly became a landmark, superseding even 
the German scholar’s work. Among several aspects 
in Dubois’ approach, it is worth stressing his inter-
est in one of the most significant features in the ar-
ea, namely, villas, which he discusses in a dedicated 
appendix27. Along with the otium villas along the 
coast, Dubois points out the many relics of villae 
rusticae in the interior of Puteoli. Thus, by changing 
the point of observation of settlement and eco-
nomic aspects, he restores the significance of in-
land areas compared to the coastal areas, which 
are preeminent in literary tradition. 

In the same years, between the end of 1800s 
and the first decades of 1900s, the construction of 
new facilities, as the railway “Cumana” and railway 
“Direttissima” Rome-Naples, would have heavily 
marked the Puteoli  landscape, along the coast and 
in the upper area, as in the case of necropolis and 
Minor Anphitheater28.

In the first half of the twentieth century, A. Mai-
uri complemented this knowledge framework, 
wherever possible, with the results of extensive ar-
chaeological investigation29. He thus designed 
some “research landscapes”, managing to pre-
serve some relevant archaeological areas – such as 

25  Such as the 1980 earthquake and the bradyseismic crisis of 
1983-1985, which led to new building and area planning. Cf. the 
reflections of Gialanella 1987 (Pozzuoli) and Tocco 1987 (Cumae, 
Baiae and Misenum).
26  Beloch 1890. Cf. Camodeca 2011, pp. 215-219 on the German 
scholar’s approach to the issues posed by the topography of Pu-
teoli and Cumae. 
27  Dubois 1907, pp. 361-384.
28  Cf. Spinazzola 1915 who stresses the impossibility to avoid that 
the Amphitheatre was crossed by the railway. 
29  For an overview of A. Maiuri’s investigations in the Phlegraean 
Fields, see De Caro 2008b, pp. 67-68.
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The urban landscapes that followed one another 
over time have, alternately, destroyed, concealed, 
or revealed the evidence. In some cases, such as 
those of Pozzuoli, Bacoli, and Misenum, the mod-
ern towns directly overlie the ancient ones; in oth-
ers, the settlement fabric still retains residual areas 
that are rural in character, or where buildings are 
sparser. In this context, the archaeological evi-
dence loses its identity due to its dispersion over a 
vast area and its isolation within the contemporary 
landscape, and due to the high fragmentation of 
the original architectural complexes, which are not 
easy to reconstruct44.

This is clear, for example, along the coasts of 
Baiae, Bacoli and Misenum, where the dominant 
theme is constituted by villas adapting to the mor-
phology of the coastal versants: unfortunately, 
none of these villas has survived enough for us to 
be able to reconstruct its original plan in a compre-
hensive manner45. Thus, today we lack a clear pic-
ture of the buildings of this ancient landscape con-
stituted by an uninterrupted sequence of vast resi-
dences. Spatial investigations, however, can esti-
mate the extension of these residential complexes 
and shed light on their significance as buildings and 
their relationship with the area46.

But in the Phlegraean Fields, the problem of the 
discontinuity of landscapes also emerges in other 
ways. There are also some “interrupted” land-
scapes, compared to the original continuity of the 
urban layout, as a result of the submersion, due to 
bradyseism, of parts of the coast, such as the ripa 
of Puteoli, the Portus Iulius, Baiae and the coastal 
quarters of the great villas (fig. 7). The relationship 
between many buildings and the sea is altered in 
the present-day landscape47. The submerged part 
has brought closer to the coastline areas which 
must have stood further away from it in ancient     
times. Today, our understanding of this part of the 
Phlegraean landscape has grown remarkably, 
thanks to the institution of a submerged archaeo-
logical park48, one of the main assets of the recent 
ly instituted Parco Archeologico dei Campi Flegrei.

44  Cicala, Illiano 2017, pp. 358-359.
45  Cf. Miniero et alii 2017 (Baiae); D’Arms 2003.
46  See, for example, Illiano 2017 on the villas of Misenum. Zevi 
2018b, p. 541 stressed, in the 1980s, the importance of defining 
the limits of properties.
47  Zevi 2018c, pp. 610-611.
48  Most recently, Miniero 2019. See also Stefanile 2016.

Later intensive urban surveys were carried out 
within the framework of the “Progetto Eubea”, be-
tween 1987 and 199039. On that occasion, the first 
computerised databank of all the evidence was cre-
ated, allowing for the optimisation of the item se-
quencing of data sheets and data standardisation 
items.   

In this case, the intensity of research and its rela-
tionship with the intensity of urban growth proved 
to be a decisive factor. In the case of Puteoli, for 
example, Sommella’s archaeological map, pub-
lished in 1978, records at least 56 archaeological 
remains40. In 1993, with the addition of data from 
urban archaeology and a study of the western sub-
urb, the archaeological map published by C. Giala-
nella registered overall 269 remains41 (fig. 2). The 
same goes for the Baiae-Bacoli-Misenum area, 
where new surveys carried out in the 2000s and a 
collection of more recent archive data have al-
lowed for the creation of an up-to-date archaeolog-
ical map including about 100 more “sites” than 
those registered in the Forma Italiae of 197842.

This long tradition of studies and investigations 
can certainly provide a basis for an organic recon-
struction of the palimpsest of the different land-
scapes of the area, combining “archaeology in the 
city” with “archaeology of the city”.

 

3. Possible dialogues
The ground themes of the landscape of the 

Phlegraean Fields are their heterogeneous settle-
ment patterns, their topographical discontinuity, 
and the problematic relationship between ancient 
and modern urbanization. Continuous transforma-
tions of the area inevitably altered the archaeolog-
ical landscape, which in some cases has been pre-
served as a “cluster” of sorts, if we think of Cumae 
and, in part, Baiae, while in others it has inevitably 
merged into the modern urban fabric43 (figg. 5, 6). 

39  Miele 2011, pp. 10, 13; Carandini 1991, pp. 132-133; Medri, Polese 
1991; Amalfitano et alii 1990, pp. XIII-XV; Medri 1990.
40  Sommella 1978.
41  Gialanella 1993.
42  The investigation began as part of a graduation thesis defend-
ed at the Università di Napoli Federico II and was subsequently 
developed as a PhD at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; see Illia-
no 2019. Cf. Cicala, Illiano 2017, pp. 360-362 and the Illiano’s con-
tribution in this volume.
43  Cicala, Illiano 2017, pp. 358-359.
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In such an intricate context as that of the 
Phlegraean Fields, it thus appears decisive to revive 
possible dialogues between apparently conflicting 
landscapes, in the perspective of restoring the con-
tinuity of historical narration (fig. 6). In this regard, 
the area’s diachronies should be emphasized. For 
example, a unified assessment should be attempt-
ed of its prehistoric or medieval phases, which are 
often overshadowed by the significance of the evi-
dence from the Roman age. It will suffice to ob-
serve, for example, that the Baiae-Misenum volume 
of the Forma Italiae only recorded two “sites” ascriba-
ble to the prehistoric period49, whereas the evi-
dence from this period has been growing over 
time. Likewise, its medieval phase is important for 
our understanding of the area, as are the landscapes 
that have followed one another in modern times, no-
tably in connection with the establishing of indus-
trial and manufacturing activities50.

In these possible dialogues, archeological herit-
age may serve as the trait d’union between the dif-
ferent Phlegraean landscapes, in so far as it has 
been the constant that all subsequent forms of set-
tlement have had to deal with, from the post-classi-
cal period.

In the whole of this approach, therefore, it is 
possible to recognise the cultural landscape deter-
mining the interaction of human beings with their 
environment, fixed in the “material memory” of 
the communities, settled in this particular geohis-
torical context.
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1. "Carte du Golfe de Pouzzoles avec une partie des Champs Phlegréen dans la Terre de Labour" (Saint-Non 1760-1781).
2. Pozzuoli. Archaeological map (Gialanella 1993).
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3. Lake Avernus in the 18th century, illustrated with the graphic characterization of the landascape (Paoli 1768).
4. Phlegraean Fields. Thematic map of archaeological area, elaborated in 1987 (Archeologia in Campania 1987).
5. Baiae. The degree of urbanization in 1878 (Sgobbo 1977).
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6. Baiae. View of the archaeological evidences and of the actual degree of urbanization (Google Earth ©).
7. Portus Iulius. Archaeological map (revised by Gianfrotta 2011).
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1. Archaeology of former townscapes in the 
Mediterranean

Urbanized societies have been characteristic of 
most of the Mediterranean region from at least the 
later part of the fourth millennium BC in the Levant, 
from around 2000 BC in the Aegean and for the last 
two and a half millennia in the rest of the Mediter-
ranean area. In Roman times there were as many as 
430 known urban centres dotted across the whole 
of the Italian Peninsula, along with thousands of 
cities scattered elsewhere throughout the Empire. 

Nowadays, from a slightly reductive point of 
view, it is possible to identify two contrasting types 
of urban setting. Firstly, there are cities that have 
been long abandoned and which are now defined 
by such terms as  ‘former urban areas’ or ‘one-time 
townscapes. Secondly there are cities that have 
been continuously occupied and which have be-
come major centres of population in the present 
day (‘historical urban landscapes’). Moreover, 
within the category of abandoned urban areas it is 
possible to recognize two different major types: 
now completely buried and invisible town and cit-
ies, in contrast to those still presenting clear evi-
dence of standing structures. By virtue of their his-
torical and monumental importance, combined 
with their artistic value and easy accessibility, the 
visible but ruined remains of ancient structures 
around the Mediterranean have always attracted 
fascination and study. 

By contrast there are sites and landscape fea-
tures outside the ancient monumental urban cen-
tres, most of them now completely buried and 
therefore invisible to the naked eye (including, at 
least in part, former townscapes lacking visible 
monumental remains); these have been investigat-
ed less frequently, leaving the overall structure and 
content of large tracts of the countryside, for many 
chronological periods, more or less unknown. 

Following WWII a fresh interest in landscape 
studies developed in the Mediterranean area. It is 
possible to identify several reasons; however, one 
of the first purposes of landscape survey projects 
was the desire to place excavated urban sites in the 
context of their rural settings1. 

Some decades earlier a highly influential role in 
landscape archaeology had been played in Greece 

1  Bintliff, Snodgrass 1988.
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ed data while inevitably reducing the size of the 
landscape blocks that could be incorporated within 
the survey work6. 

Between the mid 1970s and end of 1990s this 
new wave of intensive survey work spread through-
out the whole of the Mediterranean area, with par-
ticularly important projects in Greece and Italy but 
also, somewhat later, in Spain and France7. On the 
other hand, the southern flank of the Mediterrane-
an Basin, as well as parts of the Levant, followed a 
rather different approach based on the compila-
tion of inventories and catalogues of sites and 
monuments8. 

A peculiarity, or better perhaps a paradox, of 
this new phase of survey work has been pinpointed 
in a key paper on Mediterranean survey and the city, 
published in Antiquity by John Bintliff and Anthony 
Snodgrass9. The authors argued that field-walking 
survey as practiced at that time in a number of 
Mediterranean countries - involving intensive, mul-
ti-period investigations closely associated with ru-
ral landscapes and the rural sector of the economy. 
They pointed out that a clear gap had developed 
between urban research, mainly conducted 
through archaeological excavation, as against 
study of the rural landscape through intensive sur-
vey work. In practice the contextualization of ur-
ban areas had from the outset been one of the ma-
jor aims of regional survey; indeed, without includ-
ing these urban areas the picture of the rural land-
scape remains in many senses incomplete. In that 
context, this schism between the methodologies 
employed in urban as against rural areas, along 
with the progressive contraction in the size of the 
chosen study area, made comparison of the col-
lected information from the two different environ-
ments problematic and its overall interpretation 
extremely difficult. As a result, new means had to 
be found for collecting and then reconciling the re-
sults from a variety of urban areas (former-town-
scapes and historical urban landscapes) by inte-
grating the results from the urban areas with those 
from the open countryside. 

The upshot was that from the late 1970s or early 
1980s a number of archaeologists who were prom-

6  Terrenato 2004.
7  Macready, Thompson 1985.
8  Cherry 2003.
9  Bintliff, Snodgrass 1988.

and around the Mediterranean more generally by 
the Messenia Expedition of the University of Minne-
sota. This project was particularly interesting be-
cause of its pioneering in the late 1930s of attempts 
to resolve problems in the Homeric geography of 
the south-western Peloponnese2. Over time this 
line of research developed into a more general 
search for Mycenaean sites, then for sites of all pe-
riods from the Neolithic to the Middle Ages3.

In the western Mediterranean in the post-war 
years a major stimulus, and a key role in Italy as a 
whole, was played by John Ward-Perkins and the 
British School at Rome, carrying out over the 
course of two decades between the 1950s and the 
1970s a systematic survey of Southern Etruria with 
the aim of exploring and understanding the past 
landscape of the area through the discovery, docu-
mentation and interpretation of surface artefact 
scatters. The Southern Etruria Survey was particu-
larly notable in that the work involved the system-
atic survey of landscape areas that showed no dis-
tinction between the cities themselves and their 
surrounding countryside - for example the work 
undertken in the ‘vanished’ city of Veii and its rural 
surroundings by Ward-Perkins when he was Direc-
tor of the British School4. 

From the 1970s a new generation of increasingly 
intensive work brought about striking achieve-
ments in rural areas, refining the methods used 
but, in some senses, carrying out the work ‘in isola-
tion’ from the urban contexts that lay at their core. 
These so-called ‘New Wave’ surveys marked a 
break with the pioneering projects of earlier years 
that had been based for the most part on identify-
ing the largest urban and sub-urban settlements 
through ‘intuitive’ search procedures. Now the fo-
cus moved to the introduction of new methodolog-
ical approaches to enhance the scope and reliabili-
ty of the resulting information, especially as re-
gards the open countryside5. This new phase of ar-
chaeological exploration, based almost exclusively 
on field-walking survey, played a leading role over 
virtually all of the Mediterranean area, invigorated 
by a keen attention to methodological approaches 
that sought to improve the reliability of the collect-

2  McDonald 1942.
3  Cherry 2003.
4  Ward-Perkins 1961.
5  Bintliff 2000.
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As a consequence, there has been a significant 
upsurge in the use of non-destructive survey, nota-
bly in the formerly urban context of ‘vanished’ his-
torical towns. From the very first years of their ap-
plication it became clear that the opportunities and 
potential gains offered by these new techniques 
and instrumentation were enormous. Large and 
complex once-urban sites, previously studied for 
their monumental importance and historical or ar-
tistic value through field-walking survey, surface 
collection and exploratory or targeted excavation, 
could now be studied in the first instance through 
geophysical prospection, sometimes revealing the 
entire plan of the town before any intrusive meth-
od of investigation was put in hand. This was a truly 
significant transformation, allowing archaeologists 
to address specific questions in a way that had not 
been possible previously. Unsurprisingly, impor-
tant improvement in the understanding of urban-
ism followed many of these survey projects. In par-
ticular understanding of urbanism in the Roman 
Empire benefitted hugely from the integration of 
remote sensing methodologies in partnership with 
GIS-based archaeological mapping and of course 
field-walking survey, artefact-collection and exca-
vation. An important contribution was also made in 
a variety of cases by aerial photography, both from 
targeted exploratory flights and through the analy-
sis of ‘historical’ photographs already available in 
regional and national archives13. The combined ap-
plication of these essentially non-destructive tech-
niques has greatly enhanced our knowledge of the 
scale, structure and chronology of specific build-
ings and the overall infrastructure within formerly 
urban contexts, allowing us to look at the wider 
phenomenon of urbanism from a valid and com-
parative viewpoint14. 

It would be worthwhile at this point to provide a 
general overview of the incidence of large-scale ge-
ophysical surveys on urban contexts, as imple-
mented so far within the Mediterranean area and 
other parts of Europe. The summary presented in  
fig.1 has been compiled through a systematic scan-
ning of relevant national and international journals 
and publications in the fields of archaeological 
prospection, urbanism and topographic studies, 
the author’s own work on this aspect being aided 

13  Musson et alii 2013.
14  Vermeulen et alii 2012.

inent in the development of survey methods adapt-
ed to the rural context turned their attention, quite 
independently of one another, to applying those 
‘rural’ methods of investigation in once-urban are-
as as well. After about two decades of intensive 
survey work of this kind, a series of unresolved 
problems and limitations began to attract atten-
tion and debate in the archaeological literature10. 
By the end of the 1990s leading experts in the field 
of landscape archaeology had begun to highlight 
some of these limitations, focusing their attention 
on basic improvements that they felt ought to be 
implemented in the following years. In summary, 
among the major limitations, most of the writers 
subscribed to the general idea that field-walking 
survey and surface collection were affected by in-
herent problems which could only be reduced or 
partially resolved by integrating them with other 
survey methods. Particular hopes in this respect 
fell on non-destructive techniques such as remote 
sensing, geophysical prospection and geochemical 
studies11. Moreover, the ever-increasing role of 
computer and spatial technology, in particular GIS 
and GPS, was considered crucial within the sphere 
of landscape research. The improvements that 
they could make to data collection, analysis, syn-
thesis and presentation were considered almost 
from the beginning as much more than new tools 
but rather as an opportunity to bring the archaeol-
ogy of surface collection and observation to a qual-
itatively higher level12. 

Around the turn of the millennium impatience 
with this situation, combined with discussion with-
in the academic community about possible new ap-
proaches, was matched by a general improvement 
within the hard sciences. Among other influences, 
geophysical prospection played a central role. The 
efficacy of this technique improved dramatically in 
the 1990s but the authentic revolution has only ma-
terialised in the last few years with the application 
of very large-scale geophysical prospection in both 
landscape and once-urban contexts. In this context 
Simon Keay, Martin Millett and Frank Vermeulen, 
among others, played a primary role within the 
Mediterranean area. 

10  Alcock, Cherry 2004; Papadopoulos, Leventhal 2003; Bintliff et 
alii 2000; Francovich, Patterson 2000.
11  Keay et alii 2005.
12  Gillings 2000; Cherry 2003.
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way to introduce Veii to any reader is perhaps to 
quote from the introduction by Christopher Smith 
to the volume dedicated by scholars of the British 
School at Rome to a reconsideration of the survey 
work conducted by John Ward-Perkins in the 1950s: 
“To understand Veii is in part to understand both 
what Rome might have been, had history not fa-
voured her rise to power, and to understand better 
what made Rome the success she was, for in many 
respects Veii is Rome through a sort of looking 
glass. In their early history there were more similar-
ities than differences between the two settle-
ments, and Veii was more like Rome than she was 
like other Etruscan cities.”15. 

Veii also occupies a privileged position in the his-
tory of archaeology itself. Investigation within the 
city really began with the work of a number of dis-
tinguished scholars from the second quarter of the 
19th century onwards16. However, in the spring of 
2009, the author and his team were invited by Prof. 
Guaitoli (University of Salento) and the CNR to un-
dertake trials in the application of magnetic survey-
ing within the area once occupied by the ancient 
city. The first results demonstrated the high poten-
tial of this technique at Veii, and it was therefore 
decided to extend the survey to cover the whole of 
the plateau once occupied by the city, eventually 
amassing almost 170 ha of magnetic measurements 
between the spring of 2011 and the winter of 2016. 
At the beginning of this work the aims and under-
pinning archaeological questions were set out as 
follows:

1. Although a very substantial amount of infor-
mation has been collected in the last two centuries 
and a wide range of methodologies have been em-
ployed, the plateau of Veii still presents large areas 
where apparently no information is as yet availa-
ble. It was expected that better information from 
these gaps may provide a better understanding of 
the transformation of the city across time and a 
better appreciation of post-depositional process-
es.

2. Magnetic survey - preferably integrated in 
specific areas by electrical resistance tomography 
(ETR) and/or ground penetrating radar (GPR) - may 
provide a detailed layout, or layouts, of Veii across 
the Iron Age, Etruscan and Roman periods, making 

15  Smith 2012.
16  Campana 2018.

and enriched by generous assistance from col-
leagues throughout Europe and in the United 
States. The map does not, of course, claim to be a 
comprehensive representation of the full geo-
graphical spread of survey-based research in urban 
studies. No doubt there are omissions, in some cas-
es perhaps important ones, but the picture is prob-
ably a fair representation of the current state of 
affairs as it stood towards the end of 2015. Even a 
cursory glance at the figure leaves one clear im-
pression of the diffusion all around the Mediterra-
nean Sea of the application of this approach.

The next two sections will focus on two particu-
larly informative case studies, at Veii (in the prov-
ince of Rome) and at Rusellae (near the present-day 
town of Grosseto). The results from these two con-
trasting contexts show very clearly the huge po-
tential of this approach in obtaining a better under-
standing of both urban and suburban areas. Never-
theless it is particularly important to emphasize 
that both areas had been intensively studied for 
several decades before inception of the recent sur-
vey work. A second point is that these two con-
texts are particularly representative in a number of 
ways - at Veii in the sense that we are dealing with 
the almost invisible remains of one of the largest 
Etruscan cities, deeply stratified and in a continu-
ous state of development across almost 15 centu-
ries while Rusellae falls into the category of an 
abandoned city which by virtue of its still-visible ru-
ins had already attracted the attention of scholars 
from as early as the second part of the 18th century 
AD. Rusellae, too, is deeply stratified by virtue of its 
development across almost 2000 years from the 
1st millennium BC to the early centuries of the 2nd 
millennium AD. In the 20th century in particular it 
was the scene of many excavation projects. The 
more recent work has concentrated, by contrast, 
on the surrounding countryside, revealing major 
structures and infrastructure elements of enor-
mous importance for our understanding of devel-
opment and transformation in the city and its sur-
roundings over a significant period of time.

1. 1. Completely buried former townscapes: 
Veii

The city of Veii, situated about 15 km N of Rome, 
occupied what is now a broad plateau of gently 
rolling countryside about 190 ha in extent. The best 
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Age17. It can be seen on the magnetic map, and on 
the graphical representation of the features in Fig-
ures 1 and 2, that the main axes present clear evi-
dence of what we have called ‘arterial roads’, in 
one case crossing the plateau from a gate at the 
NW to another at the SE, and in the other case from 
an access point at the W to another at the E. Like-
wise, it is easy to recognize a fairly regular pattern 
of linear features that start from the arterial roads 
and run for the most part in straight lines to cover 
most of the plateau with what have been designat-
ed as ‘collector road’. In addition, it has in places 
also been possible to identify features connecting 
two or more collector roads, hence their classifica-
tion as ‘sub-collector roads’. Overall, the Veii road 
system fairly closely reflects the physiography of 
the landscape. It also indicates the high level of so-
phistication in the layout of the city; this can be 
seen as the result of a long-term process of gradual 
development that nonetheless preserved a strong 
consistency across the long history of the urban 
centre.

From visual analysis of the features it seems 
possible to recognise a single basic pattern which, 
in terms of its finer detail, probably developed 
gradually over a considerable length of time. Only a 
limited number of discontinuities within the gener-
al pattern have been detected up to now. A reason-
able hypothesis is that the main axes took on their 
shape during a first occupation sometime between 
the end of the late Bronze Age and the beginning 
of the Iron Age, the period for which the first arte-
factual evidence is available18. The overlay of the 
field-walking data and magnetic map makes it 
probable that by the end of the Archaic period the 
road system, including collector and even sub-col-
lector roads, had already been fully developed. In-
deed, we know from the early survey by the British 
School at Rome and from the more recent work on 
behalf of CNR that the greatest development of 
the city took place and the built-up area of the city 
reached its largest extent in the Archaic period; ar-
tefact scatters from that time are present across 
the whole of the plateau. By contrast, after the 
conquest by Rome, during the late Republican and 
the Imperial Age the extent of the artefact scatters 

17  Guaitoli 2015.
18  Cascino et alii 2015.

it possible to contextualize, integrate and combine 
this new information with that collected in the 
past, and thereby to substantially improve our un-
derstanding of the topography or the city, better 
defining its limits, its fortification structures, the 
location of its gateways, the length and orientation 
of its streets and the differentiation between built-
up and open areas etc.  

3. In some cases it is expected that there will be 
opportunities to go beyond the concept of ‘wall-fol-
lowing’ and, in addition, to begin analysing eco-
nomic and social patterns within transformations 
of the urban layout and the expansion and contrac-
tion in the topography of economic activity: work-
shop areas, the religious centre, public areas, agri-
cultural activity and stock areas, etc.

4. The implementation of this new approach 
and array of survey methods may make it possible 
to identify unexpected features that will shed new 
light on chronological phases that, on the basis of 
current evidence, appear to be ‘empty’; for in-
stance in the case of Veii, there is at present no evi-
dence of Bronze Age or earlier cultural material 
having been found.

As noted above the survey work eventually col-
lected a total of 169.7 ha of magnetic measure-
ments within the plateau area. The interpretation 
work is still ongoing but has been based up to this 
stage on the identification of 1558 archaeological 
and other features. Figure 2 shows quite clearly the 
complexity and scale of the information provided 
by the magnetic data. The extraordinary density of 
the information makes it at first glance somewhat 
daunting. To achieve a good understanding of such 
a highly stratified context requires a strictly sys-
tematic approach and above all a well-defined 
starting point. The first step in the interpretation 
process was therefore the identification of the fea-
tures that could be considered relatively stable 
across the long time span of the settlement activi-
ty.

Building on previous experience it was decided 
to start by identifying the urban road system and in 
particular the two main axes of communication, 
one running from NW to SE and the other from W 
to E, both suggested by previous studies to have 
been developed in the first instance during the Iron 
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archaeologists to identify the overall pattern of the 
urban layout, in Vulci thorough aerial photography 
and in Gabii through large-scale magnetic prospec-
tion.

The complexity of such a large and long-lasting 
urban area means that this analysis is necessarily a 
work-in-progress. Further investigation, particular-
ly through test excavation and archaeometric anal-
yses, are needed to extend the quantity and quality 
of the archaeological data gathered so far. In par-
ticular, magnetic data currently under further inter-
pretation, in combination with the results of previ-
ous and current research by more traditional 
means, promises on the basis of preliminary results 
to shed light on many other issues, such as the pat-
tern of settlement distribution across time, the 
types of dwellings, the fortification system, previ-
ously unknown public buildings and the ruralisation 
and exploitation of the plateau during the Roman 
period. Even at the present state of the analysis, 
however, it is worth emphasising the extreme com-
plexity of the overall situation at Veii, involving an 
Etruscan layout that finds few parallels elsewhere, 
combined with a long-lasting development and 
taphonomic process from the Iron Age onwards, 
with the added difficulty of distinguishing the chro-
nology of most of the detected features. Together 
with the interpretation and mapping of the mag-
netic data we strongly believe the need to gather 
high resolution ERT and GPR survey on carefully 
chosen areas of the site so as to achieve 3D data of 
subsoil deposits that will hopefully resolve a num-
ber of crucial issues. A parallel series of targeted 
but minimalist test excavations will also be needed 
to provide critical stratigraphical, artefactual and 
chronological evidence at key points in the layout 
of the city.

1.2. A once-urban landscape with standing 
structures: Rusellae, a city and its hinterland

Rusellae is situated in southern Tuscany on two 
hills a few kilometres inland from the Tyrrhenian 
Sea. The size of the site is approximately 60 ha, 
supporting a fairly important Etruscan and subse-
quently Roman and early medieval settlement, 
continuously inhabited until the Middle Ages be-
fore finally being abandoned in the 12th century. 

Generic evidence of anthropic activity appears 
in the surrounding landscape from the upper Palae-

reduces substantially, in accord with historical 
sources and the excavation data.

The magnetic data provide quite strong support 
for the view, developed from more traditional 
sources, of the city’s expansion and subsequent 
contraction over time. Indeed, there are large parts 
of the plateau where no Roman material has been 
recovered from areas that correspond on the mag-
netic maps to areas that display a pattern of collec-
tor roads and a dense distribution of buildings or 
other features. The consistency between the urban 
pattern revealed by geophysical prospection and 
the pottery distribution derived from field-walking 
survey leaves no room for doubt about this. More-
over, within seemingly built-up parts of the city it is 
possible to recognize in the magnetic data patterns 
of parallel ditches that can readily be attributed to 
the cultivation of vines. The distance between the 
rows varies, from one allotment to another, be-
tween 5 m and 8 m, closely matching excavation 
evidence from around Rome that has been dated 
to the mid and late Republic19.

Another interesting point is the extraordinary 
longue durée of the road system. To better under-
stand this point it might be useful to focus on what 
we know so far about the principal public buildings 
of the Roman period: the forum, theatre and ther-
mal baths. None of these shows any consistent ori-
entation with one another to form any kind of or-
thogonal or regular pattern. In fact, all of them 
clearly adopt orientations based on the system of 
roads laid out during the Etruscan period.

Among the first results of this present phase of 
the work, therefore, is the conclusion that almost 
the entire road layout of the largest and most im-
portant Etruscan city in Italy has been depicted 
through this application of geophysical prospec-
tion, in a way and with a clarity that has few if any 
parallels elsewhere in Italy. The closest comparable 
case is that of Vulci, where a fairly similar pattern is 
based on main axes curving across the plateau, 
supplemented by a system of radial collector 
roads20. Another interesting parallel can be found 
in a slightly different geographical and cultural con-
text, in southern Latium, at Gabii21. In both cases 
remote sensing data played a major role in allowing 

19  Volpe 2009.
20  Pocobelli 2004 and 2011.
21  Mogetta, Becker 2014.
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tremely difficult. Nevertheless, it was in these years 
that more systematic excavation work was put in 
hand, firstly on the necropolis and then in the city 
centre and the immediately surrounding buildings. 
The research work has continued intermittently un-
til the present day, almost exclusively through ex-
cavations carried out under the direction of a varie-
ty of institutions, notably the German Archaeologi-
cal Instituute (DAI), the Archaeological Superin-
tendence and the University of Siena.

The University has from the late 1970s onwards 
fostered a systematic programme of landscape ar-
chaeology within the Maremma area22. As a result 
of this work the area now has a substantial data-
base and GIS, developed mainly through the exam-
ination and analysis of the relevant archaeological 
and ancient literature, documentary and epigraph-
ic sources, place-name evidence and systematic 
field-walking survey, along with a significant num-
ber of open-area excavations. After about 35 years 
of rigorous research work it could be argued that 
this region is among the most intensively studied 
areas within the Mediterranean23. However, de-
spite the large amount of information assembled 
and examined over the years, it is undeniable that 
many important archaeological questions still re-
main unresolved. In an attempt to respond to the 
unanswered questions and to fill what at present 
appear to be ‘empty spaces’, the author’s Empty-
scapes project, undertaken in 2016-2018 at Cam-
bridge University in the UK, made an intensive 
study of a sample transect of the landscape be-
tween Grosseto and Rusellae, the size and location 
of which promised to fit these objectives. The area 
now under study is the faded trapezoidal area in 
Figure 4, placed so as to provide a diachronic per-
spective and to answer some major questions re-
lated to the three major cities of Rusellae, Grosseto 
but also Vetulonium: for instance, the urbanisation 
of the Etruscan cities and in particular their rela-

22  The first research project was established by Prof A. Carandini 
under the title ‘Ager Cosanus-Valle dell’Albegna’ (Carandini, Cam-
bi 2002). The same period saw the start of work by the late Prof 
R. Francovich, surveying Grosseto, Scarlino and the area of the 
Colline Metallifere. In more recent decades archaeological map-
ping and field survey has been continued, particularly by the au-
thor (Campana et alii 2005; Campana, Piro 2009) as well as by Bi-
anchi (Bianchi et alii 2014), Citter (Citter, Arnoldus 2007) and Vac-
caro (Vaccaro 2012). 
23  Campana 2018.

olithic onwards. From the Chalcolithic there are the 
first signs of settlement in the area of the future 
city, probably attracted by the local mineral re-
sources and the favourable position close to the 
nearby docking and fishing opportunities. The 
Bronze Age saw population growth and an increase 
in trade and socio-economic distinction, and from 
the start of the Iron Age there is increasingly clear 
evidence of villages. In the later phase of the Vil-
lanovian period the two hills seem to have been oc-
cupied by different groups, probably separated 
from one another by an area of pasture and open 
areas. However, starting from the Orientalizing Pe-
riod in around the mid 7th century there appear to 
have been city walls, a transformation in the topo-
graphic layout of the city and a generalised phase 
of public and private building activity. The process 
was continued and reinforced during the Archaic 
period, with a general growth of the city and the 
progressive development in the surrounding land-
scape of a network of dispersed settlements. In 
294 BC the Etruscan city was conquered by the Ro-
mans and from the end of 3rd to the middle of the 1st 
century BC there ensued a long process of further 
building activity within the city. In the surroundings 
of the city, as in the rest of Etruria, later centuries 
saw a major restructuring of the landscape, intro-
ducing Roman villa settlement and productive sys-
tems aimed at improving agricultural productivity. 
In the 1st century BC Rusellae was designated as a 
Roman Colony and from the 1st century AD there 
began a major phase of building activity, both with-
in the city and in the surrounding landscape: forum, 
amphitheatre, temple, domus within the walls and 
further Roman villas in the countryside. During the 
4th century AD there is clear evidence of a further 
transformation including the conversion of public 
buildings into workshops and the abandonment 
and subsequent redevelopment of the public baths 
as a church. However, Rusellae maintained its role 
as an administrative centre with a complex urban 
topography. Documentary evidence shows that 
from at least 499 AD the bishopric had its seat at 
Rusellae, remaining there until a move to Grosseto 
in 1138 AD. 

After the abandonment of the city the area was 
progressively reclaimed by scrub and woodland, 
recorded by by the middle 19th as being so dense 
as to make any kind of survey or research work ex-
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place-name evidence and historical maps, com-
bined with a long-lasting programme of field-walk-
ing survey, has produced a substantial amount of 
information on the Rusellae area - including around 
80 archaeological contexts of various kinds within 
the transect now undergoing more intensive study. 
Caution is of course needed in making comparative 
quantifications of the results achieved by this ‘tra-
ditional’ research compared with the wider range 
of information that can now be collected through 
the use of sources such as remote sensing (mainly 
based on aerial photography) and ground-based 
magnetometer and electrical resistance survey. 
Nevertheless, the general increase in the ‘visibility’ 
of the archaeological evidence can be seen in the 
fact that these latter methods have so far produced 
2746 previously undetected features within the 
sample transect. However, the aim here is not to 
make a simple comparison of numbers but rather 
to show that, taking all sources together, we have 
already collected a very substantial amount of in-
formation. With continuing survey and fieldwork 
we anticipate that this will soon reach what we 
might call a ‘critical mass’. That said, we need to fo-
cus our attention not only on numbers but also on 
the qualitative contribution to the stated objective 
of holistic landscape interpretation. To illustrate 
the possibility of achieving that goal it might be 
useful to look at parts of the sample transect in 
closer detail, discussing some of the results 
achieved so far. 

1.2.1. Blurring the boundary between town 
and countryside

As we have already seen, the city of Rusellae oc-
cupies the summits of two hills, the surrounding 
slopes of which are almost entirely covered in 
dense woodland. At the foot of the slope immedi-
ately beyond the woodland there is land that is 
easy to cultivate and to explore for archaeological 
purposes. The distance between the town walls - 
one of the widely recognised demarcating lines be-
tween town and coutryside - and the first arable 
fields on the lower ground amounts to little more 
than 200m. In that sense the area that we have 
been investigating around the city could be viewed 
both as a suburban and as a rural landscape. Aerial 
survey, and more critically magnetic prospection, 

tionship with the surrounding countryside, the Ro-
manization of the cities and the landscape, the pro-
cess of Christianisation and finally the impact on 
settlement, society and economy of the end of An-
tiquity and the beginning of a new era, that of the 
Middle Ages.

It should be clear, even from this short introduc-
tion, that the area around Rusellae has the poten-
tial to illustrate the human and massive landscape/
urban transformations/relationships that charac-
terise the many centuries of the 1st and early 2nd mil-
lennia AD. In the attempt to improve our under-
standing of the sample area we have so far collect-
ed around 850 ha of geophysical survey (820 ha of 
magnetic and 30 ha of resistivity data); moreover, 
from as long ago as 2001 we have been undertak-
ing exploratory aerial survey in the area and more 
recently have commenced fieldwork with the aim 
of collecting archaeological, geo-archaeological 
and bio-archaeological evidence within the chosen 
transect24. 

At this point we have to ask some crucial ques-
tions: after this amount of scientific effort have we 
in fact answered our research questions? Which 
new scenarios have been opened up? Which new 
questions are we now able to ask? Has our under-
standing of archaeological and landscape transfor-
mations within the sample area been substantially 
improved? Above all do the outcomes of the re-
search work succeed in filling - at least in theory - 
the gap between urban and rural landscape stud-
ies? To answer these questions or at least to pro-
vide a partial response, bearing in mind that the 
project is still in progress, the following paragraphs 
and illustrations will present an example that will 
shed light on the present impact on our under-
standing of the area and the overall potential of 
the holistic approach developed and implemented 
within this study of a carefully chosen tract of an-
cient urban/rural landscapes.

Let us start with a quantitative remark. The sys-
tematic examination of past archaeological re-
search, documentary sources, epigraphic material, 

24  It should be noted here that in the winter of 2016 a sample area 
of the woodland was used as a test-bed for the effectiveness of a 
high-end Riegl lightweight LiDAR system mounted on an UAV. 
The collected datasets are currently under processing and inter-
pretation. A detailed report of the outcomes will be published 
once the results have been properly assessed.
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2015 (apart from a very limited scatter of mainly 
off-site material) has presented any interpretable 
evidence of this kind of road system or long-lasting 
funerary landscape.

2. Historical urban landscapes: the SOS 
project

Urban archaeology as we know it today was de-
veloped in Great Britain in the period following 
WWII using stratigraphical excavation as its princi-
pal method of investigation, later supplemented 
by other techniques such as core-sampling and en-
vironmental analysis. Today, the most valued tech-
niques in cities still under occupation can be distin-
guished in several respects from those that are ap-
propriate for deployment in once-urban contexts 
that become wholly or partially buried following 
their abandonment. In ancient cities that have nev-
er lost their original urban function one can count 
on an ample supply of documentary information or 
archival material which preserve the memory of 
the past and accounts of previous archaeological 
discoveries. Among the major problems encoun-
tered in such contexts, however, there are the in-
evitable impediments of past and recent urban de-
velopment. The systematic presence of buildings, 
especially those of some antiquity, can through 
their standing facades, cellars and foundations pro-
vide an important source of information, but at the 
same time they constitute a grave obstacle for the 
application of many of our standard diagnostic 
methods, not altogether excluding their use but 
certainly reducing, complicating and slowing down 
the possibility of carrying out survey work within 
the area of the buildings themselves and thereby 
interrupting the continuity of any analyses that can 
be made. The open areas free of buildings are limit-
ed to the often-busy streets, squares and parks 
along with the private and public gardens but little 
else. In these spaces it is equally difficult to deploy 
many of our usual investigative techniques. The 
great majority of the public spaces are covered in 
hard surfaces of one kind or another which pre-
clude direct observation of the underlying deposits 
and therefore also prevent the use of non-destruc-
tive methods such terrestrial or aerial survey, even 
though this last technique been shown to have val-
ues in certain circumstances and situations. Even 
the methods of geophysics suffer in the urban con-

has thrown up entirely unexpected results within 
this area.

Close below Rusellae, barely 220 m form the city 
walls, in an area of superficially undistinctive arable 
landscape, there is clearly visible in Figure 5 a mass 
of magnetic features representing a major road 
connecting the countryside with the city; the road 
is around 6 m wide at the bottom of the slope but 
is known to expand to a width of 14 m as it ap-
proaches the city itself. Along both sides of this 
road the magnetic data shows a dense concentra-
tion of ring-ditches and rectangular anomalies that 
can without doubt be interpreted as burials, in ef-
fect the remains of a major cemetery probably dat-
ing to both the Etruscan and Roman periods. With-
in the area so far subjected to magnetic survey a 
total of 34 ring-ditches and 37 rectangular anoma-
lies have been recognized and mapped. The 
ring-ditches range from 13 m to 43 m in diameter, 
with an average of 19 m, while the square features 
are more standardised at about 4 m by 6 m. On the 
basis of comparative studies of other Italian con-
texts such as Cerveteri25 this is clearly a major and 
previously unsuspected funerary landscape placed 
alongside one of the main roads entering and leav-
ing the city. Moreover, on the southern (lower) 
edge of Figure 7 it is possible to recognize another 
road and an unusual structure showing as a round 
anomaly surrounded by a square of opposite mag-
netic polarity; the shape, articulation and size of 
this feature finds a convincing parallel in Roman 
mausolea26.

If these interpretations were in due course to be 
confirmed by excavation it would be possible to 
envisage an interesting scenario of a funerary land-
scapes that with some changes due to alterations 
in the road system might show a substantial conti-
nuity across a long span of time from around the 7th 
to 6th centuries BC and on into the Roman period. 
This kind of continuity would be particularly inter-
esting bearing in mind the various changes in the 
internal structure of the city between the Etruscan, 
Republican and Imperial phases of its develop-
ment. Significantly, but surprisingly in the light of 
this very striking geophysical evidence, neither mi-
cro-morphological evidence nor field-walking sur-
vey undertaken in the past or in the summer of 

25  Tartara 2003.
26  Johnson 2014.
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functional today, excavated in the native rock and 
often lined in brikwork. Constructed for the most 
part during the 12th and 13th centuries, these are 
known to form a system of mostly accessible gal-
leries running beneath the city to a total length of 
around 55 km.

The radar survey enabled the identification of 
the four principal branches of the bottini repre-
sented on historical maps, forming a more precise 
topographical location or their courses. In several 
instances these seem to diverge significantly from 
their expected routes, not only as represented in 
historical maps but also on the present-day cartog-
raphy used by public service officials in their main-
tenance. Furthermore, the depth readings con-
firmed that the bottini beneath the piazza, unlike 
those in the rest of the city where they are for the 
most part high enough to allow human passage, 
are formed just form so-called gorelli which are 
rather than as simple brick-lined channels for the 
distribution of the water, set at depths of between 
30 and 100 cm. A concentration of discontinuous 
anomalies detected at a depth of between 50 and 
150 cm beneath the central part of the piazza can 
perhaps be attributed to continuous reworking of 
that area throughout the whole of the 12th century 
right up to the time when the system achieved its 
present pattern during the following century. As a 
final observation  we cannot entirely exclude the 
possibility of the presence within the GPR data of 
occasional traces of ephemeral structures erected 
from time to time for fairs or ceremonial events 
such as  the kind as the bull-hunting shown in a 
painting of the late 15th-century artist Francesco 
Rustici30, the position of which seems to match a 
more or less circular anomaly at a depth of be-
tween 40 and 90 cm in the GPS data close to the 
Palazzo Comunale. The experimental work within 
the Piazza del Campo has amply demonstrated the 
potential of the georadar technique in this kind of 
context and on the basis of the results so far 
achieved a new research initiative has been 
launched under the title of SOS which is the inter-
national call for help by ships and sailors at sea - 
‘Save Our Souls’ but in our case the acronym means, 
SOtto Siena (Beneath Siena, SOS). 

The project, under the direction of the author in 

30  Barzanti et alii 2006.

text; magnetometry in particular struggles in the 
face of the strong magnetic interference which is 
inevitable in living towns and cities. Without doubt 
the most effective method in such contexts falls 
within the sphere of Ground Penetrating Radar 
(GPR).

In the face of these difficulties but with the ben-
efit of wide-ranging experience in the study of 
abandoned city landscapes, not only at Veii and 
Rusellae but also at Çatalhöyük27, Vulci, Nisa in Uz-
bekistan and at Aistra and Amaya in Spain, the au-
thor and his team from the University of Siena  ini-
tiated a prgramme of GPR data collection in the 
city’s Piazza del Campo and in part of the Piazza 
Duomo.

The work carried out through use of a cut-
ting-edge radar system designed by StreamX of Pi-
sa implemented by Geostudi Astier of Livorno28. 
Within the previous decade experimental work 
with this instrument had been conducted in ar-
chaeological contexts by a variety of research or-
ganisations including the University of Siena, gen-
erating a significant related bibliography29. These 
earlier applications, in both urban and non-urban 
contexts, had clearly demonstrated the efficacy 
and robustness of the technique for large-scale da-
ta collection. In the heavily frequented Piazza del 
Campo the equipment was operated by hand rath-
er than with a towing vehicle such as a quad bike, 
georeferencing of the scans being achieved 
through a robotic total-station instrument (fig. 6). 
The acquired data was then processed through the 
GPR Slice and GRED(HD) software.

As shown in Figure 7 the survey work revealed a 
series of subterranean channels crossing the Piaz-
za in a variety of directions. The most significant 
group radiated from the present-day position of 
the Fountain of Gaia situated in a part of the piazza 
that is represented in fig. 7 by a black rectangle (de-
noting the inevitable absence of readings in that 
area). The detected features were interpreted as 
part of the system of so-called Bottini, underground 
channels aimed to water supply, in large part still 

27  Strutt et alii 2020.
28  The survey works, data processing and interpretation of the 
collected data was carried out in collaboration with Geostudi 
Astier of Livorno, in particular with Engineers G. Morelli and G. 
Catanzariti.
29  Strutt et alii 2020; Persico et alii 2019.
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highlighting in this area previously unrecognized 
practices of social representation and ostentation 
of economic power on the part of the elite families 
within the city through the construction of impos-
ing burial mounds along one of the major roads 
leading to and from the city - a realisation that sub-
stantially enriches the overall understanding of the 
archaeological framework by opening unsuspect-
ed scenarios, new comparative criteria, and indeed 
substantive new questions about this and other 
urban and suburban contexts within Italy. The re-
sults from Veio and Roselle also demonstrate that 
the kind of landscape investigation implemented 
so far within formerly urban contexts can (despite 
some intrinsic limitations) be equally effective in 
exploring the surrounding suburbs and open coun-
tryside, bringing about some degree of reconcilia-
tion between contrasting research environments 
which have been at least partly divorced from one 
another for far too long. 

Finally, borrowing the experience of investiga-
tions conducted in former townscapes and in the 
open countryside to historical urban landscapes 
and particularly to Siena represents a new chal-
lenge full of innovative perspectives for a com-
pletely novel understanding of historical cities but 
also for a more rational daily management of their 
past.
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1. Distribution around the Mediterranean Sea of large-scale geophysical prospection projects in formerly urban contexts. The size of the 
circles is proportional to the size of the survey in hectares.
2. Layout of the whole surveyed area and close-up showing the detail and density of the archaeological features.
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4. The Rusellae study area: the area within the trapezoid outline of the Emptyscapes sample transect has been systematically field-
walked. The extent of Lake Prile, which gradually shrank from the first millennium BC until the end of the Middle Ages, is shown in solid 
colour along with the main urban areas, Rusellae, Vetulonium and Grosseto.
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5. General overview of Rusellae and the suburban area to its W. From top to bottom in the figure: field-walking survey in progress; site 
distribution; magnetic map displaying the large number of features identified, including in particular several ring-ditches along with 
square anomalies interpreted as a major cemetery lining either side of a major road connecting the city of Rusellae to the surrounding 
countryside; and finally a map of all of the key features discovered so far.
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6. The system created by IDS of Pisa in use for data acquisition in the Piazza del Campo in Siena. The instrument consists of radar system 
with multiple vertically-set antennae. This model, with a scanning width of 1.68m, is intended for large-scale data collection and includes 
a trolley that can be operated either by hand or by the use of a vehicle. The sensors consist of 16 diploles oriented parallel to the direction 
of travel, set at an interval of 12 cm and working at a frequency of 200 MHz. In an urban context georeferecing of the collected data is 
achieved through a fully automated total-station system.
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7. From top left: visual interpretation of a GPR slice at a depth of 1.72m and on the right at 2.36m within which there can be seen in red 
the traces of the subterranean water supplies of Siena. In particular, at the centre of the slice on the right there are visible anomalies 
caused by ancient levelling work within the piazza. The lower part of the figure shows a 3D visualization of all of the detected anomalies. 
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8. Cartographic representation at a scale of 1:2000 of the city of Siena, showing in red the open spaces in which it may be possible to 
undertale GPR survey.
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1. Introduction
The Phlegraean Fields have been at the centre 

of archaeological research from late XVI century 
until modern times. The massive amount of ancient 
remains of coastal villas, thermal buildings and mil-
itary infrastructures, along with the deep mytho-
logical background of the area, boosted the inter-
est of historians and antiquarians since the Renais-
sance. The major attention was devoted to the 
study of the topography of the Phlegraean Bay dur-
ing Roman time, connecting some of the well-
known episodes of the Imperial history to the many 
monumental archaeological traces.

The first guides written by local historians start-
ed a long-lasting tradition of topographical studies 
that found a decisive moment in Beloch’s Kampa-
nien1. The German historian devoted great efforts 
to the Phlegraean Fields, producing a detailed re-
construction of the overall settlement during the 
Roman age. Far from the less accurate and – some-
times – fantastic maps drawn by the XVI century 
authors, Beloch’s work stands for its methodologi-
cal and graphic modernity (fig. 1). His maps repre-
sented the first modern archaeological map of the 
area for many decades, only overcome by the 1979 
Forma Italiae project, whose 14th volume is dedicat-
ed to Baiae and Misenum2.

The progress in archaeological mapping is today 
implemented by the first GIS archaeological map of 
the city and territory of Misenum that I recently de-
signed3. The nearly five centuries history of archae-
ological mapping the Phlegraean landscape has 
seen the adaptation of techniques and tools to the 
fast changes of settlement dynamics. As we will 
see, the fast urbanization process that hit the area 
after WWII is the main obstacle to a complete and 
accurate mapping of the archaeological record. As 
a result, the reconstruction of the ancient land-
scape and its transformation through the time is 
extremely patchy.

After a discussion about methodological limits 
of survey and cartography in urbanized areas, I will 
try to show the less considered opportunities to 
detect the marks of past settlement within a land-
scape where ancient and contemporary layers melt 
together into a unique palimpsest.

1  Beloch 1989 (1890).
2  Borriello, D’Ambrosio 1979.
3  Illiano 2019.

Gervasio Illiano

Mapping the fragmented 
landscape: the case of Bacoli 
(Naples, IT)

Abstract
The area called Phlegraean Fields, 
in the Gulf of Naples (Italy), is an 
interesting context for the 
archaeological research due to 
the massive amount of evidences 
still preserved within the modern 
urban fabric. The PhD project 
conducted by the author focused 
on the reconstruction of ancient 
settlement patterns of Misenum 
(in the modern City of Bacoli) and 
its territory, facing the 
methodological challenges of 
landscape archaeology in 
multi-layered urban areas. Data 
collection produced the first 
GIS-based archaeological map of 
Misenum that is useful both for 
heritage preservation and for 

studying the settlement 
dynamics. The case of Bacoli is a 
good example to show the limits 
but also the potentialities of 
archaeological cartography to 
detect the markers of ancient 
territorial patterns. I will be 
presenting some examples where 
the use of archaeological 
cartography proved to be 
profitable toward the analysis of 
the ancient landscape dynamics. 
As the case of Bacoli has proved, 
the correct use of archaeological 
cartography can detect the signs 
of past topography within the 
modern urban pattern, 
investigating the configuration of 
the ancient landscape.

Gervasio Illiano, Faculty of Humanities, Vrije Universiteit Am-
sterdam; gervasioilliano@outlook.it
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vate properties, to which access was denied. Since 
most of the 10 km2 of surveyed area is highly urban-
ized, the ground walking was limited to recogniz-
ing and recording archaeological remains within 
the modern urban fabric.

3. Cartography and data interpretation: the 
visible from the invisible

Cartography has had the hard task to represent 
on a flat surface this confused amount of data and 
to let scholars be able to read them. The first point 
is mainly a cartographic problem; the second one is 
related to data interpretation. 

As regards cartography, the main problems 
were related to positioning and representing new 
and old data. As stated above, the limits to the sur-
vey did not always allow to a precise localization of 
each record. Only in limited cases it has been possi-
ble to get as close to a point to have a precise GPS 
position. For most of the records, positioning is a 
task to be accomplished thanks to external factors, 
such as cadastre parcels and/or modern buildings 
and urban markers. As happens many times with 
old archive sources, there is scarce accuracy to re-
cord the precise location of a point of interest. The 
information is usually limited to a cadastre unit and 
related owners: in this case, using the related ca-
dastre it has been possible to set the point position 
on the map at the centre of that parcel. In case da-
ta contained further information about point posi-
tion within that parcel it has been possible to get a 
more accurate positioning. 

Modern urban markers helped in those cases 
when a record is visible within the masonry of mod-
ern buildings or along modern roads. This is the 
case of the many archaeological structures in pri-
vate properties that were not accessible but, since 
the position of the private building is well known, it 
has been possible to put the record on the map as 
much accurately as possible.

The resulting GIS map appears as a big cloud of 
points within an empty space (fig. 3). The points ag-
gregations do not look easily understandable and 
no urban pattern seems to appear from them. The 
situation gets even more complicated when we 
turn on the layer of modern urban fabric (fig. 4): in 
this case, the mass of points gets mixed with the 
polygons of modern buildings and creates a messy 

2. Urbanization and survey: limits and tools
As stated before, the big limit to a systematic 

survey of the area between Baiae and Misenum (to-
day part of the City of Bacoli) is the massive urban-
ization that transformed the landscape during the 
last half century4. The industrial development of 
the beginning of XX century and the consequent 
population growth had an important imprint on 
the definition of the modern urban landscape of 
Bacoli (fig. 2). The process of fast urbanization of 
rural areas brought to a persistent obliteration and 
– sometimes – destruction of archaeological re-
mains. The difficulty of finding a balance between 
heritage protection and urban development – that 
marked the modern biography of landscape within 
the entire Gulf of Naples – generated a significative 
loss of data. This gap in documentation restricts 
the chances to reconstruct accurately the topogra-
phy of the area and the transformation of land-
scape during Roman times.

Modern archaeological investigations face a 
problem of visibility that imposes to review the op-
erative strategy commonly adopted in survey pro-
jects in rural areas. The study presented here is a 
good example of how research in areas with low 
visibility moves from data collection towards spa-
tial analysis, passing through archaeological car-
tography.

The phase of data collection employed a varie-
gated set of sources. From archive sources, liter-
ary, iconographic and cartographic sources, to ar-
chaeological data surveyed on the ground, this 
part of the research revealed to be the most deli-
cate. The different nature of sources imposed a dy-
namic approach to data storage: discrepancies in 
analyticity and accuracy between information 
stored in different archives – and, often, within the 
same archive – influence data readability. 

In order to reduce the difficulty of data interpre-
tation it has been necessary to design a database 
that might appear as the most complete tool to 
store data of the massive archaeological heritage. 
This issue applies also to ground researches in Ba-
coli as the differences within the modern urban 
pattern constraint systematic survey: the case of 
Bacoli offered only few hectares of rural fields that, 
however, have not been surveyed as they are pri-

4  Cicala, Illiano 2017, pp. 358-362.
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tion that the alignment of coastal villas around the 
Bay of Naples appeared as one uninterrupted 
town8.

Furthermore, it is noteworthy the correlation 
between the high concentration of points on the 
map and the modern urban pattern. As I have al-
ready suggested9, it is possible to explain the high 
density of modern buildings on the place of ancient 
villas because of the great availability of architec-
tural remains as a source of construction material: 
as often witnessed by many Italian historic centres, 
the chances to build a new settlement are higher 
wherever there is an abundance of architectonic 
remains. In the case of Bacoli this phenomenon is 
well visible in cartography as polygons of modern 
buildings overlap the layers of archaeological re-
cords, reflecting a similar construction density as in 
Roman times.

Another feature of the ancient topography of 
the area that appears more evident thanks to the 
latest archaeological map is the road network of 
Roman time and its spatial relations with the mod-
ern one. As well stated in literature, the two main 
extra-urban roads that connected Misenum with 
Baiae and Cumae to the north are currently marked 
by the path of Via Mercato di Sabato and Via Mise-
no10. Along these two roads many remains of funer-
ary buildings are recorded that can help to recon-
struct the original route.

The map I have designed implemented the al-
ready-known scenario, adding new interesting da-
ta: the presence of other funerary buildings along 
modern secondary roads appeared as a clue of a 
more complex road network that was not only lim-
ited to the two viae consulares. In order to recon-
struct more accurately the ancient road system – 
so far lacking more certain data from archaeologi-
cal investigations – I attempted a cost path analy-
sis11 (fig. 7). As demonstrated by the GIS, the most 
cost-efficient routes of Imperial Age correspond 
approximately to the current road topography: this 
means that also some of the modern secondary 
roads that record the presence of funerary build-
ings have inherited their route from the Roman 
roads. The continuity of usage of the ancient road 

8  Strab. V, 4, 8.
9  Cicala, Illiano 2017, pp. 361-362.
10  Among the others, see Miniero 2008b, pp. 174-184.
11  Illiano 2018, pp. 465-469.

picture where ancient and modern landscape are 
intersected. 

So far, this kind of maps is mainly used by the 
local Superintendence to know the location and 
entity of archaeologically interesting areas to be 
preserved, but few attempts have been made to 
use the map as a tool to detect and interpret the 
marks of the ancient settlement. Notwithstanding 
the chaotic layout of the map, I will try to show 
how this tool might be useful to see the elements 
of Misenum past topography. The archaeological 
map designed for Misenum and its territory re-
vealed to be a good tool to study the major ele-
ments of the ancient settlement5. 

Among the others, the impact of coastal villas 
on the landscape appears more clearly. The first 
step was to find the precise markers of villas com-
pounds: among these, the easiest to detect are the 
alignments of docks and harbours in opus caemen-
ticium that are currently visible underwater along 
the coast from Baiae toward Misenum6. Detected 
by aerial and satellite photography7, these facilities 
are the coastal frontline of the villas (fig. 5). By ana-
lysing satellite photos, it has been possible to calcu-
late the length of the villas maritime front.

On the map we can see “clouds of points” – i.e. 
the mass of data recorded – to the west of each 
villa coastal front. In order to prove a spatial and 
architectural connection between villas coastal 
sections and these clouds of points on the map, I 
calculated a buffer zone around each of the coastal 
front. By limiting the buffer calculation only to the 
western side of the polylines (since only to that 
side the villas could have developed), I have ob-
tained an interesting result (fig. 6): what comes out 
is a series of polygons that incorporates both the 
coastal frontlines and the clouds of points to the 
west. Indeed, it has been possible to prove a spatial 
connection between the architectural remains 
along the coast and those aggregations of records 
on the mainland. 

The resulting map confirmed Strabo’s assump-

5  Illiano 2017, pp. 379-389.
6  For a good overview on submerged archaeological remains be-
tween Baiae and Misenum, see Di Fraia 2011, pp. 43-73; 1993, pp. 
21-48; Di Fraia et alii 1986, pp. 211-229; Caputo 2008, pp. 142-143. A 
general historical reconstruction of the villa landscape along the 
Gulf of Naples and the Phlegraean coastline is in Miniero 2008a, 
pp. 56-60; Castagnoli 1977, pp. 41-79; D’Arms 1970.
7  Schmiedt 1972.
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generale: 3. Liternum, Baia, Misenum, Napoli 2008, pp. 142-
143.  

Castagnoli 1977: Castagnoli F., Topografia dei Campi Flegrei, in I 
Campi Flegrei nell’archeologia e nella storia, Atti del Conve-
gno dei Lincei (Roma 1976), Roma 1977, pp. 41-79.

Cicala, Illiano 2017: Cicala L., Illiano G., Paesaggio archeologico 
e paesaggi urbani tra Bacoli e Miseno, in Aveta C. et alii (a 
cura di), La Baia di Napoli. Strategie integrate per la conserva-
zione e la fruizione del paesaggio culturale, Atti del Conve-
gno Internazionale (Napoli 2016), Napoli 2017, I, pp. 358-
362.

D’arms 1970: D’Arms J.H., Romans on the Bay of Naples: a social 
and cultural of the villas and their owners from 150 B.C. to 
A.D. 400, Harvard 1970. 

Di Fraia 2011: Di Fraia G., Un’isola scomparsa e altre questioni 
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ria, arte e scienza", 1, 2011, pp. 43-73. 
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pografiche e monumentali, in "Archeologia subacquea. Stu-
di, ricerche e documenti", I, 1993, pp. 21-48.

Di Fraia et alii 1986: Di Fraia G. et alii, Contributi alla topografia 
di Baia sommersa, in "Puteoli. Studi di storia antica", 9-10, 
1986, pp. 211-229. 

Illiano 2019: Illiano G., Città e territorio nella penisola di Mise-
num, PhD thesis, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 2019.

Illiano 2017: Illiano G., Misenum. The harbour and the city. Land-
scapes in context, in Garagnani S., Gaucci A. (a cura di),  
Knowledge, Analysis and Innovative Methods for the study 
and the dissemination of ancient urban areas. Proceedings of 
the KAINUA 2017 International Conference in Honour of Pro-
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"Archeologia e Calcolatori", 28, 2, 2017, pp. 379-389.

Miniero 2008a: Miniero P., Baia. Introduzione storica e topogra-
fica, in Zevi F. (a cura di), Museo archeologico dei Campi Fle-
grei. Catalogo Generale. 3. Liternum, Baia, Misenum, Napoli 
2008, pp. 56-60.

Miniero 2008b: Miniero P., Miseno. Introduzione e nuove sco-
perte, in Zevi F. (a cura di), Museo archeologico dei Campi 
Flegrei. Catalogo Generale. 3. Liternum, Baia, Misenum, Napo-
li 2008, pp. 174-184.

Schmiedt 1972: Schmiedt G., Il livello antico del Tirreno. Testimo-
nianze dei resti archeologici, Firenze 1972.

network might be confirmed also by Beloch’s map 
that records a road layout that corresponds to the 
result of the cost path analysis. It is possible to as-
sume, indeed, that the continuity of usage of a spe-
cific topographic element – in this case, the road 
network – generated a spatial continuity through 
the centuries that maintained the ancient settle-
ment layout (fig. 8).

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the case of Bacoli showed how 

cartography in modern urbanized contexts is still 
useful to analyse the pattern of ancient settlement. 
Despite the limits of visibility and data recovery, 
the archaeological map of Misenum allowed a bet-
ter understanding of topographic issues, whose 
resolution was previously addressed to a limited 
methodology. 

Moreover, it has been demonstrated that car-
tography is not only limited to data collection, but 
also has a potential for landscape analysis. The map 
messy layout is more than a massive amount of 
points, polylines and polygons, but it allows to de-
tect and investigate some of the landscape declina-
tion, so far overlooked. The GIS map, in first in-
stance, was a basis for further spatial analysis that 
solved important questions that have been never 
completely answered. Furthermore, the map with 
its characteristic intersection of layers stimulated a 
closer analysis of the current urban pattern and its 
relations with the markers of the archaeological 
landscape. Many examples demonstrated a strict 
connection between the distribution of archaeo-
logical records and the modern urban pattern and 
the possibility to detect that connection through 
cartography. 

The case of Bacoli is just an example of the pos-
sibility for urban researchers to use cartography 
and GIS to reveal ancient settlements layout de-
spite the multi-stratified layers that compose the 
current urban landscapes.
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1. Topographic map of Bacoli and Misenum (Beloch 1989 [1890], pl. VI).
2. Satellite image of Bacoli and Miseno (Google Earth ©).
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3. Archaeological map of Misenum. Distribution of surveyed evidences.
4. Archaeological map of Misenum. Distribution of surveyed evidences over the layer of modern urbanized areas.
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5. Punta Lanterna, Bacoli. Satellite image of submerged pier in opus caementicium (Google Earth ©).
6. Archaeological map of Misenum. Distribution of surveyed evidences and reconstruction (buffer) of villas extension over the layer of 
modern urbanized areas.
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7. Cost path analysis of road network between Misenum and Baiae during Roman Age.
8. Cost path analysis of Roman road network and its relations with modern road topography.
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1. Introduction
The archaeological potential of modern cities re-

fers to the likelihood that archaeological layers ex-
ist below or on the surface of the ground. In this 
paper, we try to explore a number of issues related 
to it in the urban and in the peri-urban zone of 
Patras. Potential archaeological layers below the 
ground are identified at certain depths in certain 
loci of the built space. In the unbuilt space, surface 
ceramic assemblages bear witness of ancient sites 
and past land use. Data from ground-based re-
search, such as excavations and surface surveys, 
and from Remote Sensing (RS) applications such as 
aerial photos, satellite images, etc. are used for in-
vestigating the archaeological potential. If it can be 
deduced and interpreted, then it will contribute to 
better safeguarding of the archaeological record 
during the implementation of development pro-
jects that involve earth disturbance and building. 
Different datasets refer to: a) documentation and 
prediction of the archaeological potential in the 
built-up area, b) building regulations and imple-
mentation of construction projects, and c) detec-
tion of changes in the peri-urban zone, which if left 
uncontrolled, threatens the archaeological record 
in the process of urbanisation. 

Patras is a Greek city with uninterrupted habita-
tion since prehistory. A predictive model of poten-
tial archaeological sites and potential minimum 
depth of archaeological layers has been imple-
mented within the official City Plan and its value 
has been tested in the light of the current building 
legislation. Outside the City Plan the detection of 
possible natural or anthropogenic threats, such as 
unauthorized soil removal and landslides in close 
proximity to archaeological sites is considered.

2. Archaeology in the city: challenges and 
the archaeological potential

Several modern cities all over the world have 
been continuously inhabited for millennia. The re-
sultant continuous building over the centuries was 
not a problem since respect for history was not 
connected to the preservation of the tangible re-
mains. Wars and their devastating consequences 
for human life and infrastructure have led people 
to use demolition and construction as the surest 
means of achieving economic progress and pros-

Helene Simoni

Ground truthing and remotely 
sensed data for interpreting the 
archaeological potential of modern 
cities. The case-study of Patras, 
Greece

Abstract
The archaeological potential of 
Patras is explored following a 
dual approach. First, excavation 
data from construction sites that 
contain or do not contain 
archaeological finds is used to 
implement a predictive model of 
underlying antiquities and their 
minimum expected depth of 
discovery within the City Plan. Its 
predictive value is tested in the 
light of the current building 

legislation both on private and 
public land. Second, surface 
archaeological surveys record the 
archaeological background of the 
peri-urban zone, before intense 
urbanization transforms it. Here, 
the archaeological research is 
complemented with the 
application of Remote Sensing 
for exploring land cover changes 
and for detecting threats, such as 
landslides and unauthorized soil 
removal.
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fore, it is illegal to demolish ancient ruins in order 
to erect new buildings. Once antiquities come to 
light the work is automatically interrupted and an 
archaeological investigation commences. Conse-
quently, from the point of view of construction as a 
developmental procedure, the presence of antiqui-
ties may be an inhibitive factor. City planning rarely 
takes archaeological information into considera-
tion beforehand and the building regulations of an 
area are not based on the potential existence of 
ancient remains in the subsoil. Although considera-
ble progress in this direction has actually been 
made, complete communication between the dif-
ferent partners and even within the public sector 
itself has yet to be achieved. As a result, on the one 
hand, the construction sector continues to believe 
that it loses out due to the intervention of archae-
ologists and, on the other, archaeologists continue 
to believe that they are underestimated when their 
work is ignored in the midst of pressures and con-
flicts8. 

From this point of view, more attention is paid in 
the case of large public works which are mainly re-
garded as being developmental9. In contrast, the 
contribution of smaller scale private works to the 
developmental balance sheet of the country is un-
derrated, as if it were forgotten that a large num-
ber of small works can occupy a larger space and 
require considerably more ground disturbance. As 
a result, stakeholders proceed with their construc-
tion projects completely ignoring the possibility of 
the work being erected over antiquities, with all 
the associated economic, social and scientific con-
sequences. Inevitably, the citizens who experience 
this situation are not proud of antiquities found on 
their land, nor do they perceive them as important, 
even if they are generally proud of the history of 
the place where they live10. At the same time, there 
are a number of examples from modern everyday 
life, where the management of archaeological re-
mains, which are discovered on private land, public 
land or in the streets of a city becomes the object 
of political pressure, vote soliciting and specula-
tion11. 

A shift in this negative attitude may come from 

8  Bozoki Ernyey 2007; Bakirtzis 2004.
9  Kakouris 2004, p. 451; Mendoni 2004, p. 476.
10  Herzfeld 2003, p. 364.
11  Simoni 2013a, pp. 63-88.

perity1. In this way, systematic illegal construction, 
building outside the city plan and the absence of 
formal planning were justified alongside other 
characteristics of the urban way of life, such as ex-
pansion to the detriment of the countryside, lack 
of sufficient public spaces, land speculation, etc.2

The need for the protection of antiquities arose, 
when it was realized that the tangible archaeologi-
cal remains formed symbolic capital, useful for cre-
ating nation-states3. By the end of the 19th c. Euro-
pean states had laws that connected archaeology 
with their national heritage. More recently interna-
tional organizations have signed treaties protect-
ing archaeological remains as an inseparable part 
of the global cultural identity and heritage and as a 
human right4. 

In Greece in particular, the existing institutional 
framework for cultural heritage management is 
constitutionally safeguarded and consists of a con-
siderable body of laws, which cumulatively define 
the limits between development and the protec-
tion of antiquities5. According to this, the defini-
tions of “archaeological sites” and “historical plac-
es” are not limited to sites where archaeological 
remains stand. They also include the sites where it 
is suspected antiquities existed in the past which 
are connected with mythical or significant histori-
cal events, as well as open space around the sites6.

In the context of intense urbanisation and with 
the construction sector synonymous with develop-
ment, the introduction of building regulations was 
necessary for the basic imposition of conditions 
and specifications aimed at governing construction 
and setting limits in relation to other needs and ob-
ligations of both citizens and the state7. The protec-
tion of antiquities encountered in earthmoving 
works for the foundations of construction works is 
deemed to be such a need and obligation. There-

1  Lambrianides 2002, p. 229.
2  Vaiou et alii 2000.
3  Diaz-Andreu, Champion 1996; Meskell 1998; Sommer 2017.
4  Council of Europe 1992 (European Convention on the Protection of 
the Archaeological Heritage (Revised), European Treaty No 143); 
Council of Europe 2000 (European Landscape convention, European 
Treaty No 176); Council of Europe 2005 (Framework Convention on 
the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society, European Treaty No 199).
5  Skouris, Trova 2003.
6  Law 2002 (Για την προστασία των Αρχαιοτήτων και εν γένει της 
Πολιτιστικής Κληρονομιάς, “Εφημερίς της Κυβερνήσεως της 
Ελληνικής Δημοκρατίας”, τ. Α’, 153, 28 -6-2002, Αrticle2 § c,d.).
7  Yerolympos 2000, p. 151.
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a large number of public and private buildings of 
rural and urban types, workshops, cemeteries, the 
harbor, etc. Later, the city lived in bloom and in de-
cline. The archaeological record depicts various 
phases. Travelers of the Ottoman period describe a 
settlement with small poor houses, churches, a 
mosque and a central market built round a byzan-
tine fortification16. Throughout history, a network 
of agricultural settlements situated on hilltops and 
exploiting the valleys of the surrounding region 
supplied the necessary living resources for the 
city17.

Contemporary Patras is more or less the result 
of an ongoing building and planning process that 
started after the establishment of the Greek state. 
After World War II, sociopolitical developments al-
lowed the emergence of certain characteristics 
that shaped the pathology of the Greek urban plan-
ning system, such as unauthorized expansion, ille-
gal construction, and lack of efficient control mech-
anisms and insufficient mapping of private and 
public land18. Yet, the modern face of the city is con-
tinuously evolving in terms of its economy and con-
struction19. Characteristic examples of these chang-
es which happened in the past two decades are the 
completion of the Rio-Antirrio Bridge, which gave a 
boost to construction activity and the develop-
ment of new infrastructure in the wider area, works 
for the so-called “inner” bypass and the Diakoniaris 
river, as well as smaller scale public and private 
works, mostly house buildings. These works of-
fered the opportunity for widespread archaeologi-
cal research, which was enlightening as far as the 
urban and peri-urban archaeology of the city was 
concerned. The task of the local Archaeological 
Service was facilitated immensely by the imple-
mentation of the New Archaeological Law, which 
demands that protection of monuments and ar-
chaeological sites be taken into account at all levels 
of planning and development schemes20. 

4. Documentation and prediction of the ar-
chaeological potential in the city 

Archaeological documentation in Patras has pri-
marily depended on excavations conducted prior 

16  Sklavenitis, Staikos 2005.
17  Simoni, Papagiannopoulos 1998.
18  Oikonomou 2000, p. 44.
19  Pappas 2006.
20  Law 2002, Article 3.

the addition of the concept “sustainability” to the 
development agenda. Sustainable development12 
presupposes the sensible management of natural 
and cultural resources, because people are beings 
with both physical and social needs, and they de-
serve a thorough examination of their distinctive 
characteristics13. As far as archaeological research 
and city planning are concerned, there is no frame-
work for adopting sustainable practices, such as 
preventing or restricting excavations by discourag-
ing construction stakeholders from locating on ar-
chaeological sites, known or potential14. 

To this end, the constantly developing field of 
information technology could play a role, even 
though its use is limited as far as the management 
of the urban underlying cultural heritage is con-
cerned. In many cities around the world, including 
in Greece, there are no organized or updated data-
bases. Therefore, the opportunity is lost for inter-
ested parties to process all kinds of information 
about the city, as well as the chance to evaluate 
and to standardize it. Particularly the adoption of 
GIS allows a different approach to urban and 
peri-urban spatial phenomena, with an emphasis 
on their analysis, the detection of changes and the 
generation of new information in the form of pre-
dictive models. Data that are captured and pro-
cessed in this way may be of various types. In terms 
of content, they are environmental, archaeologi-
cal, socio-economic, etc. In terms of collection 
practice, they come from Ground Truthing, or from 
Remote Sensing.

3. The case-study: the municipality of Patras
Patras is a city of approximately 168000 

inhabitants. The city stretches on a long and narrow 
belt bounded by the sea and a mountain range 
consisting of several low and high peaks (fig. 1). 

Palaeolithic stone tools comprise the earliest ev-
idence of human presence15. Research throughout 
the city has revealed prehistoric settlements and 
burial sites of the Bronze Age. The Classical period 
is represented with remains of the city wall, streets, 
cemeteries and streets. A dense road network 
from the Roman era has been discovered as well as 

12  Hadjibiros 2014, p. 332.
13  Welch, Ferris 2014.
14  Glencross et alii 2017, p. 156.
15  Darlas 2018, pp. 110-123, 136.
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bordering property complete the puzzle of the an-
cient city. 

To carry on our project the most important ar-
chaeological information was required, in other 
words, the existence or not of ancient remains. 
From these entries a database can be created 
quickly and comparatively easily. It can be based on 
the completion of a simple form, which stands for 
an excavation report. This report is completed on 
the spot during the excavation. The form requires 
care but not particularly specialized knowledge, so 
that it can be completed by a warden if an archae-
ologist is not present.

Such forms have been used in Patras for a limit-
ed period of time in the 2000s. We were able to use 
data from excavations that took place during 2004-
2008, within the City Plan just before the economic 
crisis. The City Plan comprises the “Official Building 
Regulations”, which describes the building terms, 
the land use and the communal space, accompa-
nied with a map that depicts all of them. The period 
was chosen because of the availability of excava-
tion reports for all excavations, be they archaeo-
logical or non-archaeological. The distribution of 
the sample was compared to the distribution of 
the buildings according to the latest census of 2001 
statistically and proved to be representative of the 
general construction activity in the city22. 

The first step was to distinguish archaeological 
from non-archaeological sites, in order to predict 
the archaeological potential of every new excava-
tion in the study area (fig. 2A). Thiessen polygons 
were generated from points representing the ex-
cavation sites. Polygons, too, were identified as ar-
chaeological and non-archaeological (fig. 2B).

By creating Thiessen polygons for each year’s 
excavations, it was possible to compare the space 
allocated to the archaeological or non-archaeologi-
cal points of one year with the excavated sites of 
the following year and examine to what extent the 
latter are found within this space (fig. 3).

The point distribution for each year’s excava-
tions was overlaid on the cumulative polygons of 
the previous years’ excavations (2005 excavations 
in 2004 polygons, 2006 excavations in 2004-5 poly-
gons, etc.). Visual inspection was followed by sta-
tistical tests to further test the independence of 

22  Simoni 2016, pp. 30-31.

to construction works on building plots. Under-
staffing of the Archaeological Service and the wide-
spread belief that construction equals progress did 
not allow the proper conduction of excavations un-
til the early Eighties. Even afterwards, lack of suffi-
cient formal publications of implemented work has 
deprived archaeological community and stakehold-
ers of valuable information about researched sites 
and the archaeological potential. To overcome this 
obstacle, we rendered necessary to adopt a meth-
odology that would take advantage of the collect-
ed information and that would be effective with 
regard to the management of construction works 
in which antiquities are discovered, without put-
ting stress on the existing scientific and administra-
tive structures of the Archaeological Service. In 
contrast with standard practice of urban archaeol-
ogy, which treats the whole historic city as a uni-
fied site, the methodology of surface surveys was 
chosen. Surface surveys have reformulated the 
concept of the archaeological site, by dividing a 
study area into sites, halos, and off-sites, depend-
ing on the distribution of pottery on the surface21. 
Thus, the space which is occupied by the modern 
city of Patras is assigned to “archaeological” and 
“non-archaeological” sites, namely the positions 
where antiquities have (archaeological excava-
tions) or have not (non-archaeological excava-
tions) been found, respectively. 

The recording of all excavated sites, whether 
they have antiquities or not, is not widespread in 
urban archaeology, even though it constitutes 
written documentation of knowledge which has 
been passed on orally to date, and according to the 
experience of archaeologists, wardens, etc. The 
absence of archaeological traces in the earth is just 
as significant information as the knowledge of the 
existence of antiquities, because it enables the 
documentation of the boundaries not only of 
known but also of new archaeological sites which 
are dotted around the urban fabric of the contem-
porary city. Given that the majority of archaeologi-
cal excavations within a city are of the rescue type, 
and are restricted to plots which are being built on, 
it may be necessary for some time to pass, maybe 
even decades, until the continuation of the site on 
neighboring plots is excavated. Only after that, 
does the gradual detection or not of antiquities on 

21  Bintliff, Snodgrass 1985.
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projects? We assume that their authorized con-
struction complied with legislation and was deter-
mined by specified building regulation constraints, 
the most important of which is the maximum floor 
area ratio (FAR)26. Even so, their effect on the ar-
chaeological palimpsest has never been investigat-
ed. To find out, the same sample of excavation sites 
has been processed. For each site the imposed reg-
ulations were recorded and a series of statistical 
tests were run in order to explore the distribution 
of archaeological sites on the different zones of 
the buildable and communal space in terms of re-
covery, type and preservation status. Below the re-
sults which yielded statistical significance will be 
presented. A more detailed description of the pro-
cedure and the calculations is given by Simoni27.

The distribution of archaeological excavations 
within the City Plan is not only not uniform in rela-
tion to the total number of excavations in the same 
area, but there are also fewer archaeological exca-
vations in the zones of low (0.6-0.8) and medium 
(1.2-1.6) FAR and more in the zone of high (2.1-2.4) 
FAR and in the communal spaces. Thus, it seems 
that the antiquities are discovered more than ex-
pected either on public land, which is not subject to 
land speculation, or in a densely populated zone 
with many small fragmented properties. Else-
where, even if it is suspected that they exist, antiq-
uities do not come to light as often as would be 
expected and it seems as though they can “hide” 
more easily (fig. 4A).

The buildable space is where the wider typolog-
ical variety of finds is located, principally in zones 
with a high FAR. Since the modern road network 
covers in many cases the ancient one, roads and 
other segments of infrastructure are found more 
often at archaeological excavations around mod-
ern roads. Burials, principally discovered in the 
zone with high buildings and deep foundations, are 
subject to the pressure for completion of construc-
tion projects, so preserving them in this environ-
ment is even more difficult than elsewhere (fig. 
4B).

The dilemma of the management of finds, main-
ly of standing remains, and their preservation sta-
tus after the completion of rescue excavation is 

26  The ratio of a building’s gross floor area to the area of the building’s 
plot.
27  Simoni 2016, pp. 43-52, 72-77.

distributions23. Kvamme’s Gain Statistic24 deter-
mined the predictive capability of the model, by 
comparing the proportion of the surface which is 
occupied by the potential polygons with the pro-
portion of correct predictions from an independ-
ent sample of points.

The aim of detecting potential archaeological 
surfaces is to identify areas on which future archae-
ological research is expected to focus. However, 
the reports also included other information (e.g. 
intended excavation depth, depth without archae-
ological deposits) which, combined with other da-
ta from rescue excavations (chronology, typology, 
etc.), are more suitable for more advanced applica-
tions in the field of Spatial Technology. For exam-
ple, the maximum known depth without antiqui-
ties was examined. For the non-archaeological ex-
cavations, this value is equal to the intended exca-
vation depth, which usually coincides with the 
depth of the foundations of the work. This informa-
tion is derived from the excavation report. For the 
archaeological excavations, this figure is equal to 
the minimum depth of discovery of standing re-
mains or other archaeological finds during the res-
cue excavation. The information concerning the 
maximum known depth without antiquities pro-
vides a limit within the earth, beyond which there 
are no visible signs of past use.

The Kriging method was applied. First, the inter-
polation used data from excavation sites (training 
sample) of the period 2004-2007 to estimate values 
at sites (test sample) unearthed in 2008. Next, data 
from the whole record of 2004-2008 was input for 
interpolation. Validation and cross-validation tests 
of the sample showed that “maximum known 
depth of non-archaeological deposits” qualified as 
a predictor25. The output reflects the likelihood of 
finding or not finding archaeology on a site at a cer-
tain depth in the city (fig. 2C).

5. Building regulations and construction 
projects

Predicting the archaeological potential minimal-
izes the destructive impact of future construction 
projects in the city. What about the implemented 

23  Simoni 2013b; 2016, pp. 31-34.
24  Kvamme 1988.
25  Simoni 2013c.
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city. Therefore, while in public spaces both the fig-
ures concerning excavations in general and those 
concerning archaeological excavations in particu-
lar show that intended excavation depth and maxi-
mum known depth without archaeological depos-
its virtually coincide, thus giving the builder the 
opportunity to avoid antiquities completely, in the 
buildable zone the opposite happens. Not only do 
private individuals not take into account the possi-
bility of finding antiquities during the course of the 
excavation of their building plots, but also, ironical-
ly, archaeological excavations have a greater in-
tended excavation depth than non-archaeological 
ones. In other words, a large part of the excavation 
coincides with the archaeological layer, although 
that could be avoided. Obviously, if owners of such 
plots wish to avoid entirely the intervention of the 
Archaeological Service and whatever costs in time 
and money might be incurred, they will have to 
make significant changes to their initial plans, tak-
ing into consideration the possibility of antiquities 
being found on their property. Since this does not 
happen, private individuals suffer delays, changes 
to their initial plans, increases in their budgets and 
hardship. Another fate, though, awaits the antiqui-
ties which come to light. The rescue excavation 
and what follows is the last resort, since the antiq-
uities are safer when they remain unknown and 
buried in the soil.

So, maximum permitted excavation depth is re-
garded as a meaningful building regulation. Once it 
is implemented, along with the use of updated pre-
dictive models, it will have a catalytic effect on the 
chances of encountering the archaeological hori-
zon of an ancient site and disturbing archaeological 
layers. Maximum permitted excavation depth 
could constitute an important building regulation. 
It influences the likelihood of destroying archaeo-
logical strata in a significant way, and as it increas-
es, so does the likelihood of encountering the ar-
chaeological horizon of an ancient site. On the oth-
er hand, there is no corresponding reason for re-
stricting excavation depth in the non-archaeologi-
cal space.

6. Detection of changes & threats in the 
peri-urban zone

The city grows and stress is transferred in the 
peri-urban zone that is being heavily exploited. For 

not approached in the same way throughout the 
city, and is determined by varying economic and so-
cial pressures. In general, the reburial of antiquities 
is the most usual outcome of an archaeological in-
vestigation and is among the most desirable pro-
tection methods. However, this approach is not 
uniformly distributed. Architectural remains in pub-
lic spaces have a better chance of being reburied 
after an investigation. Conversely, the standing re-
mains from rescue excavations on private land are 
removed or demolished more often than expected 
(fig. 4C).

The aim of detecting potential archaeological 
surfaces is to identify areas on which future archae-
ological research is expected to focus, in this case, 
the buildable zone, particularly the areas with a 
high FAR. High FAR does not favor wide streets, big 
backyards and the necessary space that allows an 
archaeological site to integrate organically to its 
surroundings. There, more than anywhere else will 
stakeholders, planners and archaeologists have to 
reconsider their plans for development and cultur-
al resource management (fig. 4D).

Intended excavation depth is not the same 
everywhere in the city. The archaeological excava-
tions have a greater intended excavation depth in 
the buildable zone than the non-archaeological 
ones. Furthermore, the depths in the areas with 
high FAR coincide to a great extent with the ar-
chaeological surface (fig. 4E). Thus, the archaeo-
logical palimpsest is put under greater pressure 
and risk. This phenomenon can be seen in reverse. 
The stakeholders in areas of high FAR are totally 
unprepared for or ignorant of the risk of encoun-
tering antiquities and of being forced to interrupt 
their work in order for rescue research to be car-
ried out.

Apparently, there is no corresponding relation-
ship between the planning regulations and the po-
tential existence of archaeological layers. It is clear 
that the existing regulations are generally insuffi-
cient. In the light of this data the introduction of a 
new building regulation, that is, maximum permit-
ted excavation depth, is proposed. It is known (fig. 
4F), it has been used for the creation of the archae-
ological potential and it can be updated every 5-10 
years based on new investigations.

This approach, although it may seem rational 
and in their best interests, does not appear to pre-
vail among the choices of private investors in the 
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discontinuous medium density (sealing degree: 
30% - 50%) urban fabric. The pattern of expansion is 
visible primarily at the eastern and southern fring-
es of the city. According to Urban Atlas, 82% of 
changes between 2006 and 2012, involve urbaniza-
tion of former agricultural and semi-natural land.

Areas out of the City Plan are not under scruti-
nized regulations. Urbanization consumes agricul-
tural space, and eliminates traces of past land use. 
Excavations on construction plots are important, 
but their limited extent does not account for the 
wider archaeological record. This is largely regis-
tered with surface surveys from field to field. Luck-
ily, surface surveys of the city and the surroundings 
took place in the Nineties. The researchers record-
ed a number of archaeological sites and halos. De-
spite that the original aim was a scholarly interest 
in understanding past land use by locating un-
known until then sites35, the outcome proved to be 
far more fruitful, because they visited open space 
which would later turn into sealed and impervious 
surface.

The recorded sites (fig. 1) consisted of formal or 
informal excavations, and newly reported surface 
assemblages. They comprised a kind of archaeo-
logical gazetteer compiled at a period with milder 
human interventions, and less fenced plots in the 
landscape. When this gazetteer is published, it will 
constitute a valuable reference database for mod-
ern interventions. The availability of geospatial da-
ta at fine resolutions opens up a new path for tak-
ing advantage of such information. For example, it 
is possible to zoom to small scale land cover chang-
es in discrete loci with a serious impact for archae-
ology. Two examples will be presented below, both 
of which describe severe threats for the archaeo-
logical record of the sensitive peri-urban zone, 
soil-quarrying and landslides.

Google Earth Time Series feature has been used 
to investigate the soil quarries in the vicinity of me-
dieval sites over a period of 16 years starting from 
2002. By scrolling back and forth the time slider, 
the extent of the disturbed zone is shown dia-
chronically and comparable images appear. Images 
of the surface before the launch of Google Earth 
can be accessed from aerial photos or satellite im-
ages dated from 1945 onwards. In one such case, at 

35  Petropoulos, Rizakis 1994; Papagiannopoulos, Tsakirakis 2006.

researchers and stakeholders, urban growth and 
future archaeological research are inextricably 
linked. That is why the investigation of urban 
growth is so frequently used for monitoring the ar-
chaeological potential. RS provides tools and data 
to detect the extent of the city at different refer-
ence years. By comparing the difference, growth is 
not only detectable but predictable as well. The 
feature that is directly measured through RS is the 
land cover, which refers to the physical properties 
of the surface, and which is sometimes erroneously 
mixed with land use, which refers to human activi-
ties28. Aerial photos, satellite images, historical 
maps, etc. have been employed for this purpose 
extensively29.

Within Europe the CORINE Land Cover30 pro-
vides updated information at certain reference 
years31. Expressed criticism concerns the confusion 
of land cover and land use data as well as the poor 
resolution of the geodata32, which hinders recogni-
tion of small-scale changes. Finer data comes from 
the Urban Atlas33, which provides data for Europe-
an cities, including Patras, from the years 2006 and 
2012. Here, areal resolution is set at 0,25 ha and 1 ha 
in urban and in rural areas respectively. The change 
layer has a resolution of 0,1 ha inside the urban fab-
ric34. In the case of Patras, comparable geospatial 
data before 2006 can be found at the approved 
City Plan, which records the official expansion of 
the city from 1971 until 1999. Even so, data must be 
used with caution because its resolution exceeds 
that of Urban Atlas, but the latter covers a far larg-
er area (fig. 5).

During the last decades of the 20th c. urbaniza-
tion exploded from the historical centre towards 
all available directions at a frenetic pace due to var-
ious sociopolitical trends. The City Plan increased 6 
times as much, sealing the surface of most of the 
expanded land permanently. Urban Atlas depicts 
the whole municipality of Patras that extends fur-
ther than the limits of the City Plan. Urbanization is 
represented at 3 different built-up density classes, 
ranging from continuous (sealing degree > 80%) to 

28  Mesev 2010.
29  Williamson et alii 2017; Agapiou et alii 2015; Kristy 2018.
30  https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/corine-land-cover.
31  Hadjimitsis et alii 2013; Noronha Vas et alii 2012; Oueslati et alii 2015.
32  Diaz-Pacheco, Gutierrez 2014; Noronha Vas et alii 2012, p. 293.
33  https://land.copernicus.eu/local/urban-atlas.
34  Pazur et alii 2017; Prastacos et alii 2012.
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building regulations that govern construction ac-
tivity according to the City Plan with the archaeo-
logical deposit of the city. Though building regula-
tions and especially FAR are important in shaping 
urban fabric, they have no corresponding relation-
ship with the archaeological potential and the de-
mand for its protection. For this reason, the intro-
duction of a new building regulation, maximum 
permitted excavation depth, is proposed. Maxi-
mum permitted excavation depth respects the po-
tential existence of underlying antiquities and al-
lows free development accordingly.

Then, the study turns beyond the urban nucleus 
and examines the situation around the city, where, 
following modern trends, rural space is gradually 
being converted to urban. There, lack of excava-
tions has been anticipated with the conduction of 
extensive surface surveys, most of which took 
place in the Nineties, resulting in a gazetteer, large-
ly unpublished so far. The urgent need for its publi-
cation is justified because such a gazetteer can be 
compared to changes that have occurred on the 
land surface before and after the surveys. Some of 
these changes comprise serious human-induced 
threats, such as soil quarries and landslides near or 
on top of archaeological sites, and therefore their 
monitoring is of paramount importance. That said, 
it is necessary to emphasize that whatever action is 
proposed is directed towards the sustainable man-
agement of the city’s archaeological heritage with-
out ignoring the need to invest on development 
schemes that will help the city and the wider region 
to overcome the recent economic crisis.

I am grateful to Dr. G. Iliano and to Prof. Dr. G.-J. Burgers and 
Prof. Dr. L. Cicala for inviting me to the International Workshop "Ar-
chaeology in the City". Thanks are due to the Vrije Universiteit Am-
sterdam and the University of Naples Federico II for the hospitality.
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1. The urban space οf Patras. Pins represent archaeological sites from surface surveys registered until March 2020. 
2. A) Distribution of excavations, B) predictive model of the archaeological potential, and C) potential minimum depth of discovery, in the City 
Plan of Patras, based on the excavations of 2004-2008.
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3. Prediction of the archaeological potential per year and application of Kvamme’s Gain statistic.
4. Graphic summary of the calculations relating the implemented building projects and the archaeological potential in the City Plan of Patras, 
based on the excavations of 2004-2008.
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5. Evolution of urbanization in Patras. To the SW lies the village of Kaminia, which is mentioned in the text.
6. Extent of the soil quarry on different dates. The base-map comes from a snapshot of Google Earth, dated in 2018.
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7. The landslide event at Kaminia.
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1. Introduction
Remains of continuous human activity dating 

back to the Neolithic Age lie beneath the city of 
modern Athens and have been revealed gradually 
over the years by numerous, yet fragmentary, in-
terventions. According to Greek legislation “Exca-
vation for rescuing a monument that has been re-
vealed in the course of a technical, public or private 
work, accidentally or due to natural causes or ille-
gal excavation activity1” is a subject of the so-called 
rescue excavations. These operations are juxta-
posed to long-term systematic excavations of large 
archaeological sites, such as the Athenian Agora 
and the Kerameikos. Therefore, in the city center, it 
is very common during any technical work involv-
ing digging activities to encounter archaeological 
remains, as the ancient city is situated below the 
modern one.

Multiple layers of ancient remains have been 
preserved for centuries beneath the modern sur-
face. As the rescue excavations are carried out ac-
cording to building needs, ancient remains are ex-
posed at random locations and, inevitably, in a 
fragmentary manner. As a result, one has to collect 
the scattered information from all the published re-
sources and arrange them typologically, chrono-
logically and spatially in order to reconstruct the 
topography of the ancient city layers. For an area 
of 6.7 km2, which covers the extent of the ancient 
fortified city including a 500 m external zone (fig. 
1), Mapping Ancient Athens records all the pub-
lished evidence of architectural remains covering 
the main aspects of human activity that has taken 
place so far in Athens. The outcome of the project 
is an open access web mapping platform, which 
serves as a tool to view, filter, search and combine 
multiple layers of information in order to explore 
the historicity of the ancient city. 

The first section of the paper introduces the pe-
culiarities of the available archaeological data. The 
second and the third sections present the database 
development and the data registration procedures 
along with the treatment of descriptive and spatial 
data. The fourth section includes an overview of 
the design of a web platform that aims to meet the 
needs of a wide audience. Some concluding re-
marks place emphasis on the need for a standard-

1  Law 3028/2002 (Protection of Antiquities and Cultural Heritage in 
general. Greek Government Gazette 153/A'/2002).
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ancient Athens is primarily based 
on systematically excavated and 
well-known monuments, such as 
the Acropolis, the Kerameikos 
and the Athenian Agora. 
Mapping Ancient Athens shifts 
the focus of research to the 
so-called rescue excavations and 
urban archaeology. It collects 
valuable data for ancient remains 
that today lie beneath modern 
establishments and were 
revealed in multiple ancient 
layers of the city during building 
activities and public works. The 

uniqueness of the project lies in 
the total coverage of the last 16 
decades of rescue excavations 
carried out in Athens as well as in 
the level of detail by which the 
archaeological data is recorded in 
the database. Cutting edge 
technology is used to record, 
store, combine, explore and 
disseminate the results of rescue 
excavations, and an open-access 
web mapping platform is 
implemented in order to support 
future research and awaken the 
archaeological consciousness of a 
wider audience.
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dures. Therefore, an interdisciplinary team has 
dedicated considerable time and effort to analyse 
related implementations3 and to develop a proto-
type structure able to meet with the specific re-
quirements of the material to be recorded. Archae-
ologists, cartographers, database experts and GIS 
experts were involved to build a solid database 
schema. This was implemented by Geospatial Ena-
bling Technologies (GET) in the FOSS (free and 
open-source) RDBMS (relational database man-
agement system) PostgreSQL with the PostGIS ex-
tension for the storage of spatial data.

A consistent database can save considerable 
time and effort on future studies and research. 
Moreover, a spatial database can produce a map 
that visualises the spatial relationship between the 
excavated architectural remains and is able to dis-
seminate valuable knowledge to an extremely 
broad audience that does not need to have a scien-
tific background.

The basic structure of the database is the fol-
lowing: The recording unit - the basic table - is the 
plot, which is the excavated area. This table is 
linked to a single or to multiple tables, among the 
following: archaeological interventions, archaeo-
logical remains, bibliographical references and 
visual resources (fig. 3). Unique identifiers are used 
for each registry of the above tables to effectively 
link to future studies4.

3.1. Descriptive data
The descriptive information fields are filled in 

with either free-text or controlled vocabulary 
terms. As a fundamental principle, extensible vo-
cabularies have been adopted in the database de-
velopment. These are implemented as lookup ta-
bles and have been linked to corresponding fields. 
The final choice of these vocabularies reflects an 
ambitious attempt to standardise the heterogene-
ous terminologies used in the published excavation 
reports. Free text is avoided, unless necessary, as it 
is difficult to query, filter and group, and can result 
in inconsistent data registration. 

An effort has also been made so that the vocab-
ularies built for the categorisation of the ancient 

3  Fabiani, Gattiglia 2012; De Tommasi, Serlorenzi 2013; Carlisle et alii 
2014.
4  Kansa et alii 2020.

ised framework, which is deemed vital for the inter-
operability and the sustainability of the archaeo-
logical data.

2. The Data
The basic resource of excavation data in Greece 

is the Archaiologikon Deltion, the annual journal of 
the Archaeological Service. The first issue dates 
back to 1885 as part of the Greek Government Ga-
zette, but since 1888 it is published as an independ-
ent journal2 and has been issued for the years 1885-
1892, 1915-1933/35 and 1960 until present. Excava-
tion results are also published in other Greek and 
foreign academic journals, with the oldest refer-
ence to the specific study area, dating back to 1856. 
The span of the period the project covers combined 
with the large number of archaeologists involved 
in rescue excavations over the years composes a 
highly heterogeneous material. This fact has affect-
ed the database development and the data regis-
tration process, as the data has to be standardised 
and homogeneously recorded, in order to be usa-
ble for various purposes.

In contrast to the systematic excavations, the 
nature of the rescue excavations involves spatially 
scattered interventions and partially excavated re-
mains (fig. 2). This happens due to the following 
factors:

- the spatial dispersion of building activity and 
public works is relatively random;

- the underlying remains usually expand beyond 
the boundaries of a private property or the area 
covered by a public work.

As a result, numerous excavations have revealed 
ancient features covering a wide range of activities 
from different chronological periods, like parts of a 
spatiotemporal puzzle. Mapping Ancient Athens 
collects and records these already fragmented ar-
chaeological data in a systematic manner and plac-
es them, for the first time, in their topographical 
context.

3. Database Development
The structure of the database for the hosting of 

the archaeological data strongly affects the data 
registration and the data dissemination proce-

2  Kavvadias 1888.
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- it should prevent minor mistakes - logical integ-
rity controls were applied to many fields;

- it should exploit the underlying database capa-
bilities for automating tasks;

- it should provide auditing, i.e. automatically 
store information about the user who populated 
each field and keep the timestamp of the registra-
tion.

4.2. Data registration workflow - 
Descriptive data

For every excavation report each recorder of ar-
chaeological data creates a new “plot” in the data-
base. All information related to the excavation it-
self as well as the remains found is registered in the 
appropriate fields. The basic data recorded in each 
table are the following:

- plot: address, type of excavation site, preserva-
tion status;

- intervention: year, type, excavating institution, 
implementing organisation, participating archaeol-
ogists, plot owner;

- reference: type of source, language, biblio-
graphic reference, publication year;

- resource: type, subtype, caption, creator, crea-
tion year, copyright holder;

- architectural remains: function (class), catego-
ry, subcategory, original dating, historical period, 
short description.

When the registered remains can be safely 
matched on the published plan, the recorder indi-
cates the remains by color in order for the GIS edi-
tor to recognise and register the corresponding 
spatial data.

4.3. Data registration workflow - Spatial 
data

The first step of the spatial data registration 
workflow is the identification of the boundaries of 
the space excavated on the official cadastral dia-
grams of the public entity Hellenic Cadastre8. Also, 
maps and diagrams of past decades are georefer-
enced in order to support the identification of early 
excavation sites. The identified site is enclosed in a 
polygon (fig. 5A) and linked with the registered de-

8  https://www.ktimatologio.gr/ (accessed February 3, 2020).

architectural remains are partially consistent with 
the generally recognised FISH5 and AAT6 thesauri. 
They have been furthermore adapted and enriched 
based on the particularities of the structural char-
acteristics pertaining to each excavation entity. Nu-
merous suggested versions concerning the criteria 
for dividing historical periods for ancient Athens 
have been studied in order to build an hierarchical 
vocabulary structure for the registration of the dat-
ed remains7. Custom vocabularies were built for 
the majority of the remaining fields.

3.2. Spatial data
From the spatial perspective, the database can 

store and assign vector geometry to the following 
tables:

- plot: geometry of multipolygon type, which 
represents the excavated area;

- resource: geometry of multiline type, which 
represents the exact vectorisation of the excava-
tion plan, after it has been georeferenced in abso-
lute coordinates;

- feature: geometry of multipolygon type, which 
represents the architectural remains that are iden-
tified on the excavation plan.

4. Data Registration

4.1. Data registration user interface
The front-end environment necessary for the 

population of the database is implemented in Mi-
crosoft Access (fig. 4). The parent form is assigned 
to the main database table, i.e. the plot. Sub-forms 
are linked to the parent form and correspond to 
the tables of archaeological interventions, archae-
ological remains, bibliographical references and 
visual resources.

As the registration process would demand a 
massive effort, this interface was designed careful-
ly in order to cover the following criteria:

- it should be straightforward and easy to use;

5 http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/ (accessed 
February 3, 2020).
6  https://heritagedata.org/live/schemes/mda_obj/concepts/95424.ht-
ml (accessed February 3, 2020).
7  Council of Europe 1999.
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ple, user-friendly and straightforward. A webGIS 
application has been implemented, which com-
bines spatial and non-spatial data, in an interactive 
online mapping platform (fig. 6). This platform is 
openly available in both Greek and English.

The interface offers a basic mapping toolbox for 
the user interaction with the map (in contrast with 
the GIS-like tools which are generally considered to 
be complicated and difficult to comprehend). The 
archaeological details are revealed gradually to the 
user as long as he/she gets familiar with the map 
according to his/her own interactions. This imple-
mentation was based on the assessment that the 
direct revelation of complex or incomprehensible 
data would be a disadvantage for the uninitiated 
user. The interface was carefully designed as far as 
the symbols and the colors selected (fig. 7), with 
the view to making it directly appealing and under-
standable. Simple chronological and typological fil-
ters can be applied to narrow the visible archaeo-
logical data. Finally, an advanced tab has been add-
ed to meet the requirements of a demanding user, 
giving the ability to perform multiple filters and 
make the most of the data recorded.

6. Conclusions
Mapping Ancient Athens has managed to record 

on a single map a monumental amount of ancient 
architectural remains that lie hidden underneath 
the modern city. A huge effort was made both for 
the recording and the enhancement of such valua-
ble resources, in order to have an impact on the sci-
entific community and the society as a whole.

Large-scale programs run in Greece9 to meet the 
European guidelines and recommendations on 
open archaeological data and information accessi-
bility and diffusion10. Mapping Ancient Athens en-
counters similar challenges and shares the same 
concerns on data dissemination, interoperability, 
and sustainability. The absence of an encompass-
ing framework and of specific standards for a uni-
fied approach to recording the archaeological data 
has caused the accumulation of heterogeneous da-

9  Sitara, Vouligea 2014.
10  2013/37/EU (Directive 2013/37/EU of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 26 June 2013 amending Directive 2003/98/EC on the 
re-use of public sector information); 2011/711/EU (Commission Recom-
mendation of 27 October 2011 on the digitisation and online accessibi-
lity of cultural material and digital preservation).

scriptive information through a unique identifica-
tion number.

The excavation plan published in the archaeo-
logical report is georeferenced in absolute coordi-
nates (fig. 5B) and vectorised in every detail (fig. 
5C). The architectural remains, which were indicat-
ed by the descriptive data recorder, are now en-
closed in polygons and also linked to the corre-
sponding registered information (fig. 5D).

The spatial population of the database for the 
composition of a thorough and reliable map has 
encountered several barriers associated with the 
primary data. The lack of specific guidelines applied 
to the publication of archaeological interventions 
in combination with the fact that reports cover a 
publication period of more than a century and a 
half, have, in some cases, resulted in incomplete or 
useless data as far as their spatial attribute is con-
cerned. Some of the following limitations had to be 
dealt with:

- incomplete or ambiguous description as far as 
the exact location of the excavated site is con-
cerned; sometimes even complete absence of de-
scriptive details had to be managed;

- lack of basic information required for georefer-
encing a drawing, such as a scale or the private 
property’s boundaries;

- sketch-like or of poor quality printed drawings.

5. Data Dissemination
Athens has a huge archaeological resource that 

has been revealed through rescue excavations. 
However, the fact that only in a few cases this has 
been made visible or accessible by the general pub-
lic makes it unreachable for the vast majority of the 
non-scientific community concerned. On the other 
hand, specialised researchers dedicate a great deal 
of time only to gather the necessary data for their 
research from the excavation reports and the cor-
responding literature. As a result, the dataset dis-
semination is the key factor for this cultural wealth 
to become actually accessible to both the wide au-
dience and the scholarly community specialising in 
the topography of ancient Athens.

The characteristics of potential users have been 
carefully analysed concerning the following fac-
tors: age, scientific background, computer literacy 
and interests. The diversity of the users has indicat-
ed the need for an interface which would be sim-
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tasets. This is an issue that has to be assigned to all 
stakeholders involved in the archaeological data 
chain. From the excavation site to the heritage 
management level there is a need for standardised 
procedures for recording data and metadata in or-
der to promote the usability of archaeological re-
search outcomes. Moreover, a lot of work has to 
be done for such data to be able to affect a wider 
audience and to raise cultural awareness.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the generous sponsorship 
of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation (grand donor), the Packard Hu-
manities Institute (PHI) and the Aegeas non-profit organisation, 
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al Conference, E-Democracy 2013 (Athens 2013), Communica-
tions in Computer and Information Science, 441, Cham 2014, 
pp. 175-177.
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1. Study area of 6.7 km2 covering the extent of the ancient fortified city including a 500 m external zone (1:2. Dipylon©).
2. Remains of the ancient fortification revealed in a fragmentary manner by seven independent interventions over a period of 40 years (1:1. 
Dipylon©, Basemap: Hellenic Cadastre©, https://www.ktimatologio.gr/, accessed February 3, 2020).
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3. The main tables and vocabularies that compose the database schema (1:1. Dipylon©).
4. The data registration user interface (1:1. Dipylon©).
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5. Example of spatial data registration procedure. Excavated site at the plot on 3 Amerikis Street (1:1. Dipylon©).
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Mapping Ancient Athens: from the fragmented archaeological data to the digital map

6. Screenshot of the web mapping platform (developed by G. Panagiotopoulos) (1:1. Dipylon©).
7. Design details of the web mapping platform. The symbols representing the archaeological typology of the remains (designed by Marina 
Alexandris) and the colors representing the chronology of the remains (based upon iDig color palette) (1:1. Dipylon©, http://idig.tips/, accessed 
February 3, 2020).
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Mirella Serlorenzi

SITAR - Sistema Informativo 
Territoriale Archeologico di Roma.
A dialogue between 
Archaeological Heritage and 
Modern Urban Planning

Abstract
Following one of the conference 
themes, that is the close 
relationship between the 
Archaeological Heritage and the 
life of modern cities, I will present 
the progress of the SITAR Project 
(www.archeositarproject.it) , a 
unique Italian experience in the 
domain of cultural heritage (fig. 
1). SITAR stands for Sistema 
Informativo Territoriale 
Archeologico di Roma. Initiated 

in 2007 within the 
Soprintendenza Archeologica di 
Roma (now Soprintendenza 
Speciale Archeologia, Belle Arti e 
Paesaggio),the project  aims at 
improving an open data 
web-based system that allows to 
share knowledge of Rome’s 
archaeological heritage. Over the 
last decade it has been 
consolidated, giving a concrete 
form to a utopia.

Mirella Serlorenzi, Museo Nazionale Romano-Palazzo Massimo 
e Crypta Balbi, mirella.serlorenzi@beniculturali.it

1. The project
In the last decade, in Italy public administration 

has increased its openness towards citizens. In par-
ticular it has worked to help people understand the 
past better and to allow citizens to get in touch 
with the institutions about the relationship be-
tween cultural heritage and urban development. In 
line with this and respecting its peculiar institution-
al tasks,  the Superintendency of Rome, a local 
branch of the Ministero dei Beni Culturali, has cre-
ated its own informative archeological- territorial 
system, called SITAR1.

The preservation of three millenniums of over-
lapping archaeological strata, make this city one of 
the undisputed heritage objects of humanity. SI-
TAR has developed a method to investigate, with 
scientific accuracy, the gradual evolution of this 
historical landscape  in its longue durée, from the 
first anthropization to the present day. More pre-
cisely, SITAR is a unique, multi-tasking tool for the 
organization of the available scientific and adminis-
trative data, collected in the urban area of Rome as 
a whole. Up to the present, more than 5500 ar-
chaeological investigations, about 250.000 attach-
ments made of drawings, scientific reports, archi-
val resources and other kind of documents (fig. 2), 
were recorded in the system. 

Operationally, after the gathering, digitalization 
and organization of data, the archaeologists pro-
ceed with the implementation of the system, by 
filing a summary of the information, identifying 
useful data to characterize and spatially represent 
the archaeological evidences. In this process, SI-
TAR has decisively contributed to the creation of 
archaeological standards and this represents a rel-
evant aspect with regard to the public use of the 
data: these are indeed easily searchable and acces-
sible data through a web GIS platform. In order to 
ensure their quality and reliability, the Superintend-
ency is the guarantor of the quality and reliability of 
the published data, whose acquisition at different 
levels is made possible thanks to a role-based ac-
cess control system2. At the same time and in legal 
terms, SITAR had to face important issues about 
Open Data, in order to allow free consulting of its 

1  To read more about the project see Serlorenzi 2011; Serlorenzi, 
Jovine 2013; Serlorenzi, Leoni 2015; Serlorenzi, Jovine 2017. 
2  Leoni 2011.
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data and documents without violating the current 
laws and copyright matters3.

In general, SITAR’s main cultural objective is to 
enhance and promote the knowledge of the cultur-
al-historical components of the territory that 
should be understood in a broader perspective: 
territory as a living entity modified across the cen-
turies, where the historical evidences should be 
considered as an enrichment and an important fac-
tor within a shared urban plan. This is the only way 
to convert the so-called “archaeological risk” into a 
cultural potential. 

Our next challenge will be to consciously spread 
this territorial knowledge, which in our opinion is 
necessary to create more liveable cities, where the 
cultural value of the city is  highlighted, felt and uni-
versally acknowledged. This shared awareness will 
help in writing sustainable guidelines, essential to 
govern the overwhelming urban growth and its ef-
fect on the Cultural Heritage.  

2. SITAR and its logical levels 
Before detailing the potential of SITAR as a tool 

for the urban planning, a brief presentation of the 
logical and conceptual structure will be useful. 
From the beginning, the SITAR has been  thought 
as a tool to organize and manage the data: starting 
with a general description of the archaeological in-
vestigation, through the census and analysis of the 
findings, up to the synthesis and interpretation of 
historical and archaeological evidence. At the same 
time, the most important challenge was to make 
available the recorded information, in a clear and 
accessible way, to a wide audience: to the academ-
ic and professional one as well as to the stakehold-
ers.

The logical framework consists of four levels4, 
which allow to archive and organize data in a 
unique way making it possible to do it within a sin-
gle geodatabase, taking into account their hetero-
geneity5: archeological emergency or preventive 
excavations, surveys, core sample, scientific publi-
cations, epigraphic documents, historical sources. 

3  Serlorenzi et alii in press; Gambino, Bixio 2018, pp. 19-30.
4  For more specific information on the subject see Serlorenzi, 
Lamonaca, Picciola 2017, pp. 122-124.
5  De Tommasi et alii 2011.
 

SITAR’s logical structure is organized in differ-
ent levels, from the most general one that contains 
the metadata of the investigations (Origin of Infor-
mation) to the ones, which allow describing in de-
tail every archaeological findings (Archeological 
Part). Another specific layer is used to unify and in-
terpret data (Archaeological Units). Inside this layer 
is possible to link different already uploaded data 
into the system, so to get to new information about 
reconstructive hypotheses of original building. 

The other specific layer allows to record the ar-
chaeological constraints (Archaeological Con-
straints), a legal tool for the protection and safe-
guard of the Cultural Heritage. 

 The first level of the filing system (Origin of In-
formation; fig. 3) covers the information concern-
ing the “history” of the archaeological research; it 
contains general information that help the user to 
obtain the main data about the context. In this 
sense, the information gathered in this logic level 
can be considered a kind of “metadata” of the re-
search. This section includes, for example, the date, 
the location, a brief description of the intervention 
and the parties involved in it.

The record allows for a trace down of each sin-
gle data. This is true for each type of information, 
which is in the record, such as the quantitative as-
pects of the excavation, the field/research director 
and collaborators, the costs, the methodology of 
research, the type and the degree of accuracy of 
the method used for the localization of the investi-
gation area, a short description and the bibliogra-
phy.

The second level of SITAR indexing is done by 
completing the archaeological part (Archaeologi-
cal Part; fig. 3) and stores the most important ar-
chaeological information. In other words, the Ar-
chaeological Part is the minimum level of knowl-
edge and it provides the essential information to 
allow reusing the data diligently. The information 
recorded in this section relate primarily to the spe-
cific definition and interpretation of the archaeo-
logical evidence, accompanied by a brief descrip-
tion, a reference to the building techniques and the 
chronology. These are the essential information to 
ensure a proper understanding of the topographi-
cal and archaeological context. To each archaeo-
logical partition is attached the documentation, 
consisting in scientific reports, descriptive sheets, 
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drawings, photographs that can be visualized and 
acquired by the users.

It is worth noting that this digital archive consti-
tutes a census and mapping, continuously updat-
ed, with all the archaeological and historical evi-
dence of Rome and allows to verify the ongoing 
investigations in the city as a whole.

The third level of cataloguing, the Archaeologi-
cal Unit, has the same entries as the previous one, 
from which it only differs for an interpretative ap-
proach to the archaeological knowledge.

The Archaeological Units stem from an interpre-
tative process of correlation of the different Ar-
chaeological Parts that involves the analysis, the 
control and the re-interpretation of the archaeo-
logical information. SITAR’ architecture has been 
build to allow the cognitive and analytical path 
works either bottom-up or top-down, and has the 
primary goal of describing each archaeological con-
text in a progressively more detailed manner.  

This level contains the information and the spa-
tial description of the monuments or ancient com-
plexes, their current and original dimensions, map-
ping their history from the construction to the 
abandonement, through all the changes that have 
taken place over the centuries. For these reasons, 
the Archaeological Units can represent an instru-
mental tool to support other “narrative languag-
es” for the study, synthesis and interpretation of 
archaeological traces, by contributing to the identi-
fication and definition of historical-topographical 
assets that have formed the different historical 
landscapes, now invisible or partially visible, of the 
City and its territory. 

At the same time, the set of the Archaeological 
Unit is also the basis for the definition of tools for 
analysis and dynamic representation of the Archae-
ological Potential, a fundamental device that com-
bines the activity of protection, territorial planning 
and promotion of the Cultural Heritage. 

As far as the conceptual model is concerned, it is 
important to underline that the Archaeological 
Unit level fits well with other GIS architectures, al-
lowing the relationship and dialogue with other 
public and private territorial databases dedicated 
to scientific research, urban planning and ancient 
landscape.

The fourth level concerns the Archaeological 
Constraints, that are an instrument of law-con-

straints, which punctually preserve important mon-
uments and areas. They are archaeological, monu-
mental and landscape safeguard measures, repre-
senting the intermediate level between an immedi-
ate and punctual protection of ancient heritage 
and a wider planning for the exploitation of urban 
and extra-urban territory. This is the task of several 
Institutions working together, like the Ministry of 
Cultural Heritage, local authorities, civic associa-
tions, citizens.

It is worth noting that all the data come from 
historical and current archives of the Superintend-
ence and that the workflow set up by the profes-
sionals that work for SITAR Project, led to the crea-
tion of a real digital archive of the Superintendency 
reconnecting textual and graphic documentation 
before scattered in several archives. Today the Dig-
ital Library allows to quickly retrieve all the data in 
the ystem thanks to simple or complex queries. 

3. The last technological developments6

Since 2018, the Superintendence launched a 
general redesign of SITAR, aimed at ensuring on 
the one hand a more fluid and optimized data entry 
and, on the other hand, a friendly navigation, rich 
in tools for sharing and promoting active participa-
tion. The most important change consists in the 
merger within a single platform, now called RE-
POSITAR, of three original application: the archae-
ological webGIS (webAIS), the former Digital Ar-
chive (SIGEDO) and the application for the man-
agement of the archaeological constraints (fig. 4).

As far as the software architecture is concerned, 
REPOSITAR is based on a method of development 
called DEV/OPS, which aims at making possible the 
communication, collaboration and integration be-
tween developers and employees. The new engi-
neering has had as objective to make the system 
more performing, ensuring scalability and interop-
erability. 

6  The innovations on the new engineering of the system, launched 
in 2018, have been presented at two conferences: M. Serlorenzi, 
“Archeologia statale e archeologia pubblica. L’apertura dei dati 
territoriali della Soprintendenza di Roma e il coinvolgimento della 
cittadinanza nel caso di piazza Dante”, during the conference Ar-
cheologia Urbana: casi di studio e prospettive future (Rome, 2019, 
March, 21st-22nd); M. Serlorenzi, G. Leoni, D. La Nave, “SITAR: l’ar-
cheologia di Roma accessibile a tutti”, during the conference 
GARR. Connecting the Future (Turin, 2019, June 4-6th giugno 2019). 
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The new platform has standard interoperability 
services based on the paradigm of Web REST ser-
vices (fig. 5), that means the possibility to negoti-
ate content and its representation (formats), ena-
bling other systems to choose the most suitable 
protocol for the conversation with the SITAR ser-
vices. Considering the interoperability issues as 
fundamental in the field, SITAR has always taken 
part in the most important projects in the Europe-
an framework. Since 2013, SITAR has been partner 
and data provider of the European research con-
sortium ARIADNE and within this partnership has 
completed the mapping between its own data 
model and the CIDOC-CRM-Archeo model7, aimed 
at aligning with the other European archaeological 
databases of various nature and extent, which are 
also partners of the project.

Another crucial need in the redesign of the RE-
POSITAR has been to ensure on the one hand a 
wider use and circulation of the data and, on the 
other hand, to give users the opportunity to active-
ly participate in the project. All the SITAR resources 
and metadata can be shared through the main so-
cial channels. In particular, it is possible to share a 
public link to a SITAR sheet through the user’s so-
cial media profiles (Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, 
Pinterest; fig. 6) and to register for the RSS feed 
service for a single information entity or for an en-
tire dataset. Moreover, the systems allows all regis-
tered users to create their own digital resources 
derived from the collection of the documentary 
and metadata resources available in the SITAR, 
through the function Booklet. The latter function 
allows extracting single archaeological finds and 
adding them to the user’s personal library, a library 
that can be customized and shared between users. 

To enhance the user collaboration with the SI-
TAR dataset, the system allows new collaborative 
forms of creation, sharing and recombining of 
knowledge. It also allows an active participation of 
the relevant publics and it fosters the urban plan-
ning processes of the metropolitan territory. The 
collaborative aspect is configured according to two 
different levels: 

1. the request for change, which allows all users 
to report any content or send  additional documen-
tary resources (fig. 7);

7  It is possible consult il CIDOC-CRM-Archeo on the website.

2. the possibility of allowing data-entry directly 
to professionals working in the field, so as to make 
SITAR a system that feeds itself in a circular way.

As far as data acquisition is concerned, the func-
tion of downloading cartographic excerpts in vec-
torial formats has been fully developed (fig. 8), in 
order to ensure to all users the download the data 
and – depending on the format chosen according 
to user’s needs – also the relative descriptive data.

The opportunity of acquiring data is in line with 
the current cultural policy of the Open Data, of 
which SITAR has been the spokesperson over the 
last ten years. It is thanks to this strong cultural vo-
cation that SITAR is now finally able to make its 
content available, according to the principle of FAIR 
data (findable, accessible, interoperable, and reus-
able), now central to the philosophy of Open Sci-
ence8 and in the field of Digital Humanities9. This 
orientation is also supported by the most recent 
Italian jurisdiction on the subject10.

To sum up, in the current panorama Sitar is an 
essential tool for those who are called to direct the 
urban planning within a city, Rome, which must 
necessarily measure itself with the previous cities 
beneath the modern one. Because of Rome’s pecu-
liar nature, the professionals involved in the urban 
planning choices must have the tools to choose, 
from time to time, a well-balanced compromise be-
tween the duty to protect the testimonies of the 
past and the awareness of the inevitable expansion 
of modern city.

By law, the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage 
takes part, in agreement with other local authori-
ties, to the urban planning. Because of this role, the 
law states that all new construction projects must 
be preceded, already at the planning stage, by a 
careful assessment of the possibility of intercept-
ing, altering or destroying deposits and structures 
of archaeological interest. For the planner this will 
help to quantify the impact of findings on the feasi-
bility of the work, in terms of time and cost of con-
struction. Since it is not always possible to guaran-
tee an integral conservation of archaeological de-
posits, it is fundamental to orient the choices in 
such a way as to preserve those contexts that still 

8  Serlorenzi, Jovine, De Tommasi 2017; Serlorenzi 2018; Méndez et 
alii 2018.
9  Ciotti 2014.
10  Gambino, Bixio 2018.
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save their integrity and that can dialogue with the 
present. The key objective must be to lend to the 
contemporary landscape some characteristics of 
the previous landscapes, avoiding the tendency to 
uncritically merge the modern city with those of 
the past.

Finally, an integrated urban planning is doubly 
advantageous: firstly, because the discoveries not 
completely unexpected but framed in plausible 
scenarios avoid the unpredictable increases in 
costs during the work; secondly, because a con-
scious planning creates a "quality" landscape, in 
which the elements of the past are well balanced. 
A "quality” landscape, moreover, is also a land-
scape economically worthy and can become an ar-
ea of value rather than yet another "non-place" 
without identity, whether it is in the heart of the 
city or lost in its outskirt11.

I wish to thank all my staff of the sitar: G. Leoni, F. Lamonaca, R. 
Montalbano, S. Picciola, A. Romano. Special thanks to Riccardo 
Montalbano for the translation of this text.
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1. SITAR Project website.
2. Sitar: some significative numbers.
3. Origin of Information’s preview: gallery and short description.
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4. The new REPOSITAR as merger of the previous applications.
5. REPOSITAR Infrastructure architectural diagram
6. REPOSITAR and the main social networks.
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7. Request for change.
8. Downloading cartographic excerpts in vectorial formats.
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1. A new metro line
Initial plans for the metro line date back to the 

middle of the twentieth century1. In order to main-
tain adequate access to Amsterdam’s city centre, 
amongst others a few metro lines were designed. 
In the 1970s, the E line (from Central Station to Am-
sterdam Zuidoost/Bijlmer) was constructed. Espe-
cially in the city centre, concrete segments (cais-
sons) were sunk down to great depth, after demol-
ishing many buildings along the planned tunnel 
route. The destruction of parts of the historic city 
centre led to increasing social opposition, unrest 
and riots. The city council than decided to cancel 
the planned central N-S line.  

In the late 1980s, the initial plans for a N-S line 
were revived. Given earlier experience with the E 
line, plans were developed for the construction of 
a subway that would avoid damage to buildings. To 
accomplish this, an almost 10 km long route was se-
lected that followed the existing infrastructure 
(fig. 1). In order to avoid large scale disruption of 
the ground-level traffic to and from the centre of 
Amsterdam, it was decided that the main parts of 
the line would be constructed by means of boring 
tunnel tubes. Definite plans were formalised in 
2002 by the city’s council. In Amsterdam Noord, 
the line was constructed above ground, in the cen-
tral reservation of the existing Nieuwe Leeuward-
erweg. From the northern IJ-shore, tunnel seg-
ments were sunk down in the IJ and under the Cen-
tral Station. Heading S, starting at the Damrak in 
front of the Central Station, the tubes were bored 
at a depth between ca. 20 and 32 m - NAP (ord-
nance datum), following the existing infrastructure 
of the Damstraat, Vijzelstraat, Ferdinand Bolstraat 
to Europaplein in the S. From this point on, the line 
was constructed above ground to be merged with 
existing infrastructure at Station Zuid. At Rokin, Vi-
jzelgracht and de Pijp (Ferdinand Bolstraat) the ap-
proximately 200 metre-long underground stations 
were constructed using the deepwall method. Af-
ter milling and constructing of approximately 35 m 
deep walls, a floor was injected with concrete and 
a ceiling was built, thus creating a closed ‘box’. 
These concrete ‘boxes’ were excavated under-

1  For an easily accessible overview (in Dutch) of the history of the 
North-South metro line see https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geschie-
denis_van_de_Noord/Zuidlijn (2020-02-26); Gawronski, Kranen-
donk 2018.

Peter Kranendonk

A river as a reflection of the past

Abstract
In this paper a short overview of 
the archaeological research prior 
to, and during, the construction 
of the N-S subway line through 
the city centre of Amsterdam is 
presented. Archaeological 
fieldwork has been conducted 
mainly in the years 2003 - 2012. In 
contrast to the majority of 
regular research in the city of 
Amsterdam, the main excavated 
sites are not situated on land, but 
in the (former) river Amstel. 
Archaeological research in 
advance of the civil engineering 
construction works appeared not 
to be possible. Therefore, the 
archaeological activities had to 

be integrated in the civil 
engineering construction works. 
This led to a highly flexible 
working process, and site specific 
research methods. The 
excavations yielded huge 
amounts of finds, offering a 
revealing insight in the material 
culture of Amsterdam over the 
past eightcenturies.With the 
opening of the new subway in 
2018, results of the archaeological 
project were presented to the 
public by ways of a 600 pages 
thick finds catalogue, a semi-
permanent exhibition of 
approximately 9,500 objects and 
a website. 

Peter Kranendonk, Monuments&Archaeology, city of Amster-
dam; e-mail: p.kranendonk@amsterdam.nl
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eval city centre. They were of interest for their pos-
sibilities to gain better insight in the deeper geolog-
ical situation below Amsterdam, down to 32 m - 
NAP. Minor attention was given to the soil removed 
by the TBM. Because the TBM would mix up mate-
rial from different layers of sediments from wide 
ranging geological periods (from Pleistocene to 
Holocene, dating from 124,000 to 10,000 years BC), 
contextual relations of the finds with their natural 
habitat would almost completely be lost. Further-
more, the slim chance of retrieving any archaeolog-
ical material would be like finding a needle in a hay-
stack and would not contribute to additional infor-
mation on the origin and (early) history of the city 
of Amsterdam itself. Finally, if any finds related to 
prehistoric human would be found, there still 
wouldn’t be the possibility of excavating it in ad-
vance of the TBM. Nonetheless, a light version of a 
watching brief was conducted when drilling the 
first (western) tube of the line between Damrak 
and Rokin; no archaeological finds were retrieved. 

3. Digging a streambed
The archaeology of the N-S line is not like ‘ordi-

nary’ land archaeology. What makes it special is not 
the large scale or the depth of the research loca-
tions, but firstly their topographical location within 
the city. It is the city’s streambed of the river Ams-
tel, embedded within it its lost and discarded mate-
rial remains that stand out against the other exca-
vated sites in the city5. This waterway appeared to 
be, in the course of time, an ideal location for not 
only losing your goods, but especially to get rid of 
your junk; the river as the ultimate reflection of 
peoples’ behaviour and the city’s DNA. 

The main locations at Damrak and Rokin were 
archaeologically very interesting. Both sites are sit-
uated in the (former) streambed of the river Ams-
tel, in the medieval city centre of Amsterdam (fig. 
2). The river Amstel can be regarded as the main 
artery of the city, on whose banks, at its confluence 
with the IJ-inlet, first habitation took place from ca. 
1200 AD onwards6. 

The Damrak site is located at the confluence of 
the river Amstel with the IJ-inlet. This location, on 

5  Gawronski, Kranendonk 2018.
6  For a general (early) history of Amsterdam, see e.g. Carasso-Kok 
2004; Jayasena 2018.

neath the roof using large, tracked hydraulic exca-
vators. Only at the Damrak, at open water, three 
caissons were sunk down from ground level to a 
depth of 25 m in order to build the launch shaft for 
the Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM).  

Not only for civil engineering, but for the ar-
chaeological department of Amsterdam (Monu-
ments & Archaeology, M&A) as well, this project 
would mean a serious challenge. 

2. Archaeology and the N-S line
The archaeological implications of building the 

N-S line were first assessed in 1997. An initial desk 
study was carried out, in which the archaeological 
potential along the route of the line was investigat-
ed2. In 2003 a project management plan was drawn 
up, on basis of which the archaeological excava-
tions were conducted3. Archaeological fieldwork 
was then carried out from 2003 up until 2012. Pro-
cessing the finds, further research and final defi-
nite publication of the results is due to be complet-
ed in 2021. 

The main research locations comprise of the 
Damrak (caissons for the launch shaft of the TBM) 
and the Rokin (station). Archaeological research 
focused on the (early) history and development of 
Amsterdam, from small hamlet to the major city of 
the Netherlands. Archaeological finds were the 
main point of interest as they could provide more 
insight in the city’s development. Due to the possi-
bilities offered by reaching deposits of up to 32 m 
-NAP (ordnance datum), geo-ecological research 
was another important point of interest. Especially 
research focusing on the deposits of the river Ams-
tel were of interest to gain more information on 
the river’s origin and development, including its 
surrounding landscape, up until the moment of the 
first medieval habitation4. 

Less intensive archaeological attention was giv-
en to the other excavation pits for the stations 
along the route. Stations Vijzelgracht and De Pijp 
(Ferdinand Bolstraat) are located outside the medi-

2  Veerkamp 1998.
3  Kranendonk 2003; 2005. Amongst others the selection of the 
research sites, the archaeological research aims, planning and fi-
nancial consequences have been documented in this project 
plan.
4  See for the results of this specific research Kranendonk et alii 
2015.
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reflected in the lost and discarded material re-
mains, that could be retrieved from the fill of the 
river Amstel.  

4. Methodology
Although both locations are situated in the (for-

mer) river bed of the Amstel river, different excava-
tion techniques had to be used to uncover Amster-
dam’s past. It is, however, in both cases important 
to realise that the archaeological work was inte-
grated in the civil engineering (CE) process. This 
meant amongst others that the archaeological pro-
cess was directly related, and restricted, to the 
construction methods and progress of the civil en-
gineering process. Therefore archaeological re-
search in advance of the CE-process was not possi-
ble, resulting in highly flexible and site specific ar-
chaeological excavation methods. 

At the Damrak site, three caissons were sunk 
down to a depth of 25 m -NAP. Work at the Damrak 
was conducted under hyperbaric circumstances. 
By means of a decompression room, workmen 
could enter the working space below the caisson. 
Below the concrete floor of the immense box, a 
workable space was created. By means of over-
pressure, groundwater was pushed away, creating 
a rather dry working room. At the ceiling, several 
high-pressure water cannons were attached which 
were used to loosen the soil. This loosened soil was 
then pumped out per room through tubes with di-
ameter of 18 cm. By removing the soil, the caisson 
sunk down to a final depth of 25 m -NAP. Air pres-
sure in the working spaces rose as the caisson sunk 
down. The main caisson 1, situated at the middle of 
the Nieuwe Brug, measured 60 x 20 metres, divid-
ed into three rooms of approximately 20x20 me-
tres. At daytime, in two shifts from each four hours 
work, the caisson was sunk down in two phases in 
2005-2006. 

During work below the caisson, one archaeolo-
gist was part of the CE-team (consisting of four 
workmen) in order to do the necessary documen-
tation and find-registration. At the same time, 
above ground the soil was sieved using an industri-
al, for this archaeological work purpose-built, siev-
ing installation comprising of two sieving decks 
(with an upper deck with a mesh of 4x4 cm and a 
lower deck with mesh of 1x1 cm) with conveyor 
belts (fig. 3). This sieve was placed on top of a set-

the fringe of smaller inland waterways with direct 
access to the main cities of Holland on the one 
hand, and, via the IJsselmeer and the North Sea, to 
all the major trading cities in the Baltic and North-
western Europe on the other hand, was of vital im-
portance to the development of Amsterdam. After 
the construction of a dam in the river Amstel in the 
mid-thirteenth century, the Damrak became the 
sheltered international harbour of the city. From 
here, ships sailed the seven seas, bringing the 
world to Amsterdam. Bridges were built over the 
Damrak for transportation convenience; caisson 1 
at the Damrak site was located exactly on top of 
the outermost situated Nieuwe Brug (New Bridge). 
This bridge, first mentioned in 1421 but probably 
older and originally constructed using wood, later 
completely rebuilt in brick in 1681 and fitted with a 
double lock, incorporated different functions7. It 
was a significant connection between the eastern 
and western part of Amsterdam, a social meeting 
point, children’s playing ground, entrance to the 
Damrak harbour and its merchants houses, meet-
ing point for skippers and merchants, and part of 
the medieval city’s northern fortifications. All those 
different functions have in time resulted in vast 
quantities of highly diverse deposits of refuse and 
lost material. 

At the other (southern) side of the Dam, the 
Rokin site is located in the city’s main inner har-
bour, it was used to transport goods and people 
from and to the hinterland. In medieval times, clois-
ters were established at the eastern banks of the 
Amstel, resulting in the nickname ‘stille zijde’ (si-
lent side). The western bank consisted of mainly 
secular merchants’-, crafts’-, industrial - and domes-
tic buildings. However, from the mid-fourteenth 
century onwards, the Nieuwezijds Kapel (a chapel, 
later church, at the western bank of the river Ams-
tel) functioned as a religious focal point. After the 
‘Alteration’ in 1578, an administrative and religious 
change of power, ecclesiastical buildings were des-
ignated as public institutions. Parts of the buildings 
were repurposed to facilitate other functions, such 
as the city’s Butchers’ hall or as a hospital, or were 
demolished and replaced by e.g. domestic housing, 
café’s, brothels, theatres and workshops8. As with 
the Damrak location, all those various functions are 

7  Veerkamp 1998.
8  See Carasso-Kok  2004; Frijhoff, Prak 2004a, 2004b.
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deposits of up to 27 m -NAP. Finds were hand-
picked  and registered using a grid system (or sub 
divisions of the grid, or even as point-exact loca-
tions), which can be related to the plots at the bank 
of the river Amstel at the Rokin. In this way, finds 
can be linked to the plots, offering the possibility to 
create a plot-related socio-historical biography 
along the Rokin. Because of the use of steel road 
plates at the Rokin station, metal detectors couldn’t 
be used for the collection of (smaller) metal finds. 
Therefore, at the ground deposit a second team of 
archaeologists used metal detectors enabling them 
to collect the metal finds as well. It was not possi-
ble to use a sieving machine at the Rokin or at the 
ground deposit. Therefore, objects that are less vis-
ible, especially smaller (fragments of) objects, tend 
to be overseen. The finds from the ground deposit 
can be related to the Rokin squares as well. 

About 110 cross sections were drawn at the Rok-
in, up to ca. 27 m -NAP. These sections were used, 
together with soil cores and cone penetration da-
ta, to create a 3D-GIS model of the Rokin site. This 
model creates the opportunity  to clearly visualise 
the changes through time from an initial meander-
ing river Amstel from later prehistoric times to a 
rather straight, canalised river in recent times. 
Among other things the model  facilitates (statisti-
cal) 3D-analysis of the finds data (e.g. finds density 
distribution per m3 per layer or feature) as well 
(fig. 5).  

5. Finds processing
The archaeological research at the Damrak and 

Rokin sites yielded nearly 700,000 finds. The other 
locations were responsible for a few thousand 
finds only. Most of the finds (ca. 460,000, ca. 66.7% 
of the total of finds) stem from the Damrak; ca. 
230,000 (ca. 33% of the total of finds) from the Rok-
in. At the Damrak, no selection was used while col-
lecting the finds. Consequently, not only (early 
post-) medieval finds like pewter toys, knuckle-
bones, kitchenware and tools were collected but 
also for example modern mobile phones and syn-
thetic stickers. This resulted in a vast and diverse 
array of objects showing all the various diachronic 
functions the location of the Nieuwebrug has per-
formed over the last 800 years. By also collecting 
the recent objects (dating up to 2005), today’s life 

tling container, from which the sludge was pumped 
out and disposed of. This installation was made 
part of the CE-working process. An archaeological 
team of up to 10 persons retrieved as much finds as 
possible, without making selections. Due to the 
use of the sieving machine and magnets, finds 
measuring at least 1x1 cm could easily be retrieved. 
Using smaller hand sieves with meshes of 2 mm, re-
maining residue from the settling-container was 
sieved as well, resulting in the recovery of even the 
smallest of finds like aglets.

After the CE-work at daytime, an archaeological 
team of up to four members went ‘down under’ in 
the evening to conduct archaeological research, 
comprising of documenting features and layers, 
making drawings and pictures, retrieving finds per 
context and taking soil samples for further geo-eco-
logical research. Registration of the location of 
finds was done per caisson, per room, quarter or 
smaller part of a room up to point-exact location. 
The depth of the finds was measured using the 
depth of the ceiling (i.e. the floor of the caisson), 
which was recorded in the mornings and in the eve-
nings. 

At the Rokin site, a different strategy was used 
to retrieve as much archaeological finds and infor-
mation as possible. The main excavation area for 
the deeper part of the station measured ca. 200x25 
metres. This part was excavated to a depth of 
about 27 m -NAP. At the N and S end, another ca. 50 
metres was excavated to a depth of ca. 8 m -NAP. 
After constructing the walls, injecting a concrete 
floor and building a roof, the station was excavat-
ed (below the roof) in five phases, comprising of 
ca. 5 metres each. Using two large excavator ma-
chines at a time, removing the soil was systemati-
cally done from the S to the N, using one excavator 
at the western half and the other at the eastern 
half simultaneously (fig. 4). The excavated soil was 
dumped at a central place in the station, from 
where it was lifted and transported to a large 
ground deposit outside Amsterdam. At the station 
site itself, a team of ca. eight archaeologists at day-
time tried to collect as much finds and data as pos-
sible while the excavation by the CE-team was in 
progress. In the evening, cross-sections through 
(mainly) the Amstel river beds were made in order 
to obtain detailed information concerning the his-
tory and genesis of the river and the older, deeper 
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sic data,  an extensive amount of specialist infor-
mation is added  (such as object-type, EVE-rim, EVE-
base, origin, finishing, colour, production marks, 
motifs), depending on the type of material and the 
object involved. On top of this object-specific data, 
all objects were grouped according to an urban 
functional classification system. In this way, 11 main 
functional categories were established, each subdi-
vided into four subgroups11. This classification con-
sists of the following main categories: 

0) Natural & pre-urban environment: this com-
prises of the sediments and ecofacts related to the 
natural landscape in and around the city, including 
material remains related to the period before the 
emergence of Amsterdam as a settlement. For ex-
ample, in this category we can find bones of birds, 
rats and mice which are to be regarded as part of 
the natural environment of the city;

1) Buildings & structures: finds like bricks, (roof)
tiles, slate, window-pane shards and cobble stones 
can be expected, as part of the buildings and struc-
tures (like roads, quays) present in a city; 

2) Interiors & accessories: amongst many others 
locks, (parts of) furniture, braziers and chamber 
pots; 

3) Distribution & transport: objects like horse-
shoes, boathooks, bike parts and fragments of 
cars, all related to the transportation of goods and 
people; 

4) Craft & industry: vast amounts of sugar fun-
nel and syrup pot fragments, leather production 
waste, adzes, axes, drills and files which are repre-
sentative of crafts and industry, from an artisanal 
to an industrial level; 

5) Food processing & consumption: by far the 
most objects can be ascribed to this category, com-
prising of e.g. animal bones related to consump-
tion, ceramics used for cooking, storage and con-
sumption, glass bottles and glasses, kitchenware 
and clay tobacco pipes; 

6) Science & technology: amongst others clocks, 
watches, weights and scales; 

7) Arms & armour: daggers and swords, parts of 
cannons and guns, ammunition and arrow heads; 

8) Communication & exchange: coins from me-
dieval times to banking cards, religious figurines, 

11  Gawronski, Kranendonk 2018.

instantly becomes part of the city’s history as well, 
creating modern history. 

The different ways of removing the soil at Dam-
rak and Rokin are the main cause of the differences 
between the amounts of finds at both locations. 
On the one hand, using the sieve resulted in more 
(smaller) finds at the Damrak. On the other hand, 
the use of high-pressure water cannons and the 
sieving installation led to a higher fragmentation of 
objects (especially of ceramic and glass), and there-
fore  to a higher number of find records. At the 
Rokin another method of find collection was used 
which resulted in a lower fragmentation of ceram-
ics and glass. Consequently the Rokin finds gener-
ally are less fragmented in comparison with the 
Damrak finds. This can be illustrated by the average 
weight per item: although there were half as many 
finds at the Rokin, the average weight per find was 
3.5 times greater than that of the Damrak finds. 
Greater fragmentation of the finds at the Damrak 
partly has to be attributed to the original deposi-
tion of the material as well. At the Damrak, much 
material stems from a man-made land abutment 
for the bridge, for which discarded, domestic waste 
of the city was used. This landfill can be dated to 
the first half (approximately around 1526) of the 
sixteenth century9.

Subsequently the finds were sorted into differ-
ent material and sub-material categories. As much 
as possible finds were entered in a relational data-
base as individual objects10. Dozens of specialists 
were consulted for the proper registration and de-
scription of the objects. The database now com-
prises of almost 700,000 finds, stored in approxi-
mately 140,000 records with 33,000 images using 
300 tables. For each find-number (object), at a min-
imum, topographical data (site-specific data like 
name, address, x-y-z-data) and object-specific data 
(like object-name, object-part, material, sub-mate-
rial, measurements, weight, dating, completeness, 
storage location) are stored. In addition to this ba-

9  See Commelin 1693, p. 634. In 1526 the city council decided to 
renovate some quays at the Damrak, and replace the western 
wooden part of the New Bridge by brick.
10  For this datastorage, a project-customized version of the ar-
chaeological database program ArcheoLink (by QLC) was used. 
Because this is an access-based database, data can be easily ex-
ported to other computer applications, e.g. for use in GIS applica-
tions such as ArcGis or in Adobe InDesign for the production of 
publications like the finds catalogue Stuff. 
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tions or could have been part of different objects; 
they therefore could have been ascribed to two or 
more functional categories. Foremost, however, 
the level of fragmentation of the objects (especial-
ly of ceramic and glass) is the reason that many ob-
jects cannot be classified into this functional sys-
tem. This residual group of (fragments of) objects 
are represented in category 11 Non-classifiable ob-
jects. 

6. Objects and meaning: comparisons 
between the locations

What do all those finds tell us about the history 

mobile cell phones, book clasps and cloth seals are 
some of the objects ascribed to this category;  

9) Games & recreation: e.g. (miniature) toys, 
knuckle bones, skates, kolf club heads and musical 
instruments belong to this category;  

10) Personal artefacts & clothing: in this last cat-
egory very personal objects can be found like 
shoes, parts of clothing like buckles and buttons, 
toothpaste and shaving gear, combs, perfume bot-
tles and ointment jars.

In the end, there remains a leftover group of 
(fragments of) objects that can’t be ascribed to 
any of the above mentioned categories. Some 
(fragments of) objects may have had multiple func-

Category Damrak N 
fragments

Damrak N 
records

Damrak weight 
(gr)

Rokin N 
fragments

Rokin N 
records

Rokin weight 
(gr)

CER 
(ceramics)

201,823 16,947 3,326,919 148,668 50,334 8,581,922

FAU (fauna) 111,198 4538 2,889,223 15,169 3948 947,878
MTL 
(metal)

74,867 10,308 1,221,127 16,982 14,556 834,118

LEE 
(leather)

45,775 2278 2939 12,822 5255 6451

CPY 
(pipe clay)

15,088 3239 898 11,137 6382 3195

GLS (glass) 7586 1674 88,389 13,632 4971 784,453
BWM (building 
ceramics)

2494 880 133,788 7911 2949 971,760

HT (wood) 1175 985 167,714 810 627 25,925
KSC (clay 
sculpture)

120 120 2196 7 6 383

KST 
(synthetics)

641 369 7697 51 42 2320

PLT
(botanical)

1790 270 5064 536 166 4483

STN (stone) 1032 514 110,317 1468 437 1,133,720
TW (rope) 73 51 326 133 101 2791
TXT (textile) 753 585 10,895 389 289 2162
VST (flint) 549 137 27,702 1 1 11
Other 572 150 15,358 227 194 46,261

       
Total 465,536 43,045 8,010,552 229,943 90,258 13,347,833

Table I. Amount of finds per material category from Damrak and Rokin.
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to the location of the Rokin Station in the centre of 
the river Amstel, furthest away from the (former) 
banks, older (medieval) find-layers are partly to be 
expected outside this excavated area. Taken to-
gether with intensive dredging operations, carried 
out from 1600 to maintain water levels for ship-
ping, which removed older deposits, the younger 
dating of the bulk of the material at the Rokin is 
clearly explained. 

If we compare the amounts per category, some 
differences can be recognized as well (table II). 

Significant differences between the two do ap-

of the Damrak and Rokin location? First of all, we 
can make comparisons between the two locations. 
It appears that there are some similarities, and a lot 
of differences. At both locations, ceramics make up 
the largest part of finds. Other main categories are 
bone, metal, leather, pipe clay and glass (table I). 

A major difference appears in the dating of the 
finds. Whereas the bulk of the Damrak finds dates 
from 1450 to 1600 (many of which have to be as-
cribed to the land abutment of the Nieuwe Brug of 
the first half of the sixteenth century), the bulk of 
the Rokin finds mainly date from 1650 to 1850. Due 

Category Damrak N 
records

Rokin N 
records

Damrak N 
fragments

Damrak % of N 
total (excl. cat. 11)

Rokin N 
fragments

Rokin % of N total 
(excl. cat. 11)

0 Natural & 
pre-urban 
environment

872 468 15,695 5.54 2125 1.01

1 Buildings & 
structures

2191 4985 59,379 20.96 12,620 6.03

2 Interiors & 
accessories

1142 7122 1582 0.56 16,418 7.84

3 Distribution & 
transport

1872 899 2790 0.99 1241 0.59

4 Craft & industry 3289 7088 9015 3.18 25,989 12.41
5 Food processing 
& consumption

20,562 53,844 155,312 54.84 131,160 62.64

6 Science & 
technology

165 405 181 0.06 443 0.21

7 Arms & armour 400 343 430 0.15 535 0.26
8 Communication 
& exchange

2480 2275 2532 0.89 2308 1.10

9 Games & 
recreation

1075 926 2155 0.76 999 0.48

10 Personal 
artefacts & 
clothing

3421 7700 34,147 12.06 15,536 7.42

11 Non-classifiable 5437 7914 182,150 20,005

Table II. Distribution of finds of Damrak and Rokin per functional category.
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heating utensils (like braziers and chafing dishes), 
and another 28% of portable sanitary (chamber-
pot). The percentages of portable sanitary (cham-
berpots) in the Rokin and the Damrak (24%) are rel-
atively similar. However, there is a strong differ-
ence in the representation of mobile heating uten-
sils between the Rokin (42%) and the Damrak (7.5%). 
Braziers are part of a regular household, but, in 
larger quantities, can be found in pubs, clubs and in 
churches as well. This is reflected in the huge 
amount of braziers that were found at the Rokin. 
They can be linked to the many pubs and clubs that 
were situated here in the course of the centuries. 
Quite interesting in this respect are the braziers 
with a ligature applied in slip. This ligature can be 
read as the Nieuwezijds Kapel; the braziers were 
found right in front of the former entrance of this 
church, thus suggesting a direct relation between 
location and use of the (dumped) material.   

The large difference of objects in category 4 
Craft & industry between the Damrak and the Rok-
in is due to the huge overrepresentation of ceram-
ics that can be related to sugar refinery at the Rok-
in (20,098 fragments). If this material is taken out 
of the equation, the proportion of objects in cate-
gory 4, represented at the Damrak and the Rokin, 
are nearly equivalent (3.18% resp. 3.11%).

7. Objects and meaning: comparisons within 
the locations

All the gathered data, together with socio-eco-
nomical and topographical information on plot lev-
el, offer the possibility to use (3D) spatial analysis in 
order to detect meaningful patterns in the distribu-
tion of (groups of) finds. Such patterns may offer 
new insights in the diachronic use of space, not on-
ly for larger parts of the excavated areas, but up to 
plot level. Although we are dealing with a river con-
text, that has been dredged to a significant degree 
since ca. 1600, analysis of the finds distribution 
shows that there still exists a relationship between 
the location and function of (groups of) finds, al-
lowing us to define former functions of the plots 
along the Rokin, and at the Damrak. Some exam-
ples will illustrate this. 

The Nieuwe Brug has always had an important 
function in the daily life of Amsterdam. Not only 
did the bridge function as the market place where 
skippers could meet merchants, but also as an im-

pear in the categories 0, 1, 2, 4, 10 and 11. The cate-
gories 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are represented at both loca-
tions for just a relatively small amount of objects 
(each for less or just up to 1% of the total finds). 
Non-classifiable objects are not taken into account. 
At the Damrak, they make up to 39% of the total 
number of objects, at the Rokin the percentage is 
slightly less than 9%. Especially the strong fragmen-
tation of ceramics at the Damrak has led to this 
large amount of non-classifiable objects at the 
Damrak. Most of these ceramics, however, proba-
bly have to be designated to category 5 Food pro-
cessing & consumption. 

By far the most important group (with respect 
to the number of objects) in the dataset is category 
5 Food processing & consumption. Objects related 
to this category account for more than 50% of the 
total amount of objects in both locations. Objects 
from category 10 Personal artefacts & clothing are 
well represented in the archaeological record on 
both sites as well. At both sites, shoes account for 
the main part of the total assemblage: 89% at the 
Damrak and 76% at the Rokin. The difference be-
tween the two percentages can be explained by 
the larger fragmentation of the shoes, due to the 
sieving, at the Damrak.

Bones from bird and fish, category 0 Natural & 
pre-urban environment, make up about 90% of the 
category at the Damrak site. These are usually 
smaller bones, which are less visible and therefore 
will be more easily missed when hand-sampling the 
soil. The large amount of those smaller bones from 
the Damrak compared to the Rokin has to be at-
tributed to the use of the sieving installation at the 
Damrak. If we don’t take those smaller bones into 
account, it appears that the ratio between the 
Damrak and the Rokin is evened out (0.46% of the 
finds of the Damrak and 0.7% at the Rokin).   

The large difference in category 1 Buildings & 
structures between Damrak and Rokin has to be at-
tributed to the huge overrepresentation of nails of 
iron at the Damrak when compared to the Rokin. If 
we leave the nails out of the analysis, category 1 at 
the Damrak will account for 2.04%, and at the Rokin 
for 5.62% of the total finds. 

At the Rokin category 2 Interiors & accessories 
is strongly overrepresented when compared to the 
Damrak (7.85% compared to 0.56%). At the Rokin 
42% of the category 2 objects comprises of mobile 
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and the functional use of the plots at the banks of 
the river Amstel. So, despite post-depositional pro-
cesses like dredging the river affecting the original 
location and relation of finds, it is still possible to 
analyse the data and use the finds as a source to aid 
the investigation of the former functional organi-
zation of the Rokin and the Damrak.    

8. Public outreach
As city archaeologists we have the obligation to 

inform the public of our research13. Over the years, 
hundreds of presentations were given as part of 
this public outreach. In 2018, with the official open-
ing of the new subway line, some main products 
were launched with the specific intention to inform 
the public in Amsterdam and far beyond. These 
products are all directly related to one another, 
whereas the database can be regarded as the back-
bone of those products.

First of all, we published the finds catalogue 
STUFF, presenting 600 pages with 14,000 pictures 
of over 11,000 objects14. All those objects are ar-
ranged according to the above mentioned urban 
functional classification. At the same time, archae-
ology was given the opportunity to be part of the 
Rokin art-project. Together with the artists Grégo-
ry Gicquel and Daniel Dewar, who designed the art 
for the walls of the subway platform, a semi-per-
manent exhibition was created in the Rokin sub-
way station. In two showcases, situated between 
the escalators at the N and the S end of the station, 
about 9,500 objects are presented to the public 
(fig. 8). Here, as in the book, all the objects are ar-
ranged according to the functional classification 
also used in the book. All the objects are mounted 
on wooden panels. The location of each object 
mounted on the panels has been registered using 
GIS software in order to create a GIS-model of the 
showcases. In this way, it is also possible to link 
them to the database. The registration of the ob-
jects in this way is very important. At the showcas-
es, there is no possibility to present any kind of tex-
tual explanation regarding the objects. Therefore, 
a website was created, offering additional informa-

13  See the European Convention on the Protection of the Archae-
ological Heritage (revised), 1992, especially article 9 concerning 
Promotion of public awareness.
14  Gawronski, Kranendonk 2018.

portant passage way between the E and W banks 
of the Amstel and as the entrance to the secured 
harbour of the Damrak. Additionally it also had an 
important social function. Children would play at 
the sides of the bridge while their parents would 
stroll, meeting others or were just observing the 
tall ships in front of the bridge in the inlet of the IJ. 
Two kinds of finds are illustrative for this social 
function (fig. 6). On basis of the distribution of ca. 
300 throwing bones, one can postulate that the 
children were playing, and therefore often lost 
their toys, at the edges of the bridge. In regard to 
the distribution of thousands of clay tobacco pipes, 
found mainly at the side of the northern parapet of 
the bridge, it can be stated that smoking while 
looking at the ships in the IJ has been a very popu-
lar activity between 1600 and the late 1800’s.

The Rokin shows a complex diachronic function-
al development from 1200 AD onwards. Partly built 
up with quiet cloisters in the middle ages on the 
eastern bank of the Amstel, this area became part 
of the hustle and bustle at the end of the sixteenth 
century, with continuous change in the use of plots 
for housing, café’s, warehouses, crafts and indus-
try. 

An example of the seventeenth century indus-
try at the Rokin is the sugar refinery. In this indus-
try, raw sugar made from sugar cane was trans-
ported from the Dutch colonies to the Netherlands, 
especially to Amsterdam. Here the raw sugar cones 
were refined in large factories, resulting in pure 
white sugar. In this process, sugar cone moulds 
and syrup collecting jars, made of redware, were 
used in large quantities. During the excavation of 
the Rokin in 2008, a concentration of large amounts 
of shards of these redware vessels was found in 
front of the plots Rokin 81-89 (fig. 7). Historical 
sources showed that at these plots in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth century a sugar refinery was 
situated, belonging to the Pelt family. Originally 
called “De Drie Suikerbroden” (the three sugar 
loaves), it soon changed its name to “De Vier Suik-
erbroden” (the four sugar loaves)12. Apparently, 
broken production waste of the refinery was dis-
carded in front of the factory, in the river Amstel. 
This is one illustrative example, of several, of the 
direct relation between the distribution of material 

12  Alings 1964; Gawronski, Kranendonk 2018.
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tion concerning the finds15. The GIS-model of the 
showcases, and the database, function as the back-
bone of the website. For example, you can scroll 
the showcases with your mouse and click on the 
objects, to get more specific information. You can 
make selections, find more background informa-
tion of the project, and can even make your own 
digital showcase and publish it on the website. A 
50-minute documentary on the archaeological re-
search is part of the website as well. By presenting 
the finds in the subway station, in combination 
with the website, the once lost and forgotten ma-
terial history along the N-S metro line have become 
part of present-day life. 

9. Conclusion
Over 15 years of archaeological work in advance 

of the construction of the N-S metro line in Amster-
dam resulted in a vast amount of material culture. 
This material stems almost exclusively from two 
sites in the (former) riverbed of the river Amstel, 
i.e. Damrak and Rokin. The almost 700,000 finds 
have all been examined, their information has been 
stored in a relational database. Adding an urban 
functional classification to the object-related data, 
finds have been grouped into 11 main categories. 
These categories reflect the daily life of Amster-
dam, its inhabitants and visitors. Analysis of the da-
ta makes clear that the diachronic history of the 
Damrak and Rokin sites is reflected in the lost and 
discarded material found in the river Amstel’s stre-
ambed. Using the urban classification, some 9,500 
objects have been presented in a semi-permanent 
exhibition in two showcases in the Rokin Station. 
Combining this with a website and a finds cata-
logue, the history of the Rokin and Damrak sites 
has been given back to the city, both physically and 
digitally.

The author wishes to thank all the members of the former ar-
chaeological project team. Special thanks to Jort Maas and Bart 
Vissers for commenting on the text and creating the figures.  Unless 
stated otherwise, images by Monuments & Archaeology, city of Am-
sterdam (M&A). Maps and graphs by M&A/Jort Maas and Bart Viss-
ers; object images by Harold Strak/M&A.

15  https://belowthesurface.amsterdam/en.
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1. The N-S metro line with the stations indicated (M&A/Jort Maas). 
2. The main sites Damrak and Rokin plotted on the city plan of Cornelis Anthonisz from 1544 (S to the top). In the centre the Dam is 
situated; at the bottom the IJ-inlet (Amsterdam City Archives, 010001001032. Reworked by M&A/Jort Maas).
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3. The large sieving installation used to retrieve the finds at the Damrak site. In the back, Amsterdam Central Station is visible.
4. Finds collecting at the Rokin site, in front of the excavator machines.
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5. Using sections, soil cores and cone penetration data a 3D-GIS model of the various soil layers was created of the Rokin site. This model 
facilitates analytical purposes, for example by visualising the several deposits in combination with finds density distributions.
6. Distribution of throwing bones and tobacco clay pipes at the Damrak. Children were playing at both edges of the bridge, while their 
parents were smoking overlooking the ships docked in the IJ (to the right, i.e. N).
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7. A concentration of large amounts of shards of redware vessels used in the sugar refinery process, in front of the plots Rokin 81-89, site 
of the eighteenth century sugar refinery “De Drie Suikerbroden” (indicated in red; N to the right). 
8. Part of the northern showcase of Rokin Station during construction. Objects are arranged according to their urban functional 
classification.
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Archaeology vs. Urban 
development: Quality 
Management of Cultural Heritage© 
in Rome, World Heritage site

Abstract
Archaeology can be seen (and, in 
effect, it often is) as an obstacle 
for urban development. It is not 
true when considering the 
usefulness of the knowledge of 
our common Past in the 
framework of future urban 
planning. It is not true when 
considering that an adequate 
research can highly help to build 
a shared view making possible for 
citizens to be more cooperative, 
especially in contexts such as 
Rome, where the definition of 
"Outstanding Universal Value" of 
a Unesco Word Heritage site has 
acquired new significance in the 

light of the first, second and third 
generation immigrants now 
resident in the city and the 
resilience of inhabitants of the 
capital. To make possible that 
research, knowledge, protection 
and use of archaeological (and 
other) Cultural Heritage to be 
profitable for the community is a 
goal which can be pursued 
through investigation and 
management processes that 
involve common people as a 
critical piece of the puzzle, such 
as the HGES (HERITY Global 
Evaluation System), now applied 
in Rome at more than 60 Cultural 
sites, normally pluristratified.

Maurizio Quagliuolo, Herity, Sapienza University of Rome; 
herity@dri.it

Archaeology can be seen (and, in effect, it of-
ten is) as an obstacle for urban development.

In several occasions during time we have seen 
different approaches varying among the author-
ized or unauthorized exploitation of the territory, 
to a sort of “integralist” safeguarding, more sensi-
ble views and integration in urban innovative struc-
tures nowadays (Figg. 1-6).

It is not the goal of this paper to illustrate these 
processes on which a rich bibliography exists1, rath-
er than to highlight that the knowledge of our com-
mon Past is useful in the framework of future ur-
ban planning, because it will depend on the choices 
that we’ll take according to our consideration of 
the previous history. One could consider that an 
adequate research can highly help to build a shared 
view making possible for citizens to have a com-
mon vision due to a common perception, which in 
turn helps better cooperation in building future 
scenarios, especially in contexts such as Rome, 
where the definition of “Outstanding Universal Val-
ue” of a Unesco Word Heritage site has acquired 
new significance in the light of the first, second and 
third generation immigrants now resident in the 
city together with the resilience of previous inhab-
itants of this capital.

To make possible that research, knowledge, 
protection and use of archaeological (and other) 
Cultural Heritage to be profitable for the communi-
ty is a goal which can be pursued through investi-
gation and management processes that involve 
common people as a critical piece of the puzzle, 
such as the HGES (HERITY Global Evaluation System), 
now applied in Rome at more than 60 Cultural sites, 
normally pluristratified.

‘HERITY©, International is the non-profit and 
non-governmental Organization for Quality Man-
agement of Cultural Heritage© launched in 1994 on 
initiative of DRI (Italy) as an international Forum 
involving representatives from 27 Countries2. The 
name derives from the union of the two words 
“Heritage” and “Quality”, in order to define the 
mission of the Organization: managing our com-
mon Cultural Heritage with principles of Quality 
helping managers to better manage the assets 

1  As an exaple of milestones in this sense see: Insolera 2001; 
Manacorda 1985; Quaroni 1976.
2  Quagliuolo 2014, pp. 3990-3992.
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they are in charge of, and informing the public on 
the situation of an asset in a more thorough way.

Over time HERITY© contributed with ardour to 
innovation in the Cultural Heritage field through 
the early introduction in the debates of the follow-
ing:

- the item of Quality in the Management of Cul-
tural Heritage (with the allocution Quality Manage-
ment of Cultural Heritage©, since 1995);

- the International Colloquia and the Interna-
tional Conferences “Management of Cultural Herit-
age” (since 1996 and 2006 respectively);

- “Sustainability” vs. “Compatibility” distinction 
at cultural sites (since 1997);

- “Exploitation” vs. “Cultivation” in Cultural Re-
sources (which are non-renewable ones, since 
1998);

- Accessibility on a 3D-perspective basis (cultur-
al, physical, economic; since 2002);

- Cultural Exception application in cultural assets 
management (since 2004);

- The bottom-up Pacts Strategy to involve citi-
zens and civil society in the protection and enrich-
ment of Cultural Identity (since 2014).

Several innovations presented are now part of 
the literature and can be found in school and uni-
versity textbooks and articles.

The first HERITY© International Committee was 
formalized in 2002 after the Calamosca Declaration 
(1998) and the Barletta Resolution (2001), which 
stated that: “Cultural Heritage is the collective 
memory of Humankind; Cultural Heritage is a 
non-renewable resource; Quality Management of 
Cultural Heritage should be oriented to its preser-
vation, in the context of sustainable development”.

Thus, Cultural Heritage initiatives must be very 
carefully planned since they are implemented for a 
development sector not yet consolidated. In addi-
tion, Cultural Heritage initiatives often contain sig-
nificant differences regarding their contents and 
strategies and initiatives to sustain Cultural Herit-
age carried out through cooperation involve prob-
lems concerning normalization of processes and 
satisfaction of all the stakeholders. Cultural Herit-
age initiatives must be managed professionally, be 
interdisciplinary and need strong local support. 
HERITY© was created to answer these needs, main-
ly through its HERITY Global Evaluation System 
(HGES) which allows to certificate the manage-

ment of Cultural material assets (museums, monu-
ments, sites, libraries and archives).

The HGES takes in account four main areas 
which have to be managed at a site:

1. Value, the material and immaterial importance 
generally attributed to a site, regardless of reason;

2. Conservation, the existence of conditions for 
the creation, maintenance and growth over time of 
the aforementioned perceived value;

3. Communication, the set of initiatives taken to-
wards the dissemination of knowledge and aware-
ness of the aforementioned;

4. Services, all those direct or indirect activities 
which foster the optimum appreciation of the val-
ue of the cultural heritage site under consideration.

The HGES is:
- tailored (being focused on the specificity of 

Cultural Heritage);
- multidimensional (considering Value, Conser-

vation, Communication and Services 4 areas);
- multipurpose (being designed for managers, 

the public and other stakeholders);
- multiperspective (the evaluation is made ac-

cording to multiple sources, the managers, the 
HERITY© specialists, the public and other stake-
holders).

The certification, which is valid for three years, is 
based on the study of different perceptions and da-
ta, at different levels. The main sources are:

a) The property and the managers of the cultur-
al asset examined;

b) The HERITY© specialists;
c) The public and other stakeholders (e.g.: spon-

sors, controlling institutions, professionals).
All the information is collected by HERITY© and 

restituted after elaboration to those who asked for 
the certification, together with some instruments 
and documentation produced for them to use. At 
the end of the process a certificate, a report and a 
plaque with the resulting Target are given.

The “Target” (fig. 7)3 is the symbol used by HER-
ITY©  to make it possible to understand the situa-
tion of a site at a glance: on a scale from one to five 
the level of Value, Conservation, Communication 
and Services is described. The HERITY© Target 
makes it possible to visually compare different situ-
ations, allowing the public to choose which place is 

3  Quagliuolo 2012, pp. 143-155.
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better to visit according to their own needs/convic-
tions and different levels of interest in each criteri-
on. For this, every place has a chance, independent 
of its reputation. For the same reason (ease of 
reading, synthesis, comprehension at a glance, 
speed of comparison and benchmarking), it re-
vealed its usefulness also for top level decision 
makers, normally short in time and often having 
different backgrounds.

The HGES started to be applied in Italy in 2004. In 
2019, 289 properties were already assessed in Italy, 
Spain, Portugal, Brazil and the dialogue with other 
Countries (in particular, Bahrein, Canada, Chile, Chi-
na, Croatia, Cuba, Czech Republic, Dominican Re-
public, France, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Latvia, Libya, 
Lithuania, Malta, Oman, Peru, Romania, Saudi Ara-
bia, Senegal, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Tur-
key, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Unit-
ed States of America, The Netherlands, The Vati-
can, Yemen, Uzbekistan) was reinforced by the In-
ternational Committee, both for the application of 
the system and the launching of National Commis-
sions.

On August 24, 2004 official contacts with the 
UNESCO World Heritage Center were started, fol-
lowed by technical meetings in 2004 and 2005 to 
spread the system at World Heritage Sites. After 
this, the World Heritage Center declared “HERITY’s 
analyses on the management quality of the World 
Heritage Sites are an important contribution to the 
setting and assessment of the national and local 
conservation policies and to the improvement of 
the services offered to the public”. In 2006 the first 
results of the HGES at these sites were presented 
to 160 delegates from different Countries at the 
30^ World Heritage Committee. In 2013 the World 
Heritage Centre wrote to HERITY suggesting that 
its methodology could be helpful in a) sustainable 
tourism issues; b) periodic monitoring at World 
Heritage Sites. Those of them where the HGES is al-
ready applied include important art cities such as 
Rome, Florence, and Naples as well as huge archae-
ological (and natural) complexes such as Serra da 
Capivara Park (Piauí, Brazil).

The First International HERITY© Conference in 
2006 marked a further milestone in the coopera-
tion between HERITY© and Intergovernmental Or-
ganizations. As a result, in addition to the UNES-
CO-WHC partnership, in 2008 those with the World 

Tourism Organization and the ICCROM were de-
fined in more detail.

In addition to the application of the HGES, HERI-
TY©   also undertakes other activities in order to 
spread the awareness of the importance of Quality 
Management in Cultural Heritage:

- The HERITY© Universities program, which is 
aimed at meeting future requirements of special-
ists and increasing the quality of the Cultural Herit-
age Management teaching under a defined and 
recognized Label;

- The HERITY© Schools program, which is aimed 
at encouraging primary and high schools students 
to look at Cultural Heritage as a common responsi-
bility while improving students’ critical skills;

- The HERITY© Cities program, reserved to those 
places where the HGES system was applied on a 
large-scale basis in their territory and which want 
to take advantage of this through specific cam-
paigns;

- The HERITY© Intellectual support program, 
which involves recognized people from very differ-
ent fields in supporting the scope of HERITY© 
through their intellectual contribution;

- The HERITY©  Sponsorship program which 
makes it possible to enforce and enlarge the activi-
ties of HERITY©  with personalized technical, finan-
cial or communication agreements made with com-
panies and other private entities which, in turn, can 
receive practical and image benefits on the basis of  
a transparent policy;

- The HERITY© Public Advocacy program is aimed 
at launching special events to involve the public 
and keep people’s attention high regarding Cultur-
al Heritage issues.

Up today, many interested parties take advan-
tage of the HERITY©  work:

a) Site managers to highlight their efforts and to 
know how other interested parties perceive their 
asset;

b) Politicians to understand the situation at a 
glance for decision-making;

c) Tour Operators to know the situation of cul-
tural sites for designing their itineraries;

d) Public agencies to inform travelers;
e) Properties to plan budgets and to promote 

the sites;
f) Banks and other stakeholders to verify the re-
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al improvement made possible by their financial 
support;

g) Publishers of guides to enrich their offer to 
customers.

The HERITY WizDays4, to which this contribution 
belong, are the new frontier of the debate.

In particular, when speaking about Rome, atten-
tion was paid to the implementation of the system 
at an inter-institutional level; to the implementa-
tion of special algorithms to take advantage of the 
point of view of residents, new residents “equiva-
lent residents”5 and tourists.

In the case of the so called “Cities of Art” like 
Rome, that is fronting “Overtourism” phenomena 
day by day, in what the HGES can help? 

The HGES (HERITY Global Evaluation System) con-
siders four main dimensions (Value, Conservation, 
Communication and Services) to which the man-
agement is added, for a total of 5.

Overtourism phenomena are unfortunately dif-
fused today. This is a risk for the conservation of 
the sites, but also for the enjoyment of the visit by 
the public. The result is that the quality of the visits 
is sacrificed in favor of quantity. As a consequence, 
the value of a cultural remain cannot be appreciat-
ed in a complete way, the message(s) can be mis-
leaded and services not enjoyed as it should be.

This is a matter of management: we have to in-
tervene at this level.

This is why the HGES reports want to inform the 
management about the current situation at the 
site and possible improvements using a holystic ap-
proach.

Up today, the main solutions presently put in 
place to reduce the impact of Overtourism are the 
segmentation of the visits or the introduction of 
taxes. Recently, in the context of the UN-WTO 11 
strategies and 68 measures were proposed, after 
examination of the perception of the tourism by 
the residents in the cities of Amsterdam, Barcelo-
na, Berlin, Copenhagen, Lisbon, Munich, Salzburg 

4  The term “Wizard” in the English language of the XVth century 
had the meaning of ‘philosopher’, ‘wise man’. Going further back 
in time, the Indo-European root ‘Wid’ means ‘to know’. Several 
derived terms can be referred to this, such as the Sanskrit ‘Ve-
da’ or the English ‘Vision’, ‘Witness’, ‘Wisdom’. These three words 
resume the approach that HERITY puts at the basis of the HERITY 
Wizard’s days, that since 2016 take the place of the previous HERI-
TY Conferences.
5  Thanks to Pasquale Persico for this term.

and Tallinn. Anyway, the observation of the phe-
nomenon in Roma suggests that self-regulation 
and bottom-up solutions were not exploited as it 
could be.

In fact, Overtourism should not be treated as a 
problem, rather than a dilemma.

The answer is not the same: problem solving is 
aimed to solve a problem, if any, in the short term. 
Fronting a dilemma means to take decisions  
through choices that affect the site on a long term.

An example is to review the regulation of cruis-
es, bed and breakfast, and other tourist facilities at 
the destinations as well as to improve the percep-
tion of the meanings and the experience made by 
visitors in a way that could make them more sensi-
tive to compatibility and sustainability (that, in the 
vision of HERITY, are not the same) of their choices 
and actions.

The more important intervention remaining a 
global and targeted action toward commercial 
stakeholders, such as Tour Operators, making pos-
sible to stimulate more sensitivity at the same time 
safeguarding their revenues. Which is not so sim-
ple.

HERITY have launched (2017) a research pro-
gram aimed to set guidelines on this, in coopera-
tion with the Italian Council of Researches (CNR), 
called “Quality vs. Quantity”, which results will be 
available in early 2020.

Anyway what counts more in the context of this 
contribution is that using the HGES model which is 
based on the HGES Cycle (fig. 8) which follows the 
unavoidable path through the social recognition of 
the asset value (if any) and, then, prosecute with 
its conservation, communication of its message(s), 
finally building business (e.g.: tourism, merchandis-
ing, publishing…) on its potential, which means, in 
addition, creating (new) jobs.

This is why archaeological investigation can be-
come a powerful mean of development.
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Prediction on urban grounds. 
Archaeological predictive 
modelling for the urban periphery 
of historical towns

Abstract
Beneath the post-medieval urban 
extensions the remains can be 
found of a cultural landscape 
with archaeological sites which 
were closely connected to the 
town nearby. The problem is how 
to find these sites. Therefore the 
Cultural Heritage Agency of the 
Netherlands is developing 
predictive models. By combining 

factors like the distance to the 
town, landscape, roads and 
watercourses it is possible to 
know where to expect these 
sites. This helps the urban 
archaeological heritage 
management professionals to 
protect these sites and on the 
other hand use them as 
inspiration for new 
developments.

Jeroen Bouwmeester, Cultural Heritage Agency of the Nether-lands; 
j.bouwmeester@cultureelerfgoed.nl

1. Introduction

1.1. Archaeological heritage management 
and modelling archaeology

In the late 20th century European archaeology 
saw some important changes. A key event was the 
1992 introduction of the European Convention on 
the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage (the 
Valletta Treaty). This treaty lays down principles on 
to how to deal with archaeological heritage. Impor-
tant elements of the treaty are the obligation of 
the actors responsible for a development project 
to cover the costs of (potentially) ensuing archae-
ological activities (“the developer pays”), and also 
that the general public should be involved in ar-
chaeological research and the dissemination of the 
results. Particularly the first element has stimulated 
the various signatory parties to adapt their policy 
frameworks so as to be able to accommodate the 
expected increase in the number of archaeological 
investigations. In the Netherlands, it has led to the 
adoption of commercialization in archaeology.

The Dutch policy framework closely reflects the 
cyclical nature of archaeological heritage manage-
ment. In the late 1990s Willem Willems summarized 
this process in his archaeological heritage man-
agement cycle1. In essence, the cycle comprises 
six steps. 1. Localization of archaeological sites; 2. 
Evaluation of archaeological sites; 3. Selection of 
sites that are worthy of preservation; 4. Protec-
tion or excavation; 5. Interpretation and synthesis 
of the results of archaeological investigation; 6. 
Knowledge exchange, and the application of that 
knowledge to generate new research: back to step 
1. The society was not in any way involved in the 
cycle, except as a receiver of information. Much 
has changed since then. New research techniques 
have been introduced (Third Archaeological Sci-
ence Revolution2), but also the role of the general 
public in relation to archaeology has changed. The 
public is no longer kept at arm’s length but has be-
come an integral element of archaeological policy. 
Moreover, today, archaeology is integrated in the 
design stage to a much greater extent than was 
the case in the late 20th century (fig. 1), marking a 
new phase in the evolution of archaeological herit-

1  Willems 1997, p. 4.
2  Kristiansen 2014.
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age management3. This development is particularly 
apparent in urban contexts, where archaeological 
heritage management operates in a high-profile 
environment and in the public eye.

Important stages in the new cycle are Evalua-
tion, Selection, and Design. Crucial in this regard 
is knowing exactly where archaeological remains 
are located and creating support among both the 
general public and development initiators for the 
preservation of remains that may be encountered 
and, if possible, for their incorporation into the de-
sign process. In the context of its Archaeological 
Knowledge Kit programme, the Cultural Heritage 
Agency has conducted several studies and devel-
oped instruments to improve archaeological herit-
age management. Elements of this programme in-
cluded an analysis of the impact of foundations and 
building density in housing developments on urban 
soil archives4, and, in recent years, studies on the 
development of predictive models for peri-urban 
areas of historical towns5. This paper will discuss 
current research into these models, and its conclu-
sions.

1.2. The problem
When the Fortifications Act was introduced in 

the Netherlands in 1874, the size of most Dutch 
towns was still roughly the same as it had been 
during the Middle Ages6, although building density 
in most towns had increased significantly. Indus-
trial activities took place in residential areas, and 
mews and backyards were cluttered by so-called 
kameren, small dwellings housing entire families. 
In contrast, the peri-urban zones directly outside 
the town centres had hardly changed at all. 

It is impossible to separate the peri-urban zone 
from the town itself. Tentergrounds where re-
cently fulled cloth was hung out to dry, farms that 
produced some of the town’s food as well as oth-
er goods and services7, watermills and windmills, 
the gallows, hospitals for lepers and those with 
contagious diseases, and monasteries8 could all be 
found around towns. And yet, archaeological herit-

3  Bouwmeester, Belford 2020.
4  Bouwmeester 2020; Bouwmeester et alii 2017.
5  Bouwmeester 2017.
6  Rutte, Abrahamse 2016, p. 218.
7  Hoppenbrouwers 2002, pp. 146-147. ’t Hart 2004, pp. 88-92.
8  Bouwmeester 2017, pp. 109-111.

age management largely ignores these zones, for it 
was also here that urban extensions and factories 
arose from the late 19th century onwards, a period 
when archaeological research hardly existed. To-
day, we know that the archaeological remains in 
these areas may still be largely intact9. The build-
ings of the expanding town literally buried archae-
ological sites.

The aim of the present study is to clarify the 
nature and location of the various types of peri-ur-
ban (archaeological) sites. Future urban expansion 
and, especially, urban compaction may benefit 
from type-specific modelling to be better able to 
predict where certain site types can be expected. 
These sites are important sources of information 
to improve our understanding of the town’s func-
tioning in the past and its relation to its immediate 
surroundings. 

1.3. Predictive models
An archaeological predictive model is construct-

ed by combining a number of different locational 
factors in order to be able to predict the location 
of as yet unknown sites. The process involves land-
scape and pedological data, known archaeological 
sites documented in archives such as Archis (a na-
tional, digital GIS module in which archaeological 
sites and research are registered) and historical 
maps. The first phase of our study of predictive 
models for peri-urban sites concentrated on the 
analysis of reliable historical maps to draw up an 
inventory of the site types that can be expected 
in this zone and their distance to the town10. Next, 
the Cultural Heritage Agency commissioned Buro 
de Brug to conduct further studies to refine these 
results11.

These studies used Jacob van Deventer’s 
16th-century maps as its source material (fig. 2). The 
Spanish king, Philip II, commissioned Van Deventer 
to produce a detailed plan of virtually every town 
in what was then the Low Countries (roughly corre-
sponding to what is today the Netherlands, Belgium 
and northern France), possibly for military purpos-
es. Each map shows a town with all its significant 

9  Bouwmeester et alii 2017.
10  Bouwmeester 2017; 2020.
11  Oudhof et alii 2019.
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buildings drawn in separately12; in the peri-urban 
zone, (important) roads, buildings and objects are 
indicated, such as monasteries, houses, farm build-
ings, mills, or gallows. Studies have shown that the 
maps are more accurate for the towns themselves 
than for the peri-urban areas, where road courses 
deviate more often and certain buildings are miss-
ing13, Nonetheless these town plans are an excep-
tional source of information on the buildings and 
objects in the immediate environment of 16th-cen-
tury towns.

Our study concentrated on the areas surround-
ings nine different towns in various landscape 
types throughout the Netherlands14. Around 1560, 
population sizes in these towns ranged from 1,500 
residents (Wijk bij Duurstede) to 10,000 residents 
(Nijmegen)15. Every peri-urban site identified on the 
maps of these towns was registered, after which 
the maps were geo-referenced to make it possible 
to measure the distance in a straight line between 
each site and the town walls. These data were plot-
ted in a graph with on the x-axis the distance to the 
town wall (in metres) and on the y-axis the number 
of sites. This resulted in a gently descending curve, 
with most sites clustering near the town and only 
a few lying further away16 (fig. 3). On the basis of 
this curve three peri-urban zones were defined (fig. 
4): Zone 1, 0 to ca. 600m from the walls; Zone 2, 
ca. 600 to ca. 1300m from the walls, and Zone 3, 
any area more than 1300m from the town walls17. 
However, these boundaries are based on abstract 
models. In a real situation, the boundary between 
Zone 1 and 2 may be less than 600m from the walls 
in one town but more than 600m in another. In ad-
dition, these boundaries fail to take into account 
the specific layout of a town, the surrounding land-
scape and terrain, or peri-urban road systems; the 
very factors that probably decided the location of 
the various sites.

12  Vannieuwenhuyze, Lisson 2012.
13  Oudhof et alii 2019, pp. 61-62.
14  Bouwmeester 2017; 2020.
15  From large to small: Nijmegen (10,000 residents), Alkmaar (ca. 
8,000 residents), Deventer (ca. 7,700 residents), Zutphen (ca. 6,000 
residents), Arnhem (ca. 5,200 residents), Sneek (ca. 3,000 residents), 
Doesburg (ca. 2,100 residents), Vlaardingen (ca. 2,000 residents) and 
Wijk bij Duurstede (ca. 1,500 residents). Bouwmeester 2020, Lourens, 
Lucassen 1997.
16  Bouwmeester 2020.
17  Bouwmeester 2020.

2. Problem definition and research goals
Although these three zones give a good indica-

tion where each site type can be expected, they do 
not reflect actual situations very well, for towns 
tend to be situated in varying landscapes with lo-
cal variations in elevation, roads, and water cours-
es. Certain parts of a peri-urban zone will contain 
many sites, others will have hardly any. Our goal is 
to develop a model for the peri-urban environment 
that accounts for intra-zone variation and as such 
is more accurate. This requires information on the 
character and location of the various (archaeologi-
cal) peri-urban sites and on any underlying location-
al factors. In the event of future urban expansion 
and, especially, urban compaction such specific 
models will allow more accurate predictions as to 
where certain site types may be expected to occur. 
These sites are important sources of information 
on how the town functioned, and on its relation to 
its immediate surroundings.

3. Research method
In order to arrive at a more accurate predictive 

model, the location of each site type is linked to a 
number of location-specific parameters:

- Elevation 
Jacob van Deventer’s map distinguishes 

between low-lying, more damp areas (marked 
in green) and higher and drier areas (in yellow)18. 
In many cases this distinction corresponds to the 
difference between Pleistocene and Holocene soils 
(fig. 2).

- Infrastructure 
With regard to infrastructural elements, the 

maps only distinguish between thoroughfares, 
access roads, and secondary or connecting roads. A 
more detailed distinction, as for example in studies 
of London19 and Amsterdam20, was not possible, for 
not all minor roads are recorded on Van Deventer’s 
maps21.

- Watercourses 
Watercourses are subdivided into major rivers 

and smaller watercourses, such as brooks, moats 
and canals.

18  Rutte, Vannieuwenhuyze 2018, p. 28.
19  Rauxloh 2011.
20  Abrahamse, Kosian 2015.
21  Oudhof et alii 2019, pp. 61-62.
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- Distance to town 
The preliminary study clearly identified the 

distance to town - subdivided into the three 
zones described earlier - as a potentially decisive 
locational factor. 

An aspect omitted from the study is that of spe-
cific landmarks. Sites such as gallows are known to 
have been situated at significant locations in the 
landscape, such as natural elevations or certain 
sight lines. A good example is Deventer, where a 
particular elevation features prominently on both 
the 16th-century map and the modern map in the 
Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland, or AHN (Dig-
ital Elevation Model [DEM] for the Netherlands). 
In many other cases, however, such parallels are 
less clear; with large sections of the landscape now 
covered by buildings, significant landmarks are dif-
ficult or even impossible to detect on the AHN. The 
same applies to specific sight lines. 

The new predictive model is based on the nine 
towns that were part of the preliminary study. 
Three of these towns are situated in a low-lying 
area, one lies on higher ground, and five are sur-
rounded by both higher and lower areas (see Table 
1).

4. Combined results and individual examples

4.1. Relative contribution of locational 
factors per category

The locational factors for each site type were 
analysed. Table 2 presents the results for each cat-
egory. 

Landscape
The data suggest that the importance of eleva-

tion as a locational factor was less than previous-
ly expected. Of the 419 sites, 226 are situated on 
higher ground and 193 in low-lying areas. The latter 
were not necessarily regularly inundated; in fact, 
most of these areas were protected by dykes. But 
they would certainly have been more vulnerable 
to occasional flooding by streams and rivers. The 
results suggest a slight preference for higher loca-
tions, but this outcome may be slightly skewed due 
to the fact that towns in landscapes that include 
more extensive higher areas tend to have more 
sites around them (see Table 1).

Infrastructure
Nearly two thirds of the total number of sites 

are situated near a main road. Main roads are de-
fined as thoroughfares leading from the town into 
the countryside; all other roads are classified as 
secondary, including those linking different main 
roads. When preparing his maps Jacob van Deven-
ter appears to have concentrated on main roads 
and the sites along them22, which may have intro-
duced a positive bias in the number of sites near 
main roads.

Watercourses
Of the 419 identified sites, 172 were situated 

near water. A distinction was made between sites 
near rivers and those near smaller watercourses, 
such as brooks or moats/canals. Since many moats 
and canals are extensions of natural watercours-
es, moats, canals, brooks and similar watercourses 
have been treated as one category. 

Distances
The majority of recorded sites, ca. 58%, are situ-

ated less than ca. 600m from the town. Around this 
inner ring is an intermediate zone; at least some of 
the sites there, such as monasteries or gallows, 
may be assumed to be associated in some way with 
the nearby town. The outer zone, which starts at a 
distance of 1300m, probably contained even fewer 
sites that still had some connection to the - even 
more distant - town. 

4.2. Locational factors per site type
The various site types identified around towns 

fall into four categories: residential, funeral, reli-
gious/care, and economic23. Gallows and stakes are 
classified as “funeral”, (leper) hospitals, together 
with crosses, churches and monasteries, are classi-
fied as “religious”. For each category, the location 
of the various sites with respect to the parameters 
landscape, infrastructure, waterways and distance 
to town (see above) was established.

Category 1 - Residential: “houses”, castles, and 
residential zones (Table 3)

The site type “houses” in fact encompasses all 
peri-urban buildings that cannot be identified in 
more detail; they range from farms to inns and toll 
booths. Building density decreases with distance 
from the town. Just over half the buildings, or 174 
(62%), are situated near main roads, compared to 

22  Oudhof et alii 2019.
23  Rensink, van Doesburg 2017.
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the 106 (38%) that are not. In general, rivers and 
smaller watercourses do not appear to have been 
a decisive locational factor for the site type “hous-
es”. More information on the nature of these 
“houses” might allow a closer analysis of the rela-
tion of this site type with infrastructure and water, 
but this is not possible on the basis of the present 
maps.

It may be a coincidence that all three identified 
castles (Alkmaar, Arnhem, and Wijk bij Duurstede) 
are situated on lower ground, although this would 
make it easier to feed water to the castle moats. 
Otherwise, no preference could be observed with 
regard to main roads, secondary roads, water-
courses or distance to town. Some of the other 
buildings on the maps may also have been castles 
or moated houses, but these cannot be identified 
on the basis of map analysis alone.

Most residential zones are situated close to the 
town walls; Alkmaar is a good example. Such zones 
typically occur outside towns that were rapidly ex-
panding; they are often to be found along the main 
access roads. More distant residential zones tend 
to cluster in villages and hamlets that are close to a 
town, such as Warnsveld near Zutphen or Drempt 
near Doesburg. A proximity to water does not ap-
pear to have been a significant factor.

Category 2 - Funeral: gallows and stakes (Table 4)
Places of execution were situated outside the 

town walls, often at the boundaries of urban terri-
tories, as a warning to all passers-by to respect the 
local bylaws and regulations24. Another character-
istic of these sites is that they tend to be highly vis-
ible from main roads and/or rivers. A position rela-
tive to waterways and main roads appears to have 
been less important for stakes than for gallows.

Category 3 - Ritual (Religious and Care): churches, 
monasteries, crosses, (leper) hospitals (Table 5)

Seven churches, out of a total of thirteen, are 
situated less than 600m from a town. Main roads 
are an important locational factor, with no fewer 
than ten of the thirteen churches being situated on 
a main road. At a distance of 300m or more from 
the town walls, leper hospitals can also be found 
along the larger main roads. Monasteries tend to 
be further away and display no particular prefer-
ence for either main roads or secondary roads. An 

24  Baas et alii 2005, p. 50.

interesting exception is the Alkmaar convent of 
the Poor Clares, which unlike the other religious 
houses lies directly outside the town’s west gate. 
The only hospital to be identified in this study, near 
Sneek, is situated on a secondary road and near a 
brook, in a low-lying area between 400 and 500m 
from the town walls.

On the Jacob van Deventer maps, crosses can 
be identified around the towns of Nijmegen (n=5) 
and Deventer (n=1). Those near Nijmegen are part 
of a series of Stations of the Cross terminating 
at a chapel called De Zeven Kruizen (“The Seven 
Crosses”)25, in the inner peri-urban zone and not 
near a watercourse. The single cross near Deventer 
stands along one of the main access roads.

Category 4 - Economic: Horrea, cranes, tenter-
grounds, watermills, and windmills (Table 6)

This site category is directly associated with the 
town’s economic activity. These sites can mainly be 
found in the inner peri-urban zone. There is no ap-
parent preference for locations along main roads. 
Exceptions are the single identified crane and the 
equally single tenterground, but the small sample 
size precludes drawing any valid conclusion. Inter-
estingly, the Horrea are mainly situated along sec-
ondary roads. Windmills are scattered throughout 
the peri-urban landscape, although predominant-
ly in the inner zone. Deventer stands out, in that 
it features a cluster of eleven mills surrounded by 
a moat, directly to the north of the town (fig. 2). 
By their very nature, watermills are situated along 
larger or smaller watercourses; three watermills 
near Deventer stand on a bridge across the river 
IJssel.

4.3. Conclusion
Overall, we found no evidence that elevation 

(higher or lower) is a significant factor with regard 
to site location. Only a few site types are specifi-
cally associated with either main roads or second-
ary roads. All observed crosses and leper hospitals 
are situated on a main road, while three of the four 
identified Horrea are situated on secondary roads. 
All identified castles and watermills are situated on 
or near a small stream or a river. With regard to the 
factor “distance to town”, sites associated with 
economic activities evidently cluster in the inner 

25  Gorissen 1956, p. 115.
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zone, less than 600m from the town.

4.4. The predictive model 
The research data allow us to calculate prob-

abilities for the various site types on the basis of 
the factor “distance to town”, as the main varia-
ble, and “situation relative to overland roads and 
watercourses”, as secondary variables. For each 
of the three concentric peri-urban zones a distinc-
tion was made between sites along infrastructur-
al elements (main road/secondary road) and sites 
along watercourses (river/smaller watercourse). 
For each site type in these categories the probabil-
ity was calculated that this site type would lie near, 
for example, a main road or a secondary road, in 
a specific zone. This was repeated for a situation 
along either a river or a smaller watercourse. The 
following formula was used:

Example:
Fourteen of the seventeen watermills are situ-

ated in Zone 1 (see Table 2), while eight of the sev-
enteen are situated on a main road. The probability 
for watermills to occur on a main road in Zone 1 in 
comparison to other possible locations is:

These probabilities were calculated for every 
site type in relation to every locational factor, and 
the results were plotted in a matrix (Table 7). The 
matrix reveals a distinct locational preference for 
Zone 1, and more specifically for the main roads in 
that zone. At the same time, several sites stand out 
due to a deviating pattern. Castles can be expected 
to occur in all three zones while they tend to avoid 
main roads. Gallows are limited to the inner and in-
termediate zones, where they cluster along main 
roads and rivers. Monasteries tend to be located at 
a slightly greater distance from the town walls, with 
no discernible preference for either main roads or 
secondary roads. They do however tend to cluster 

near smaller watercourses, which automatically 
means that they avoid the larger rivers. Leper hos-
pitals can be expected as far away as Zone 3, but 
only along main roads. As was mentioned earlier, 
sites that are associated with economic activities 
are largely limited to the inner zone, Zone 1. The 
predictive model confirms this observation. Per-
haps unexpectedly, watermills sometimes lie at a 
fairly great distance from the town, although the 
model assigns a low probability to such a location.

5. Discussion

5.1. The relevance of the Jacob van Deventer 
maps for the model

The predictive model is based on maps from 
one specific period, namely the second half of the 
16th century. Jacob van Deventer’s maps have the 
advantage of being extremely accurate and highly 
detailed, particularly for urban areas. In addition, 
they also show the main sites in the peri-urban 
zones. Although main roads and more important 
buildings and structures may have been the maps’ 
main focus, they also record other, less significant 
features. Almost half the recorded sites in the cate-
gory “houses”, for instance, are not on main roads. 
Other clearly marked site types - mills, monasteries, 
gallows - could be used as reference points in the 
landscape, and therefore show up on the maps. At 
a greater distance from the towns, road courses 
may start to deviate somewhat but are overall still 
accurate. Many important connecting roads which 
still appear on modern maps can also be found on 
their 16th-century predecessors. Despite the occa-
sional absence of sites, the Van Deventer maps 
therefore remain highly instructive with respect 
to peri-urban areas as well. Because the predictive 
models combine data from multiple maps, the ef-
fect of these occasional omissions is to some ex-
tent cancelled out.

The model is applicable not only to the 16th-cen-
tury situation but also to the centuries before and 
after. The peri-urban landscape is comprised of a 
number of fixed elements, namely the town itself, 
serving as a central point, surrounded by a net-
work of watercourses and main roads. Often these 
structures are centuries old, and although their 
locations may shift somewhat, they are essential-
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ly fixed26. Within this framework some sites are 
added and others disappear. A Jacob van Deventer 
map is a snapshot of the 16th-century situation, but 
the locational factors for the sites hardly change. 
They are identical for medieval and 18th-century 
windmills. Profound changes in the peri-urban envi-
ronment and its locational factors first occurred in 
the 19th century. One of these changes was exten-
sive mechanization, as a result of which complexes 
like mills became less tied to a specific location. An-
other change was the earlier mentioned 1874 For-
tifications Act, which created more room for urban 
expansion. The construction of new housing devel-
opments and factories around towns profoundly 
altered the character of centuries-old cultural land-
scapes. 

5.2. The type of model: map or matrix
The effects of marked landscape contrasts such 

as lower versus higher ground on site location turn 
out to have been minimal. Because specific land-
marks, such as hillocks that may have supported a 
gallows or a windmill, cannot always be identified, 
our model cannot take them into account. The pa-
rameters Distance to Town, Infrastructure, and Wa-
terways, on the other hand, are relevant but can-
not be abstracted to the extent that an adjustment 
of the original three-part concentric model for the 
peri-urban area would be feasible (fig. 3). Since dif-
ferent site types are subject to different locational 
factors, these zones would have to be redefined for 
each type. Roads and watercourses are important 
locational factors as well. The cultural landscape 
of every town has its own specific characteristics, 
and for instance a detailed model for the town of 
Sneek would not be immediately applicable to, say, 
Deventer. Due to these considerations the map-
based approach was abandoned and replaced by 
a matrix of the relevant locational factors for each 
specific site type.

5.3. The relevance of the predictive model
The model in its present form offers a good 

impression of the peri-urban locations where cer-
tain sites can be expected, albeit with some res-
ervations. Low total frequencies for a particular 

26  Van Lanen 2017, pp. 77-94.

site type, for example “hospitals”, will result in a 
skewed distribution pattern. If the sole hospital in 
Zone 1 is situated on a main road, this single case 
will dominate the predictive model, even though 
other locations cannot be ruled out. On the other 
hand, site types like Leper Hospital and Horrea do 
produce a meaningful distribution pattern, despite 
their low frequencies. Leper Hospitals are situated 
along main roads while along secondary roads Hor-
rea can be expected. In short, caution is required in 
the case of low-frequency sites. The research will 
need to be expanded in order to produce a more 
robust predictive model.

The most common site type is that of “hous-
es”, yet the model’s predictions for this type are 
the least satisfactory. The overall distribution pat-
tern is clear: “houses” tend to cluster near the 
town and decrease in frequency with increasing 
distance. However, as the category encompasses 
many different types which on the map are indis-
tinguishable, this overall pattern undoubtedly ob-
scures a differentiation in subtypes that are subject 
to different locational factors. Inns, for example, 
are likely to be situated on main roads near the 
town walls, while farmsteads can be expected on 
secondary roads, closer to the fields, and cottages 
of ferrymen or fishermen will cluster near rivers. 
However, such assumptions regarding this specific 
site category cannot be verified by consulting the 
Van Deventer maps. The model’s predictive value 
may instead be enhanced by a combination of anal-
ysis of other map types, archaeological research, 
and studies of historical sources.

6. Conclusion 
The goal of this study was to refine the exist-

ing predictive model for peri-urban archaeolog-
ical sites. The result is a matrix of the calculated 
probability, for each site type, in each of the three 
concentric peri-urban zones, that the type in ques-
tion will be situated on a specific road type (main/
secondary) or watercourse (river/smaller water-
course). These locational factors are relevant not 
only to the 16th-century situation, of which Van De-
venter’s maps present a snapshot image, but also 
to medieval sites or those dating to the early mod-
ern period, up to ca. 1800. Our analysis of these 
specific maps has made it possible to better predict 
where sites of a specific type will be located. This 
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caris M.A., Rensink E., Smit B.I., Speleers B.P., Doesburg J. 
van (eds.), Knowledge for Informed Choices. Tools for more 
effective and efficient selection of valuable archaeology in 
the Netherlands, Amersfoort 2017, pp. 32-35.
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Dutch Urban Landscape. A millennium of spatial develop-
ment, Bussum 2016.

Rutte, Vannieuwenhuyze 2018: Rutte R., Vannieuwenhuyze B., 
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will benefit future research as well as future poli-
cies aimed at protecting these sites.

Finally, our study has another positive side ef-
fect. The 21th-century towns which overlie centu-
ries-old cultural landscapes represent merely the 
most recent phase of a very long history. Hidden 
beneath their suburbs lie old fields, settlements, 
mills, monasteries, and so on, sites which were 
once, closely or loosely, associated with the town. 
Some modern street names refer to this past. St. 
Jurrien Street in Deventer, for example, refers to 
the St. Jurrien hospital, which once owned the for-
mer fields at that location, and Radstake Road re-
fers to a nearby place of execution (stake = stake). 
An expanded historical dimension may thus be a 
source of inspiration for the modern town and give 
its residents a sense of identity.
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Proportion of higher 
ground relative to total 
map surface

Towns Total number of recorded 
sites

% of the total number of record-
ed sites

0-20% Vlaardingen, Wijk bij Duurstede, 
Sneek

70 (28, 28,14) 17%

20-40% Zutphen, Alkmaar 83 (30, 53) 20%

40-60% Deventer 74 18%

60-80% Arnhem, Doesburg 130 (107, 23) 31%

80-100% Nijmegen 62 15%

419 100%
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Residential area 17 11 6 14 3 (8) 5 3 0-1500 10 6 1

Gallows 6 3 3 4 2 (4) 0 4 1 0 0 -
1300 3 3

Horrea 5 2 3 1 4 (1) 1 0 0-500 5

Hospital 1 0 1 0 1 (1) 1 0 400-500 1

House 280 150 130 174 106 (110) 48 62 0-2100 142 92 46

Castle 3 0 3 1 2 (3) 3 0 0-1500 1 1 1

Church 13 8 5 10 3 (2) 1 1 1 0 0 -
1600 7 3 3

Monastery 7 5 2 4 3 (4) 4 0 0-2000 1 3 3

Crane 1 1 0 1 0 (1) 0 1 0-100 1

Cross 6 6 0 6 0 (0) 0 0 0-700 6

Leper hospital 4 3 1 4 0 (0) 0 0 3 0 0 -
1500 2 1 1

Stake 12 8 4 6 6 (5) 1 4 3 0 0 -
1000 9 3

Tentergrounds 1 0 1 1 0 (1) 1 0 0-100 1

Watermill 17 1 16 8 9 (17) 12 5 0-1700 14 2 1

Windmill 46 28 18 23 23 (15) 14 1 0-1300 41 5

TOTAL 419 226 193 257 162 (172) 91 81 243 120 56

Table 1. Distribution of higher and lower sections of the peri-urban landscape of the analysed towns, as recorded on the Jacob van Deventer 
maps.
Table 2. The various site types in correlation with the different locational factors, in absolute frequencies.
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Stake 12 x

Table 3. Distribution of “houses”, castles and residential zones for each locational (sub-)parameter. Each parameter group is subdivided into 
three categories, Low, Average, and High (x = not present). For example: of the 280 “houses”, almost a third are situated in Zone 2 (n=92) and 
Zone 3 (n=46), while almost two thirds are situated in Zone 1 (n=142).
Table 4. Distribution of gallows and stakes for each locational (sub-)parameter. Each parameter is subdivided into three categories: Low, 
Average, and High (x = not present).
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Horrea 5 x x x

Crane 1 x x x x

Tenterground 1 x x x x

Watermill 17

Windmill 46 x

Table 5. Distribution of churches, monasteries, crosses, and (leper) hospitals for each locational (sub-)parameter. Each parameter is subdivided 
into three categories, Low, Average, and High (x = not present).
Table 6. Distribution of Horrea, cranes, tentergrounds, watermills, and windmills for each locational (sub-)parameter. Each parameter group is 
subdivided into three categories: Low, Average, and High (x = not present).
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Table 7. Matrix of the probabilities for the different site types relative to the various locational factors for the three peri-urban zones, on the 
basis of nine towns.
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1. The new archaeological heritage management cycle (J. Bouwmeester, RCE).
2. Map of the town of Deventer, by Jacob van Deventer (ca. 1575).
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3. Graph with the number of sites (average of the nine investigated towns) in relation to the distance to the town walls.
4. Map of Deventer with the different peri-urban zones; in red the location of sites based on the Jacob van Deventer map (Cultural Heritage 
Agency).
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5. Proportion of sites on higher ground relative to those on lower ground in the peri-urban areas of the nine towns.
6. Proportion of sites near main roads relative to those near secondary roads in the peri-urban areas of the nine towns.
7. proportion of sites near rivers relative to those near smaller watercourses in the peri-urban areas of the nine towns.
8. Proportion of the number of sites in each of the three concentric zones in the peri-urban areas of the nine towns.
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Urban Deposit Modelling in the 
UK: current responses and 
remaining challenges

Abstract
This article describes the 
development of urban deposit 
modelling in the demanding 
context of the UK’s historic 
towns. This first arose in the 
1960s Rescue movement, when 
such models played a significant 
role in the creation of urban 
archaeology, and again from the 
1990s, with its focus on in situ 
preservation. Factors that 
currently need to be 
incorporated into such models 

include more detailed data, 
extended coverage, new climatic 
factors and greater community 
engagement. Ongoing attempts 
to confront these issues, are 
described, as are remaining 
challenges, notably the need to 
reconcile geological and 
archaeological categories and to 
develop research agendas with 
appropriate chronological 
divisions.

Steve Roskams, Department of Archaeology, University of York; 
e-mail: steve.roskams@york.ac.uk.

1. Introduction
The recently-created notion of an Anthropocene 

Age signals that, across the globe, humans now 
have a more significant impact on the world than 
natural agencies. This dominance of culture over 
nature is at its clearest in towns1, such spaces con-
stituting one of the most challenging settings to ei-
ther protect or investigate archaeological remains: 
these are places under pressure, experiencing a 
continuous process of transition. Human-induced 
changes have substantially modified townscapes, 
visibly above the ground but also, less visibly, be-
low it. In such a dynamic context, urban planners 
have a pressing need to modelbelow-ground space 
before further development is designed and ex-
ecuted. The tools to create such models are now 
well known2. But honing them to allow effective 
deployment in urban situations has proved to be a 
demanding, and continuing, task.

This article explores these issues by looking, 
first, at the Historic Role of Urban Modelling, initially 
in the 1960s in relation to the Rescue movement 
in the UK, where such models played a significant 
role in thedevelopment of urban archaeology, and 
then from the 1990s, as emphasis moved from de-
structive investigation to in situ preservation. Next, 
it sets out Emerging Considerations, the various 
new factors that models must now incorporate: 
needing more, and more detailed, data; extending 
their chronological and geographical coverage; ac-
commodating new climatic factors; and facilitating 
community engagement. Current Responses then 
describes ongoing attempts to confront these is-
sues, with a particular concentration on work in 
London and York. A final section explores Remain-
ing Challenges. It argues for more robust and con-
sistent data and for enhancing local community 
access. More critically, it contends that the UK is 
failing to confront two big issues in our major his-
toric towns: reconciling geological and archaeolog-
ical categories; and developing research agendas 
that embody chronological structures appropriate 
to how information comes out of the ground.

2. The histroic role of urban modelling
The intellectual foundations of archaeology as 

a discipline were laid some centuries ago when it 

1  Price et alii 2011.
2  Carey et alii 2018.
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moved from studying individual monuments ‘fro-
zen’ in time to focus on stratigraphic sequences of 
occupation which elucidated social development. 
Importantly, this shift was also the point that de-
posit modelling, under the influence of geology, 
became of interestarchaeologically3. Historic mon-
uments first gained some protection in the UK in 
the late 19th century, but the second half of the 20th 
century saw a growing interest in town planning 
and sustainable cities4. The relationship between 
archaeology and modelling then took a significant 
step forward from the late 1960s, notably with the 
development of the ‘Rescue’ movement5.

The latter pressure group, are action to the de-
structive impact on archaeological remains of mod-
ern development after the global boom post-WWII, 
coincided with anera of state intervention in socie-
ty. Hence solutions to this crisis involved creating 
a body of government-funded ‘expert’ curators 
and a professional field workforce, each with ge-
ographically-defined areas of responsibility. These 
archaeologists saw themselves, respectively, as 
controlling the process of fieldwork and standards 
therein, and as excavating ahead of development 
to create an ‘archival record’ in place of the site it-
self. This resultedin the establishment of common 
descriptive languages to record physical, strati-
graphic, spatial and assemblage information and of 
explicit sampling strategies, all of which changed 
the course of archaeological recording6.

Unsurprisingly, given the fundamental forces 
involved, similar trends are evident across Europe, 
as seen with the notion of qualified, authorised 
experts embedded in the Valetta convention7. In 
many countries, therefore, archaeological endeav-
ours became part of structure plans and environ-
mental impact legislation. This trend saw not just 
important advances in the creation of the archae-
ological record but, not so welcome, distanced the 
UK’s vibrant tradition of amateur fieldwork from 
the production of new archaeological knowledge.

Deposit mapping was an integral part of this 
period of development. This is most obvious when 
the organisation tasked to take charge of investi-

3  Bates 2018, p. 9.
4  Neal 2014, p. 256.
5  Rahtz 1974.
6  Roskams 2001, p. 23 ff.
7  Valetta Convention 1992.

gating the multi-period, deeply-stratified archae-
ology of the capital city, London, was set up. A 
formative 1973 publication, The Future of London’s 
Past, argued that substantial human resources 
should be allocated to this work8. More important, 
it proposed that the strategic response of these 
fieldworkers to development pressures should be 
defined by modelling the depth of archaeological 
deposits across London’s historic core, including 
mapping places where limited basement depths 
might allow significant survival. By comparing such 
archaeological remains with patterning in impend-
ing development, fieldwork priorities could be es-
tablished (fig. 1).

The early Seventies saw these principles being 
put into practice in London. At this time, shipping 
containerisation required new deep-water docking 
facilities to the Ethe city, so that older Thames-side 
warehouses at its historic core were becoming in-
creasing redundant and ripe for office and housing 
development. Hence initial rescue priorities here 
focused on Roman and medieval waterfronts, later 
broadening out as survival was found to be more 
widespread across the city than the original model 
suggested.

If the Seventies emphasised the need to exca-
vate a threatened  archaeological resource and so 
create an archive forfuture public use, the Nine-
ties stressed a different development ‘problem’: 
this heritage was fragile and irreplaceable. Where 
possible, therefore, it required in situ preservation 
rather than destructive, if informative, interven-
tion. Now, reconnaissance and evaluation were 
needed to define strategies to mitigate the impact 
of modern development. Applying such techniques 
became the first resort in archaeological fieldwork, 
full excavation the last. This key change was sig-
nalled in a UK context by the issuing of Planning 
Policy Guidance note 16 in 1991, but the shift to-
wards ‘preventive archaeology’ is equally evident 
across Europe9.

These new principals were implemented at a 
time when neoliberal policies emphasising privati-
sation of former state functions became increasing-
ly dominant in the UK. Thus it was the commercial 

8  Biddle et alii 1973.
9  See Orange, Perring 2017 on PPG16 and MHCLG 2019 for the 
current National Planning Policy Framework. Novacovich et alii 
2016 describe the wider European setting.
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developer, as ‘polluter’, who would pay for creating 
the mitigation strategies needed to get permission 
to build. One might expect to articulate all such in-
formation in a single deposit model, particularly as 
curators now needed to create a ‘levelplaying field’ 
for competing commercial fieldwork organisations 
and decision-making had to be publicly accessible, 
not reliant on ‘hidden’ expertise. Equally, synthe-
ses exploiting the potential of the data explosion 
generated by developer funding in the last 30 years 
could employ modelling at its core10.

Few studies, however, have utilised the full po-
tential of deposit modelling due to how develop-
er-funding has been applied: the fully-deregulated 
model adopted in Britain means that monetary 
cost, not research design quality, dictates the al-
location of resources11. Furthermore, economic 
cycles, most clearly after the 2008 crisis, now im-
pact profoundly onfieldwork12. The inconsistent 
economic process under capitalism precludes ‘long 
term planning’ in the archaeological profession13. 
All of this has profound implications for the crea-
tion and use of deposit models. 

Finally, the curatorial system, vital in maintain-
ing standards in commercial contexts, mightonce 
have looked towards deposit modelling to aid its 
work. Yet local authority curators have come un-
der the most intense pressure following cuts in UK 
government spending14. They are increasingly una-
ble to monitor recording and archiving standards, 
let alone develop coherent techniques that help 
themdo the strategic part of their job more effec-
tively.

Historic England remains a strong advocate for 

10  See Darvill et alii 2019 on developer funded explosion. Thomas 
2018 references other burgeoning data sources such as the 
National Mapping Programme, the Portable Antiquities Scheme, 
and developments in LiDAR and geophysical survey techniques. 
Large-scale regional and national syntheses of such data are 
indeed starting to appear in the UK and beyond and constitute 
important advances: Fulford, Holbrook 2011; Webleyet alii 2012; 
Bradley et alii 2015.
11  The move away from government funding does not make 
competitive tendering by price inevitable. A development tax 
could, for example, have been spent differently: Chadwick 1998. 
See also Demoule 2002 on France.
12  Schlanger, Aitchison 2010 on economic cycles. The ‘business of 
archaeology’ in the UK now uses market surveys to match 
projected development demands with labour supply: Landward 
Archaeology 2014.
13  Rocks-McQueen 2018, p. 23.
14  Trow 2016.

using models to define levels of archaeological po-
tential and guide mitigation strategies15. Yet the 
challenging context of most development-led pro-
jects do not provide fertile ground for exploiting 
their full potential. Furthermore, modelling work 
in recent decades has needed to accommodate a 
number of new factors. The five most significant 
are considered next.

3. Emerging considerations
First, further work has demonstrated unequivo-

cally the preliminary nature of early, general mod-
els, notably in their weak spatial resolution. Unlike 
many geological processes, human activity varies 
over short distances, and in urban settlements 
even more than their rural counterpart. Thus it is 
vital to do more than model overall deposit depth 
and approximate dates. Some decades ago, Carver 
proposed that detailed, local variations in feature 
spacing, and in deposit status and preservation 
should be recorded (Fig. 2)16. Few, however, have 
taken up the challenge to incorporate such factors 
systematically into their models. Fewer still have 
created mechanisms which chart how they may 
vary over time, notably in changing levels of pres-
ervation.

Second, periods thought to be of archaeolog-
ical interesthave been extended to include the 
more recent, and even the contemporary, past17. 
Thus modern industrial districts comprising work-
ing-class housing - so-called ‘brownfield’ sites - 
were once seen as unimportant archaeologically 
and thus ripe for redevelopment, but now need to 
be mapped. With archaeological remains defined 
as extending above ground, recording standing 
buildings has become an integral part of the recon-
naissance and evaluation process.

Next, curatorial responsibilities have often been 
expanded beyond a deeply-stratified, historic core 
to include shallow rural sites beyond18. This change 
then requires heritage managers to deal with quite 
different types of stratigraphy and fieldwork tech-
niques, and also demands that research objectives 
include prehistoric periods. The fact that newly-mo-

15  Historic England 2020.
16  Carver 1987, fig. 20, reproduced here as figure 2.
17  Olsen, Petursdottir 2014; Buchli, Lucas 2001.
18  See Price et alii 2010 on linking urban and peri-urban zones.
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bile commercial fieldwork companies are active 
in both urban and rural spheres has brought the 
question of town-hinterland relationships more 
fully onto the agenda19-

In addition, as urban heritage has become more 
central to debates around risk and sustainability, a 
range of new, climatic factors suchas groundwater 
contamination and flooding need to be incorporat-
ed into modelling. This process of engagement has 
then revealed tensions in curatorial priorities, for 
example between the need to protect areas of the 
townscape from flooding versus the requirement 
to keep organic horizons damp in order to maintain 
preservation levels. -

Finally, the creation of a fieldwork profession in 
the Sixties generated some distance between the 
archaeological ‘producer’ and public ‘consumer’ 
but increased commercialisation from the Nineties 
has put that relationship under further strain. The 
latter change has generateda mobile workforce re-
sponding to short-term market forces, with exca-
vators contracted to undertake work in whatever 
part of the country offers them employment. Par-
adoxically, the same process of deregulation has 
also homogenised town centres, increasing the 
need to define distinct community identities based 
on collective memories generated within anyone 
townscape. The policy shift in the UK towards lo-
calism, demanding widened participation in plan-
ning, has pushed community engagement to the 
top of political agendas, the ‘expert curator’ giving 
way to the ‘heritage facilitator’20. Hence people are 
now more in need of their heritage, just when the 
producers of new archaeological knowledge have 
become more distanced from those they serve.

Deposit modelling is well-placed to tackle some 
of these emerging challenges, but how well has it 
responded? What follows describes case studies 
concerned with extending the range of techniques 
and data-sets incorporated into models, concen-
trating on London examples, and those concerned 
with mapping changing levels ofin situ preserva-
tion, particularly water-logged deposits in York.

19  Perring, Whyman 2002 and further below.
20  Jacksonet alii 2014 discuss localism in heritage spatial planning, 
albeit still tightly circumscribed (Allmendinger, Haughton 2013, p. 
7). Schofield 2016 discusses experts. Note the more inclusive 
notion of heritage signalled across Europe as the Faro Convention 
replaces its Valetta forerunner: Schofield 2015 and references.

4. Current responses
New techniques of data gathering have been 

employed in urban settings, notably geotechni-
cal or archaeological boreholes, test pits and re-
mote sensing techniques. Thus intensive augering 
in Canterbury, when augmented with a range of 
excavated evidence, has generated a detailed un-
derstanding of the pre-Roman ground surface and 
Roman structural development across a large part 
of that townscape. In addition, work in Dover has 
extended this approach downwards, to include sol-
id geology, and upwards into the modern period21. 
Third, geophysical survey, easy to carry out in sin-
gle period, unencumbered towns, can also work in 
densely occupied zones22. Great Yarmouthhas used 
geophysics as part of  the cumulative and iterative 
process of model-building. Here, pictorial and map 
evidence was used alongside commercial and ded-
icated archaeological borehole data to create a 
preliminary model. This was then ‘ground-truthed’ 
using Ground Penetrating Radar to map the town’s 
chronological development from the medieval pe-
riod onwards, so creating a vital research and cura-
torial tool23.

Work in and around the historic core of Lon-
don is worth describing in more detail toillustrate 
how models cancover large regions. This potential 
was first signalled by mapping pre-Roman periods 
across the whole city24.More recently, geoarchae-
ological investigation in the Lower Thames Valley, 
EastLondon, used numerous stratigraphic flood-
plain records to construct a sedimentary sequence, 
then correlated it with archaeological and palae-
oenvironmental  evidence into the Bronze Age25. 
More focussed work in west London around the 
Battersea Channel generated a digital elevation 
model (henceforth DEM) identifying areas of dry 
land and adjacent low-lying wetland, a combina-
tion probably attractive to mobile, early prehistoric 
communities26. This guided later strategic investi-
gation, facilitating the discovery of a diverse range 

21  Pratt 2018 on Canterbury; Bates 2018, p. 12 ff. on Dover.
22  For the former, see Creighton, Fry 2016 on Silchester, and 
Pollard, Aspinall 2000 on Wroxeter. For the latter, Moscatelli et 
alii 2014 on work in the centre of Rome.
23  Neal 2014, p. 261.
24  Sidell et alii 2000.
25  Young et alii 2018.
26  Payne et alii 2018.
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of prehistoric activities27. Finally, in the heart of his-
toric London, a combination of geotechnical and 
geoarchaeological boreholes and archaeological 
trenches have modelled change in the Walbrook 
valley28. This work was able to distinguish the 
stream’s prehistoric track from its Roman canalisa-
tion, thus showing how imperial authorityimposed 
its will here with little regard for pre-existing con-
figurations.

As noted above, the notion of in situ preserva-
tion nowlies at the heart of UK heritage manage-
mentand has produced a flurry of works on model-
ling, in particular concerningwater-logged zones29. 
Monitoring organic preservation is rarely consid-
ered adequately in any rural or urban contexts, 
yet mapping this in historic towns magnifies the 
challenges involved30. These issues were confront-
ed directly at the UNESCO World Heritage Site of 
Bryggen, in historic Bergen, Norway, where an in-
tensive programme of data gathering demonstrat-
ed that lower levels of ground water had damaged 
historically-significant timber structures and asso-
ciated cultural deposits31. This research suggested 
that we could only improve our understanding of 
preservation conditions, and so check whether in 
situ preservation is a reality, by recording ground-
water chemistry and soil moisture, alongside 3-D 
indicative modelling.

The UK’s national frameworkhighlighted water-
logged stratigraphy as especially significant for un-
derstanding urban centres, also acknowledging our 
lack of appropriate techniquesto do so32. Building 
on the Norwegian experience, work was undertak-
en to confront these difficulties atBerwick, Bristol, 
Carlisle and Nantwich33. Unsurprisingly, such stud-
ies showed that modern development in UK towns 
may result in the accelerated deterioration of or-
ganic archaeological remains, and that this process 
could be charted using hydrological and chemical 

27  Yendell 2018.
28  Nicholls et alii 2018.
29  See Willems 1998 on Europe-wide considerations and, for detail 
in specific countries e.g. the UK, Holland and Norway, the 
proceedings of successive conferences by Corfield 1998, Nixon 
2004, and Kars, von Herrigen 2008.
30  Williams 2012 on inadequacies, de Beer, Seither 2015 on urban 
challenges.
31  De Beer, Mathiessen 2008.
32  English Heritage 2013. See also above, n. 9.
33  Malim 2018 discusses Nantwich and provides references to 
other places.

data to understand what triggers decay in differ-
ent, sometimes quite local, environments34. To map 
these changes across sites, data gathering needed 
to occur at regular intervals over an extended peri-
od of time, preferably a whole year to encompass a 
complete cycle of seasonal change35.

York’s archaeological community has tried to 
learn these lessons and it is worth considering their 
attempted solutions in more detail. York lies at 
the confluence of the Rivers Ouse and Foss where 
they cut through a glacial moraine36. Efforts to un-
derstand this complex drift geology date back to 
the start of the XX century, with waterlogging lat-
er noted as an important factor in the Fifties37. The 
significance of York’s waterfront zone in particular 
was then flagged up in the Eighties, not long be-
fore the post of archaeological curator was crea-
tedas a result of the Ove Arup’s York Development 
and Archaeology Study38.

The Arup study set out a preliminary deposit 
model for the city, later augmented by Miller,and 
led to a policy of keeping destructive intervention 
by modern development to less than 5%39. This prin-
ciple has nonetheless allowed a large number of in-
terventions to take place here in subsequent dec-
ades. York’s Historic Environment Record (hence-
forth HER), employing ArcGIS, has been used to 
record these excavations and to link archaeological 
deposits to different periods. Such work flagged 
up problems of data consistency and accuracy40. 
It also showed thatorganic remains might sur-
vive in the city beyondthe Ouse and Foss valleys, 
set aboveperched water tables41. The conclusion 
seemed clear: unless augmented, the preliminary 
Arup/Miller model could mislead strategic curato-
rial decisions.

Equally important, it was also recognised that 
waterlogged conditions could change over time, 
leading to the design of a dedicated programme 
monitoring one perched water table in the centre 

34  Holden et alii 2006.
35  Malim, Panter 2012.
36  A high ridge of sands and gravels formed here at the end of the 
last Ice Age.
37  Richardson 1959.
38  Andrews 1984 on waterfronts, Ove Arup 1991 expressing the 
increased emphasis on in situ preservation noted previously.
39  Miller 1997 on model, Daviset alii 2002 on policy.
40  Neal 2003.
41  Malim et alii 2015.
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of York between 1995 and 1998. The project re-
corded water levels via dip wells, and water qual-
ity, temperature and chemistry, including data on 
ph, conductivity, dissolved oxygen and redox po-
tential42. Analysis showed that this water table was 
fairly static, but subject to some seasonal varia-
tions. A later commentary emphasised the need to 
not only record soil and water characteristics but to 
mould theminto a 3-D ‘vulnerability map’ of York’s 
historic core43.More generally, the quality of hy-
drological data needed to be improved and stand-
ardised in order to produce a reliable risk model44. 
Such thinking, in turn, raised a critical question: de-
veloper funding might resource measurement of 
pre-construction conditions, but how were data to 
be gathered concerning the equally vital post-con-
struction changes?

In the City of York, therefore, much has been 
achieved since the creation of its first ‘forward 
model’. The uneven distribution of archaeologi-
cal data is slowly being corrected as more inter-
ventions occur across the townscape, generating 
a more valid model. The latter can now be linked 
with its more wide-ranging counterpart of across 
the whole of The Vale of York, where the British Ge-
ological Survey has created a model of drift geolo-
gy using height data from Ordinance Survey map-
ping at 5m intervals. Differences in resolution has, 
inevitably, thrown up inconsistencies between the 
two. Thus survival levels defined on archaeological 
grounds sometimes lie above, and sometimes be-
low, the ‘current ground surface’ of the geological 
model45.

Identifying such discrepancies is still a step for-
ward, however,as it specifies zones in the town-
scape requiring more detailed evidence. LiDAR data 
representing the flood plain of the Ouse and Foss 
Rivers, for example, will generate a more accurate 
DEM. Further, reconciling geological and archaeo-
logical modelling not only facilitates understanding 
of York’s historic core, but also allows that core to 
be viewed as a continuum with sub-urban and rural 
landscapes beyond.

42  Davis et alii 2002. Even this level of detail might be deemed 
insufficient: Kenward, Hall 2000 argued that not only water 
quality but the condition of the artefacts themselves needed to 
be monitored.
43  Holden et alii 2006.
44  Holden et alii 2009.
45  Neal 2014, fig. 1.

The most recent workshows, nonetheless, how 
complex the construction of detailed models will 
be46. Ongoing study not only reinforces that good 
preservation can occur in small palaeochannels, 
meres and kettleholes, rather than just along the 
main Ouse and Foss river channels47. It also demon-
strates that even a considerable volume of consist-
ently-recorded data may leave significant gaps in 
our understanding (Fig. 3). Further, the available 
data can be allocated to only broad periods (Ro-
man, medieval, post-medieval), thus obscuring any 
changes within them48.

It is unsurprising to find that York’s preliminary 
models could be enhanced by more data gathering, 
nor that the adoption of more explicit protocols for 
data-production will further aid this process. Previ-
ous experience means that we now have a much 
better grasp of what needs to be measured and 
over what timescale. Thus, before planning permis-
sion can be granted, all prospective developments 
in York are required to gather data for six months, 
using dip-wells to record water levels and sensors 
to measure conductivity, redox and levels of ph 
and dissolved oxygen49. This policy is applied for 
less than a whole cycle of seasonal change, howev-
er and then stops when the development process 
ends, thus limiting our longer-term understanding 
of the impact of new build.

Models will need better spatial resolution if 
deposits are to be mapped by Carver’s classes of 
preservation, spacing and status50, as each variable 
will change over quite short distances. Concern-
ing the preservation criterion, for example, it has 
been clear for some time that, due to the effect of 
adjacent roadside drainage schemes, layers at the 
edges of any large-scale York development can-
have much lower levels of organic preservation 
than their counterparts at its centre. Indeed, the 
research potential of a site concerned be affect-
ed by still more local variations. Thus at Hungate, 
in York’s historic core, two contemporary sunk-
en-featured buildings were found only 10m apart. 

46  Hunter-Mann, Oxley 2018.
47  The latter comprise local intrusions created by the melting of 
blocks of ice puncturing drift geological formations after 
glaciation.
48  See further discussion of periodisation, below.
49  C Macrae City Archaeologist for York (perscomm.Seehttps://
www.york.gov.uk/DMData).
50  Carver 1987, fig. 20: see figure 2, above.
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One structure had well-preserved timbers but that 
on the neighbouring property comprised just soil-
filled postholes and beam slots, each therefore 
with quite different research potentials51.

More extreme still, excavations at Heslington 
East, in a sub-urban part of York, exposed two im-
mediately adjacent inhumations, of 3rd century CE 
date, inserted into the same gravelly subsoil (Fig. 
4)52. Approximate body position and age could be 
understood for both, but the badlypreserved re-
mains of the man yielded only information on cal-
culus and caries from his surviving teeth.Themuch 
better-preserved skeleton of the woman provided 
evidence concerning not only her dental health but 
possible brucellosis, indicated by lesions on her 
hips, perhaps a result of consuming unprocessed 
dairy products, and degenerative joint disease else-
where, thought to beindicative of habitual squat-
ting: here, variations in survival over small distanc-
es impact hugely on research dividends.

In addition to York models needing more, and 
better quality, data, and better spatial resolution, 
urban modelling in general faces various further-
challenges. These are considered in a final section. 

5. Remaining challenges
The first problem is, in some ways the opposite 

of the above plea for more detail and concerns 
the need to create more extensive models using 
data from many individual projects. In an era of 
competitive tendering, much of the necessary in-
formation is embodied in grey literature produced 
by businesses vying for future contracts, and dif-
ferent organisations may employ diverse methods 
of recording. Fortunately, such issues can usually 
be overcome, for example in the deposit model 
for the Lower Thames zone in London, discussed 
previously, which combined information from four 
rival companies53.

Next, to be deployed effectively, models must 
be accessible to a variety of audiences, not only 
to benefit academic analysis and improve heritage 
management strategies, but also to help re-engage 

51  Neal 2014, p. 259.
52  Roskams, Neal 2020.
53  Young et alii 2018. It is interesting to note that this work was 
carried out by QUEST, a research unit located at the University of 
Reading and thus operating independently of the work of any 
one commercial company.

local communities with their heritage. As noted 
above, deregulation in the last three decades has 
divided fieldwork still more from ‘its public’, at the 
same time homogenising city centres and degrad-
ing community identities. Improving presentation 
tools to make urban deposit models more accessi-
ble could become a vital way to reconnect divided 
physical and social landscapes, encouraging public 
participation in the spatial planning of the historic 
environment54.Current developments in digital ar-
chaeology suggest significant advances in analyti-
cal and visualisation techniques will aid this process 
in the near future55.

Although technical solutions to the above prob-
lems will no doubt emerge organically over time, 
a final, more intractable, challenge will require di-
rect intellectual engagement. It has recently been 
argued that general spatial models have laid im-
portant foundations for understanding the past56. 
Yet building on them will encounter some signifi-
cant barriers. Deposit models must be set beside 
research agendas both to create coherent curato-
rial strategies and to facilitate social interpretation. 
Given that ‘archaeology’ now extends down into 
geological contexts and up into the modern period, 
such agendas will need to be generated in collabo-
rative, inter-disciplinary contexts. Two problematic 
spheres, I suggest, will quickly emerge: categoris-
ing feature types and periodisation.

The case was made above for combining shal-
low archaeological strata with their deeper and 
wider geological counterparts to create a single, 
sub-surface model. It helps that both disciplines 
embody a fundamental distinction between con-
structional and erosional events. Making more de-

54  Selman 2012 on reconnection; Dobson, Selman 2012 and 
Jongman 2002 on participation. This is part of the wider 
development of participative Geographical Information Systems: 
Avrami 2019.  
55  The Battersea Channel project in London, for example, used 
Rockworks 15 for digital storage of geotechnical and 
geoarchaeological sediment log records, then generated 
illustrations with the aid of Adobe Illustrator and Corel Draw. The 
Inverse Distance Weighted tool of ArcGIS 10.3.1 was deployed to 
create its DEM and facilitate spatial analysis, with ArcScene 10.3.1 
to enhance visualisation: Yendell 2018, p. 140.
56  Thomas (2018, p. ix) recently argued that general spatial models 
may 'provide the basis for interpretative rather than  descriptive 
accounts’ and Neal 2014 (p. 263) has suggested that ‘there is now 
a broadening of the conceptual apparatus to include well-
developed research agendas, extended chronologically …. and 
intellectually.'
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that has tried systematically to reconcile such ar-
chaeological frameworks, let alone link them with 
corresponding geological structures. Yet doing so 
will be vital if we are serious about attempting to 
model archaeological and geological horizons as a 
unity.

A second problem concerns chronological clas-
sifications. Urban modelling in York shows that the 
periodised frameworks inherited from documen-
tary history can obscure important archaeological 
trends: the most significant changes may occur 
within, not between, such categories. In theory, 
this problem might be solved with better dating 
resolution63. Naturally, more accurate dating of ar-
chaeological sequences is welcome, but seeing this 
as the main objective obscures a more profound 
issue: artefact re-deposition is endemic in deep-
ly-stratified sites, so towns comprise an archaeo-
logical setting in which ‘fluid’ chronological bound-
aries are always the order of the day.

Furthermore, changes in individual settlements 
may not correlate conveniently with generally-de-
fined periods. On many sites in London’s historic 
core, for example, it is possible to identify the first 
two centuries of Roman stratigraphy quite explic-
itly. Yet this horizon is often overlain by another 
which seems to start in the 3rd century CE and end 
only in the 9th or 10th centuries64. Rather than worry 
that we are unable to identify securely ‘the end of 
Roman London’ and ‘the start of medieval London’ 
in the archaeological record, we might take this ev-
idence at face value  and accept that the pre-exist-
ing chronological framework needs to change and 
to modify the structure of our models according-
ly65.

The issue of periodisation has existed since the 
point when ‘urban archaeology’ first attempted to 
define itself into existence at the start of the res-
cue movement: did it comprise a distinctive set 

and HER categories by distinguishing between Landscape/
Environment, Landscape Feature, Habitation Site, Agrarian/
Pastoral, Non-Agrarian Production and Social/Specialist: 
Roskams, Whyman 2007, 3.1.
63  We could hope, for example, to model separately early-Roman, 
mid-Roman and late-Roman horizons; to distinguish between 
early- and high-medieval periods; or to divide the modern period 
by century.
64  ‘Darkearth’: Perring, Roskams 1991.
65  See similarly the challenge of fitting Yorkshire sites into 
conventionally-defined prehistoric categories: Roskams, Whyman 
2007, 4.3.

tailed concrete connections between the two will 
mean, however, dissecting the catch-all, geological 
category of ‘artificial ground’ allocated to the top 
of their sequences. The latter class of deposit was 
not even shown on geological maps until the Sixties 
but, as human activity came to figure much more 
prominently in formation processes, this horizon 
has become a routine part of geological survey and 
recording.57 Hence geologists are now encouraged 
to distinguish between ‘made’, ‘worked’, ‘infilled’, 
‘disturbed’ and ‘landscaped’ ground58.

Yet this new framework does not map easily 
onto the codes assigned within the National Land 
Use Database or the archaeological Thesaurus of 
Monument Types59. In part, this mismatch might be 
due to time lags and to archaeological work oper-
ating mostly in commercial contexts. Yet the latter 
discipline’s failure to generate an agreed terminol-
ogy cannot be blamed entirely on timing and the 
context of investigation. Geological classifications 
are subject to similar pressures, yet still aim to pro-
vide ‘an industry standard framework’60. Rather 
the incompatibility is due to the diverse range of 
human activities that archaeology seeks to inves-
tigate61.

The complex classification and storage of ar-
chaeological information is illustrated by the func-
tional definitions of site and artefact types at a 
curatorial level. Thus, for example, an attempt to 
draw together Yorkshire’s archaeological hold-
ings in both its main museums and Local Authority 
HERs encountered many problems. Museums em-
ployed different artefact categories, whilst HERs, 
although defining site types in terms derived from 
the National Monuments Record’s Thesaurus, did 
not always apply them consistently. Hence defining 
overarching categories which had clear concord-
ances with both museum and HER spheres proved 
time-consuming62. I am aware of very little work 

57  Neal 2014 on human activity, Price et alii 2011, p. 1068 on 
geological practice.
58  Ford et alii 2010.
59  Respectively Harrison 2006 and English Heritage 2000. Ford et 
alii 2010 (p. 8) explicitly acknowledge this problem.
60  Ford et alii 2010, p. 5.
61  See above on geological vs. social and cultural formation 
processes.
62  Museum practice varied despite a common MODES database. 
Artefacts were also classified inconsistently, even with the 
existence of MDA-approved documentation standards and the 
MIDAS object terminology. In the end, we combined museum 
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of techniques which were particularly adept in in-
vestigating such places i.e. as comprising ‘archae-
ologyin towns’? Or should it see itself as seeking 
to understand urban places as a particular type of 
settlement i.e. as comprising the ‘archaeology of-
towns’? The latter, more intellectually fulfilling, ap-
proach was favoured but, unfortunately, was often 
expressed as the investigation of ‘the town’ i.e. of 
a settlement expressing an ahistorical notion of ur-
banism.

Recognising that Roman, medieval and modern 
towns might comprise quite different things, Bid-
dle attempted to navigate this impasse by listing 
‘urban characteristics’, various combinations of 
which could allow for diversity of response to so-
called urbanism. Yet a variety of further problems 
then arose: some of his characteristics were not di-
rectly recognisable archaeologically, whilst others 
seemed circular or depended on non-urban, com-
parative evidence66. A critical question concerned 
which of these features, if any, were necessary for 
urbanism. Marketing was seen by some commen-
tators as a key component, yet clearly took differ-
ent forms in differentperiods67. Thus an approach 
which attempted to define varied types of town 
independent of conventional historical chronolo-
gies drew us back, inexorably, to a past classified 
by particular, culturally-defined periods.

The first issue discussed above, of reconciling 
archaeological and geological categories, might be 
solved with more clarity on archaeological classifi-
cations and more ingenuity on both sides in work-
ing together. Yet this second conundrum - that 
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67  As did respective town/hinterland relationships: Perring, 
Whyman 2002.
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1. Deposit modelling in London: mapping deposit depths (left) and the positions of single and double basements (centre) provided an 
assessment of archaeological survival. Comparing this information with areas of expected redevelopment in coming decades (right) 
allowed an outline curatorial strategy to be formulated. © Rescue.
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2. Mapping deposits by preservation, spacing and status (© Elizabeth Hooper).
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3. Working DEM of the general Roman paleoland surface beneath York. The sparse and uneven distribution of data points manes that 
even the valley of its major river, The Ouse, is poorly defined (© Virgil Yendell).
4. Two Roman inhumations from Heslington East near York. They are of very similar date, immediately adjacent and buried in the same 
subsoil. Yet the woman on the leftdemonstrates much better levels of preservation than the man on the right, thus having greater 
research potential.
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